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Since 1941, the Forest Research Labo-
ratory-part of the School of Forestry
at Oregon State University in Corval-
lis-has been studying forests and why
they are like they are. A staff of more
than 50 scientists conducts research to
provide information for wise public and
private decisions on managing and using
Oregon's forest resources and operating
its wood-using industries. Because of
this research, Oregon's forests now
yield more in the way of wood pro-
ducts, water, forage, wildlife, and recre-
ation. Wood products are harvested,
processed, and used more efficiently.
Employment, productivity, and profita-
bility in industries dependent on forests
also have been strengthened. And this
research has helped Oregon to maintain
a quality environment for its people.

Much research is done right in the
Laboratory's facilities on the campus.
But field experiments in forest genetics,
young-growth management, forest
hydrology, harvesting methods, and re-
forestation are conducted on 12,000
acres of School forests adjacent to the
campus and on lands of public and
private cooperating agencies throughout
the Pacific Northwest.

With these publications, the Forest
Research Laboratory supplies the re-
sults of its research to forest land
owners and managers, to manufacturers
and users of forest products, to leaders
of government and industry, and to the
general public.

As a research bulletin, this publication
is one of a series that comprehensively
and in detail discusses a long, complex
study or summarizes available informa-
tion on a topic.
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preface
TREES (Timber Resource Eco-
nomic Estimation System) is a

forest management and harvest
scheduling simulation model de-
signed to predict future timber
harvest volumes and the ensuing
effects on forest inventory. The
system can respond to a wide
variety of management problems
at a reasonable cost from the
national to local woodlot level.

The model was developed by K.
Norman Johnson, H. Lynn Scheur-
man, and John H. Beuter to
provide a means of answering
questions about future timber har-
vests in Oregon and resulting
impacts. Their findings are re-
ported in Timber for Oregon's
Tomorrow, An Analysis of Rea-
sonably Possible Occurrences
(1976), familiarly known as the
Oregon Timber Study.

The TREES package-a set of four
manuals-contains explicit informa-
tion on all aspects of the system:

TREES-Vol. I: A User's Manual
for Forest Management and Har-
vest Scheduling

TREES-Vol. II: Mathematical
Analysis and Policy Guide

TREES-Vol. III: Example Prob-
lem Guide

TREES-Vol. IV: Computer Ana-
lyst's Guide

The User's Manual and Math/
Policy Guide not only supply
complete operating instructions
but also, for the first time, present
detailed analyses of modern forest
management techniques, harvest
scheduling methods, and inter-
action of the two.

introduction
TREES, the most comprehensive
model of its type yet developed,
offers seven basic harvest schedul-
ing methods: absolute amount,
percent of inventory, area control,
even-flow of volume, even-flow of
a function of volume, present net
benefit, and present net worth.

Stands may be managed as either
even- or uneven-aged units. Three
options (standard yields, approach-
to-normal volume, and approach-
to-normal growth) are available to
calculate periodic volume yields
for even-aged units; three addi-
tional options calculate growth
after thinning. Periodic volume
yields for uneven-aged units are
determined from a new and u-
niquely devised diameter growth
algorithm. In either case, maxi-
mum user flexibility is maintained
because growth and yield informa-
tion is entirely user specified.

Users may keep individual stands
separate to specify management
intensity and resulting growth
changes, but may aggregate them
to calculate and report harvests.
Three stocking levels, 30 species
types, and 7 site classes can be
incorporated. During a simulation,
acres may be shifted from any one
of seven management intensities to
another, as well as into and out of
the inventory, to simulate road
construction, urban encroachment,
or other activities. Volume utiliza-
tion-standards may be modified
over time to reflect changing
technological and economic condi-
tions. For even-aged stands,
TREES provides a full accounting
of management costs and harvest
revenues.

A TREES computer run uses two
control programs. The first, called
the Generator, processes inventory
and control data, storing processed
data on, a computer file, RAF.
RAF data plus harvest scheduling
information are then supplied to
the second program, the Simula-
tor, to perform harvest scheduling
calculations and prepare reports.
Different harvest scheduling simu-
lations can be run using the same

Is
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RAF, saving valuable time and
money.

Procedure files call the two con-
trol programs: The GEN procedure
file calls the Generator; and the
SIM procedure file calls the Simu-
lator. Specific user inputs for each
procedure file are:

GEN
Inventory (INV) file
Control (CTL) file
TFILE (management intensity,
age class, diameter class, site-
class groups, FORMATS)
GFILE (run headings, utiliza-
tion-standard changes, stocking
levels, species groups)
EFILE (default equations)
INP (termination level)

SIM
Data from the GEN run (RAF)
Allowable cut (ACC) file
(harvest scheduling
information)
RFILE (report information)
LEV (computation and report
levels)

Model Highlights

Inventory Information Growth options
(one set for each basic resource Changes in growth with changes
unit) in management intensity

Age distribution Allowable Cut Information
(even-aged) (one set for each allowable cut

3 stocking levels un
7 management intensities
33 age classes

it)

Harvest scheduling methods
Diameter distribution absolute amount
(uneven-aged)

3 stocking levels
7 management intensities
4 stand size-classes
13 diameter classes

percent of inventory
area control
even-flow of volume
even-flow of a function of volume
present net benefit
present net worth

Financial accounting options
Control Information demand curve
(one set for each grouped resource price table
unit) demand curve and price table

Harvest-priority selection
Species and site even-aged: oldest age first, mini-

30 species types
7 site classes

Hardwood-softwood conversion

mum growth, maximum value
uneven-aged: diameter (one set for

each of three stand size-classes)
i i hangesManagement- ntens ty c

Mortality salvage Report Information
lt oSh derw oe

Commercial thinning Harvest
Precommercial thinning Regeneration/cultural treatment
Fertilization Total harvest/economic
Regeneration alternatives Inventory

Genetic improvements Harvest summary
Land shifts into and out of Regeneration/cultural treatment
inventory summary
Utilization-standard changes Inventory summary

5



The TREES simulation process
(Fig. 1) can include inventories of
all types and at all locations. The
key to this process is the basic
resource unit, a group of acres
with identical stand and site char-
acteristics. TREES allows basic
resource units to be split-
simulating division into geographic,
economic, or other regions-or to
be grouped in any fashion desired.

erepare and report inventory
and growth at t

Report growth from t-l to
t in terms of new
utilization standard

Change utilization standard
(if applicable)

Change period
(t = t+11

Grow inventory for
period t to t+l

Figure 1.

Overview of TREES simulation.

General Concept Definitions

basic resource unit

The basic resource unit (BRU)
describes the smallest piece of land
for which a beginning inventory
may be entered. I nventories
include (1) acres and volumes per
acre entered by stocking level,
management intensity, and age
class for even-aged units, and (2)

Shift acres: into and out
of base inventory (changes
in commercial forest land
base), among GIs, and among
stocking levels

Determine harvest: Thinning,
mortality salvage, species
conversion, shelterwood,
regeneration harvest,
selection harvest

Allocate harvest by age or
diameter class

Report all harvest types

Regenerate and treat acres
cut this period, including
stocking control and
fertilization

Report acres regenerated
and culturally treated

6
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acres and trees per acre by
stocking level, management
intensity, fiber type, diameter
class, and size class for
uneven-aged units.

grouped resource unit

The grouped resource unit (GRU)
is a collection of BRUs. Managed
under one cutting method (clear-
cut, shelterwood, or selection by
diameter), GRUs have a single site
class and species type; thus, B R Us
included in a GRU should be
similar with respect to site and
species. GRUs may be composed
of only one BRU, or portions of a
single BRU may be assigned to
different GRUs. However, once
formed, GRUs become the small-
est inventory units with no further
accounting at the BRU level.

allowable cut unit

An allowable cut unit (ACU) may
be one GRU or a collection of
GRUs treated as a single unit with
respect to volume available for
harvest. An ACU may include
both even- and uneven-aged G R Us.

age class

In even-aged (AD) stands, 33 equal
age classes are possible, the first
two corresponding to regeneration
lags. Age-class width must equal
the length of one simulation cycle.
Age classes are reported in eight
user-specified groups.

stand size-class

Stand size-class describes uneven-
aged (DD) stands by predominant
tree size for harvest specification
and growth projection. Four size
classes are offered, the first re-
served for seedling and sapling
stands (for which no harvest is
possible). Remaining size classes
are user designated.

diameter class

Thirteen diameter classes are avail-
able in each stand size-class. They
must be of uniform width, but the
user may select the class width

desired and arrange the classes
accordingly into five report
groups.

stocking level

The user may choose one or three
stocking levels and specify the
proportion required to enter each.
The first level represents the
highest proportion. Inventories are
automatically adjusted to the
correct stocking distribution.

species type

Up to 30 species types combined
into three report groups may be
selected by the user. Examples
used in Timber for Oregon's
Tomorrow (Beuter et al. 1976)
i n c I u d e Douglas - fir ,

tanoak -conversion, pine, and
Douglas-fir shelterwood.

site class

Site class ranks the ability of land
to grow timber; choice of seven
site classes is possible. Site classes
are aggregated into three user-
designated groups for reports.

management intensity

Seven management intensities
(MIs) are offered for AD stands.

Table 1.

MI OPTIONS (AD STANDS).-

MI1 is set aside for special uses.
M12 is reserved for acres to be
converted from one species to
another. MIs 3 through 7 are
classified in order of increased
activities (Table 1).

Seven Mls are also offered for DD
stands. Mortality salvage occurs in
M13 only; otherwise, management
practices are not explicitly de-
fined. However, the user may
make implicit assumptions about
such practices when entering
growth rates, mortality rates, or
other variables.

For both even- and uneven-aged
G R Us, portions of the inventory
may be managed under different
Mls. Additionally, proportions as-
signed to specific MIs may be
altered during simulation.

For reports, Mls are arranged into
three user-specified groups.

utilization standard

Stand and harvest volumes may be
calculated and printed in any one
of three user-designated utilization
standards. A simulation may begin
in one standard and shift to
another at a specified rate.

MI

Activity 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Reforestation X -- X X X X X
Regeneration harvest X X X X X X X
Mortality harvest -- --
Commercial thinning -- -- X X X X
Precommercial thinning -- -- X X X
Fertilization -- -- X X
Genetic improvement -- -- X

a Adapted from Timber for Oregon's Tomorrow (Beuter et al. 1976).



Basic Resource Unit (BRU)
AD Management

Each BRU is assigned a unique
identification number (up to five
digits). BRU inventory includes:

regular acres
(land currently managed for
timber production)

Acres and volumes per acre are
entered by age class, stocking
level, and MI. Enter age and
volume per acre as of the mid-
point of the first simulation peri-
od. Age-class intervals and units of
volume are user specified but
must be consistent with the simu-
lation cycle period chosen and
growth and yield information en-
tered.

unstocked acres

Number of unstocked acres in the
BRU is entered.

outside donor acres
(potential sources of land
for timber production)

Because long periods are usually
involved in harvest scheduling,
bringing new land into the inven-
tory (simulating purchases) or put-
ting currently owned land into
production (simulating changing
economic conditions or road con-
struction) is usefu1. 1 Potential
acres are entered by age class and
source. Up to four sources (other
owners, other objectives, marginal,
inaccessible) may be specified.

shelterwood
(second-entry shelterwood)

Shelterwood management involves
two-stage harvesting. I n a B R U
managed as shelterwood, acres
already entered once are referred

1 The program treats inventories as

midpoint inventories for the first period
of the simulation. For instance, if the
simulation begins in 1977, using 10-year
periods, BRU inventory is treated as

that available in' 1982 (i.e., the average
inventory for the decade 1977-1987).
The user should adjust starting inventory
accordingly.

to as "shelterwood 2" acres. Acres
and residual volumes per acre are
entered by age class, stocking
level, and Mi.

Acres that have not been entered
for the first shelterwood harvest
are entered as regular acres.

DD Management

Each BRU is assigned a unique
identification number (up to five
digits). BRU inventory includes:

regular acres
(land currently managed for
timber production)

Acres are entered by size class,
stocking level, and MI. Trees per
acre are specified by fiber type
(softwood or hardwood) and diam-
eter class. Diameter-class width for
the 13 diameter classes is also
user designated. Enter trees per
acre as of the midpoint of the first
simulation period.

unstocked acres

Number of unstocked acres in the
BRU is entered.

outside donor acres
(potential sources of land
for timber production)

Because long periods are usually
involved in harvest scheduling,
bringing new land into the inven-
tory (simulating purchases) or put-
ting currently owned land into
production (simulating changing
economic conditions or road con-
struction) is useful (see footnote
1). Potential acres and trees per
acre are entered by size class,
diameter class, fiber type, and
donor source. Up to four sources
(other owners, other objectives,
marginal, . inaccessible) may be
specified.

mortality salvage
(first simulation period)

The user may call for harvest of
standing dead softwood (mortality
salvage) for acres in M13; mortality

8



salvage is not specifically con-
sidered for other Mls. Volumes per
acre available for mortality salvage
in the first simulation period must
be entered in the BRU inventory
by size class, diameter class, and
stocking level. If mortality salvage
is not selected, volumes are added
to the live-standing volume avail-
able for harvest from M13 acres.

After the first simulation period,
mortality available for salvage is
calculated from equations or tabu-
lar entries made elsewhere by the
user. If salvage is not called for,
mortality is continually added to
total volume available for harvest
from MI3 acres.

Inventory Identification

The inventory (INV) file contains
physical inventory by BRU. Each
BRU describes a particular piece
of forest land and has a unique
five-digit identification code.

For example, in Timber for Ore-
gon's Tomorrow (Beuter et al.
1976) :

Code
position Key

1 Owner class
2 Ti mbershed
3 Administrative unit
4 Site class
5 Species

Thus, the code 10116 represents:

Key Digit Reference

Owner class 1 National Forest
Timbershed 0 North Coastal
Administrative
unit 1 Standard Acres
Site class 1 Top site
Species 6 Douglas-fir

The TREES system is not bound
to this particular coding. Any
numeric codes providing unique
identification for each BRU are
acceptable.

to 10 levels of summarization
(Table 2). The lowest (or zero)
level is the GRU, identified by a
unique code up to 10 digits,
although Timber for Oregon's
Tomorrow (Beuter et al. 1976)
used only these eight:

Code
position

1

2
3
4

5-6
7-8

Key

Timbershed group
Timbershed
Owner group
Owner class
Administrative unit
GRU sequence number

BRU 10116 is part of GRU
11110101, which represents:

Key Digit Reference

Timbershed group 1 Western Oregon
Timbershed 1 North Coastal
Owner group 1 Public Sector
Owner class 1 National Forest
Administrative unit 01 Standard Acres
GRU sequence number 01

Table 2.

LEVELS OF SUMMARIZATION.a

Level Name Codeb

0 GRU All 8 digits
1 Administrative unit First 6 digits, last 2 are 0
2 Owner class First 4 digits, last 4 are 0
3 Owner group First 3 digits, last 5 are 0

4 Timbershed First 2 digits, last 6 are 0

5 Timbershed group First digit, last 7 are 0

6 State All 8 digits are 0

a Based on Timber for Oregon's Tomorrow (Beuteret al. 1976).

bAltering the significance of the digits requires changes in FORTRAN
FORMAT statements read by the TREES program. A computer
programmer's assistance would be required to change coding.

GRUs, which contain BRUs, can
be combined hierarchically for up



The GRU code allows formation
of more inclusive groups, i.e.,
higher levels of summarization. In
Timber for Oregon's Tomorrow
(Beuter et al. 1976), combining
GRUs within each administrative
unit forms level 1 (Fig. 2). To
indicate administrative unit level,
digits representing resource units
are changed to Os; for example,
GRUs 11110101, 11110102, and
11/10/03 could be combined into

4 Timbershed

I

3 Owner group 11100000

11000000

I

2 Owner class

I

11110000

11/10/00

1

11/10/01

10116

11/10/02

10111

Figure 2.

Process of combining inventory,
Timber for Oregon's Tomorrow
(Beuter et al. 1976).

11/10/03

10118

11120000

10211

11130000

1

11110200

11110201

10216

administrative unit 11110100,
Siuslaw Standard Acres. The next
higher level, owner class, would
use 11110000 to specify the
National Forest of the North
Coastal timbershed. How subunits
are combined depends upon the
coding chosen for the GRU level;
but once coding is determined, the
meaning of levels in the hierarchy
is set.

11200000

1

11240000 11250000

1 Administrative unit

0 Grouped resource unit

10218 Basic resource
unit
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INV File-Card Descriptions

The inventory (INV) file contains
physical inventory for each BRU.
Individual card descriptions are
provided for AD and DD manage-
ment. Related information in
other files is indicated by paren-
thetical references to file name
and card type. [The Key to B R U
Assumptions (AD and DD),
Appendix B, indicates proper
column placement of individual
entries.]

AD inventory

Card 01 BRU type. This card is
always required.

ITPRU-Type of BRU. This entry
must be 1.

ACUSMU-Number of unstocked
acres in the BRU at the beginning of
the simulation. Unstocked acres may
be brought into the producing inven-
tory by specifying the proportion of
unstocked acres restocked each peri-
od (CTL Card 05 first); acres from
the producing inventory may remain
unstocked by specifying the cutover
acres to remain unstocked each peri-
od (CTL Card 05 second).

Card 02 Donor acres. Acres avail-
able to the producing inventory by
purchase, transfer from nonforest-
ry use, improved technology, or
economic changes are called donor
acres. I n Timber for Oregon's
Tomorrow (Beuter et at. 1976),
donor sources were: 1, other
owners; 2, other objectives; 3,
marginal; and 4, inaccessible-but
these designations may be changed
by the user. Donor acres may only
be brought into the producing
inventory at Mis 1 or 3, but may
be shifted from sources 3 and 4 to
sources 1 and 2. If no acres will
be added to the producing inven-
tory, omit these entries.

Enter donor acres by age class
(ag), one card per class of available

acres, as of the midpoint of the
first simulation period. Donor
acres increase in age during the
run so that they may enter the
producing inventory at the correct
age. Volumes at entry are averages
for the stocking level to which the
acres are assigned (CTL Card 06
first).

ACDA(ag,1)-Donor acres from
source 1 (other owners). Not owned
by the producer at the start of the
simulation.

ACDA(ag,2)- Donor acres from
source 2 (other objectives). Poten-
tial commercial forest devoted to
another objective at the start of the
simulation.

ACDA(ag,3)-Donor acres from
source 3 (marginal). Yields too low
to harvest economically at the start
of the simulation. Changes in eco-
nomic conditions or technological
improvements could bring marginal
acres into production.

ACDA(ag,4)-Donor acres from
source 4 (inaccessible). Cannot be
harvested economically due to poor
access (primarily lack of roads) at the
start of the simulation. As roads are
constructed or technological advances
in harvesting made, inaccessible acres
could come into production.

Card 03 Regular acres (the produc-
ing inventory). Acres and volumes
per acre are entered for each MI,
age class, and stocking level. This
inventory plus inventory shifted
into the base produces the first
harvest. MI links inventory to the
appropriate functions for growth,
mortality, thinning, regeneration,
utilization conversion, and some
costs.

Specify age class (33 possible) and
volume per acre for half a period
beyond the starting year. Age-class
width must be uniform and equal
to the number of years in a

simulation period. Midpoints for

each age class are also user
designated.

Enter one or three stocking levels.
If three are used, acres are moved
to the correct stocking level ac-
cording to the proportion of
standard volume per acre for
stocking levels 1 and 2 (CTL Card
17 first) . Stocking level adjusts the
yield functions. Thinning occurs
only in stocking level 1.

ACMA(ag,mi,1)-Acres in stocking
level 1 by M I and age class.

VAMA(ag,mi,1)-Volume per acre in
stocking level 1 by MI and age class.

ACMA(ag,mi,2)-Acres in stocking
level 2 by MI and age class.

VAMA(ag,mi,2)-Volume per acre in
stocking level 2 by MI and age class.

ACMA(ag,mi,3)-Acres in stocking
level 3 by M I and age class.

VAMA(ag,mi,3)-Volume per acre in
stocking level 3 by MI and age class.

Card 04 Shelterwood 2 acres
(second-entry shelterwood). If the
BRU is managed as shelterwood,
acres entered for the first shelter-
wood cut one period before the
start of the simulation and con-
taining residual volumes per acre
are designated second-entry shel-
terwood acres. Entries are made
by age class and MI. Shelterwood
management requires harvesting
shelterwood 2 acres as soon as
possible; thus these acres have first
priority for harvest in the initial
period. If the BRU is not shelter-
wood, omit this card.

ACSWRA(ag,mi)-Second-entry
shelterwood acres by age class and
MI.

VASWRA(ag,mi)-Residual volume
per acre after first-entry shelterwood
by age class and MI.

11



DD inventory

Card 01 BRU type. This card is
always required.

ITPRU-Type of BRU. This entry
must be 2.

ACUSMU-Number of unstocked
acres in the BRU at the beginning of
the simulation. Unstocked acres may
be brought into the producing inven-
tory by specifying the proportion of
unstocked acres restocked each per-
iod (CTL Card 05 first).

Card 02 Donor acres and trees per
acre. Acres brought into the pro-
ducing inventory by purchase,
transfer from nonforestry use, im-
proved technology, or economic
changes are called donor acres. In
Timber for Oregon's Tomorrow
(Beuter et al. 1976), donor sources
were: 1, other owners; 2, other
objectives; 3, marginal; and 4,
inaccessible-but these designations
may be changed by the user.
Donor acres may be shifted from
sources 3 and 4 to sources 1 and
2, and may contain merchantable
timber as reflected by trees per
acre specified on Card 02 No. 3. If
no acres will be added into the
producing inventory, omit this
card.

Enter donor acres on Card 02 No.
1 for each size class. Next, enter
softwood and hardwood trees per
acre by diameter class. All donor
acres in a size class, regardless of
source, have the same number of
softwood and hardwood trees per
acre in each diameter class.

Card 02 No. 1-Donor acres. Enter
one card for each size class (sz)
for which donor acres are avail-
able, followed by the trees-per-acre
cards for each diameter class.

ACDD(sz,1)-Donor acres from
source 1 (other owners). Not owned
by the producer at the start of the
simulation.

ACDD(sz,2)-Donor acres from
source 2 (other objectives). Potential
commercial forest devoted to another
objective at the start of the simula-
tion.

ACDD(sz,3)-Donor acres from
source 3 (marginal). Yields too low
to harvest economically at the start
of the simulation. Changes in the
economic situation or technological
improvements could bring marginal
acres into production.

ACDD(sz,4)-Donor acres from
source 4 (inaccessible). Cannot be
harvested economically due to poor
access at the start of the simulation.
As roads are constructed or techno-
logical advances in harvesting made,
inaccessible acres could be added into
production.

Card 02 No. 3-Trees per acre on
donor acres. Enter softwood and
hardwood trees per acre for each
diameter class (di) in the size class
specified on Card 02 No. 1.
Diameter growth is computed so
that acres are assigned the correct
diameter distribution and size class
when brought into the producing
inventory.

TADD(1,di,sz)-Softwood trees per
acre for donor acres for each diame-
ter class in the size class (preceding
Card 02 No. 1).

TADD(2,di,sz) -Hardwood trees per
acre for donor acres for each diame-
ter class in the size class (preceding
Card 02 No.1).

Card 03 Regular acres (the pro-
ducing inventory). Acres in each
stocking level are entered for one
size class and MI. MI links inven-
tory to the appropriate functions
for growth, mortality proportions,
and yields. A set of mortality
cards may follow the acres card
(M13 only). Next entry is a set of
cards containing trees per acre for
softwoods and hardwoods in each
stocking level of each diameter
class in the same MI and size class.

Specify diameter class (13
possible) and number of trees per
acre for the midpoint of the first
period. Diameter-class width must
be uniform; the recommended
value is 4 inches. Midpoints for
each diameter class are also user
specified (TFILE Card 14).

Enter one or three stocking levels.
If three are used, acres are moved
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to the correct stocking level ac-
cording to the minimum basal area
for stocking levels 1 and 2 (CTL
Card 26). Stocking level adjusts
yield functions.

For each MI within each size class,
use these cards:

Card 03 No. 1-Regular acres. One
card.

ACMD(sz,mi,1)-Acres in stocking
level 1 for this MI and size class.

ACMD(sz,mi,2) -Acres in stocking
level 2 for this MI and size class.

ACMD(sz,mi,3)-Acres in stocking
level 3 for this MI and size class.

Card 03 No. 2-Mortality. Use
only for M13. One card for each
diameter class.

VAMTD(di,sz,1)-Softwood mortality
volume per acre for stocking level 1

for this diameter class, size class, and
M13.

VAMTD(di,sz,2)-Softwood mortality
volume per acre for stocking level 2
for this diameter class, size class, and
M 13.

VAMTD(di,sz,3) -Softwood mortality
volume per acre for stocking level 3
for this diameter class, size class, and
M 13.

Card 03 No. 3-Trees per acre.
After the acres card (or set of
mortality cards if M13 mortality is
required), enter trees per acre for
each diameter class.

TRMD(di,sz,mi,1,1)-Softwood trees
per acre in stocking level 1 by
diameter class for this size class and
MI

TRMD(di,sz,mi,2,1)-Hardwood trees
per acre in stocking level 1 by
diameter class for this size class and
mi.

TRIM D(di,sz,mi,1,2)-Softwood trees
per acre in stocking level 2 by
diameter class for this size class and
MI.

TRMD(di,sz,mi,2,2,)-Hardwood trees
per acre in stocking level 2 by
diameter class for this size class and
mi.

TRIM D(di,sz,mi,1,3)-Softwood trees
per acre in stocking level 3 by
diameter class for this size class and
MI.

TRMD(di,sz,mi,2,3)-Hardwood trees
per acre in stocking level 3 by
diameter class for this size class and
mi.
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Grouped Resource Unit (GRU)
AD Management

A GRU is a collection of BRUs
sufficiently similar with respect to
management, growth, and yield to
be considered as a single unit.
G R Us may consist of one or
several B R Us or portions of B R Us.
Once formed, GRUs become the
smallest accounting and manage-
ment units used by the program.

The user assigns a unique identifi-
cation code number (up to 10
digits) to each GRU. Each digit of
this code has implications for
combining GRUs into report
groups or allowable cut units
(ACUs).

default values

A wide variety of information
regarding growth and management
may be entered for each GRU.
For some items, the user may
either specify values or allow
values to be determined by equa-
tions entered on the EFILE, which
supplies default values for up to
33 age classes, 5 site classes, 30
species types, and 7 MIs. The
EFILE provided with the TREES
program is the one used in Timber
for Oregon's Tomorrow (Beuter et
al. 1976).

If a GRU can be considered
average, defaulting to the E F I LE
for appropriate values will save
considerable time. But if a particu-
lar aspect is atypical, the user
should enter that specific item in
the control file for the GRU. I f all
equation coefficients are 0, the
equation receives a default value
of 1.0; if a default value of 0 is
desired, use table entries instead of
an equation.

composition

Specify each BRU and the propor-
tion to be included in the GRU
(CTL Card 01).

stand attributes

Site class, species type, and fiber
type. M12 has been reserved for

acres to be converted from one
species to another. If none will be
converted, enter current site class,
species type, and fiber type (soft-
wood or hardwood) (CTL Card
02). To use M12, enter stand
attributes before conversion (CTL
Card 02); enter site class, species
type, and fiber type for acres after
conversion and for acres in all
other Mls (CTL Card 09).

Softwood proportion of volume. A
GRU of one fiber type may
contain trees of the other type.
Enter the estimated softwood pro-
portion of volume in each age
class and MI by equation, actual
values, or combination of the two
(CTL Card 03 Eq. 4). If no entry
is made, default values will be
selected from the E F I LE for
proper site class, species type, and
MI.

Stocking-level boundaries. Enter
stocking-level boundaries for each
GRU if using three stocking levels.
Boundaries are expressed as the
proportion of actual (i.e., current)
volume per acre to standard (i.e.,
normal yield) volume per acre
needed to enter stocking levels 1

and 2 (CTL Card 17 first). All
stocked acres not meeting mini-
mum volume requirements will be
placed in stocking level 3.

Average stand diameter. Enter av-
erage stand diameter as a function
of age by MI for each age class
(CTL Card 12). This is strictly for
reporting purposes, with no adjust-
ment for stocking level. Default
values may be taken from the
EFILE.

standard net volume per acre

Standard or normal net volume
per acre-or the live volume per
acre for a fully stocked stand in
the GRU-is entered for each age
class and MI by equation, actual
values, or combination of the two
(CTL Card 03, Options 1 and 2,
Eq. 1). If no entry is made,
default values will be selected
from the E F I LE for proper site
class, species type, and Ml.
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Entering standard net volume per
acre by age class and M I allows
the user to define how various
management levels affect the
GRU. For example, the difference
in standard volume per acre be-
tween MIs 4 and 5 should reflect
increased yields expected from
precommercial thinning in MI5.

standard mortality volume per acre

Enter standard mortality volume
per acre for each age class and M I
by equation, actual values, or
combination of the two (CTL
Card 03, Options 1 and 2, Eq. 3).
Otherwise, default values will be
selected from the E F I LE for
proper site class, species type, and
mi.

Mortality volumes per acre are
used in only two cases: (1) for
mortality salvage or mortality vol-
ume added to live volume in M13;
and (2) for estimating gross
growth if growth after thinning for
MIs 4 through 7 is specified as a
percentage of gross growth.

growth

Select either an approach-
to-normal or a standard growth
option (CTL Card 16 first).

Approach-to-normal option
(growth or volume). Approach to
normality assumes that stands will
near standard or normal volumes
per acre over time. Specify either
approach-to-normal volume or
growth; in either case, a linear
approach-to-normal equation is re-
quired (CTL Card 16 second). For
approach-to-normal growth, the
equation uses the ratio of current
to standard volumes per acre to
predict the proportion of standard
growth, the difference between
standard net volumes per acre for
two successive age classes. For
approach-to-normal volume, the
equation uses the ratio of current
to standard volumes per acre to
predict the proportion of standard
volume per acre after growth.

Proportions predicted by the
approach-to-normal equation may

be modified to reflect advancing
stand age. Enter a maximum age
for both the full approach to
normality and one-half the full
approach to normality (CTL Card
16 second).

To illustrate: Suppose an acre
were 70 percent stocked (had 70%
of standard volume). Assume the
approach-to-normal equation pre-
dicts that, after one period, that
acre would be 75 percent stocked.
Stands less than or equal to
maximum age for full approach to
normality would grow accordingly;
stands greater than maximum age
for full approach but less than or
equal to maximum for one-half
the approach would be 72.5 per-
cent stocked after one period.
Stands greater than maximum age
for one-half the approach would
still be 70 percent of normal
stocking after one period (i.e.,
they would exhibit no approach to
normality).

Standard growth option. If the user
selects standard growth for the
GRU, actual volumes per acre are
ignored after the first harvest
period. All age classes are assumed
to have standard volumes per acre
after one growth cycle, no matter
what the starting inventory. Use
this option only in special cases,
e.g., where only gross estimates of
growth and yield are required or if
all acres are fully stocked.

Should the user choose commercial
thinning for the GRU, special
options are available for growth
after thinning (see Commercial
Thinning section). (Growth is

detailed in the Math/Policy Guide.)

management regime

Final harvest costs and revenues.
For AD management, final harvest
is defined as a clearcut. If reports
on harvest costs and revenues are
desired or if the present net worth
or present net benefit harvest
scheduling method is chosen, enter
information on final harvest costs
and revenues (CTL Cards 04 and
13). For GRUs managed as

shelterwood, final harvest costs are
those incurred at first-entry
shelterwood cut. Enter costs on
per-acre and per-unit-of-harvest-
volume bases; enter revenues on a
per-unit basis. Specify both costs
and revenues for every age class by
equation, actual values, or
combination of the two.

Shelterwood specifications. A G R U
managed as shelterwood is
harvested in two stages. Specify the
proportion of current volume to
remain after completing the first
stage (CTL Card 19). If financial
reports are desired, specify
first-entry costs (CTL Cards 04 and
13). Costs incurred during second
entry are expressed as proportions
of first-entry costs (CTL Card 19).

Target distribution of acres by MI.
Starting distribution of acres is
determined by entering acres by MI
in BRU inventories. Changes in
initial distribution are controlled by
entering target distributions and the
number of periods for which targets
are effective.

Enter two target distributions for
each GRU (CTL Card 08). Targets
are expressed as proportions by MI;
for instance, entering 0.10 for M13
indicates that 10 percent of all
acres in the GRU are targeted for
M13. The first target distribution is
used for a specified number of
periods, entered once for all GRUs
(GFILE Card 04). The second
distribution is used for the
remaining simulation periods.
Target proportions are applied to
determine what proportion of
regenerated. acres goes to each MI
and to provide guidelines for
shifting currently stocked acres
between MIs.

The program attempts to fill from
the top MI down, starting before
the first harvest. In each age class,
acres are shifted from lower to
higher MIs until the proportion of
acres in the age class of the higher
M I matches target proportions. The
user may limit changes in MI by
specifying MI shift limits for each
age class (CTL Card 17 second), but
the minimum MI entered for any
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age class is M14. (Caution: Not
entering MI limits for an age class
will leave its original MI
unchanged.)

The program strives for the target
distribution during the first, period
subject to the restrictions in CTL
Card 17 (second). Use caution in
specifying initial target distribution
and MI limits for each age class to
prevent unrealistic changes in Ml.
(Note: Target proportions entered
for M11 are used differently than
those entered for higher Mls. See
Appendix A for a detailed example
of MI shift possibilities.)

Species conversion. M12 has been
set aside for conversion acres; if the
GRU has or will have acres in M12,
enter site class, species type, and
fiber type of acres before
conversion (CTL Card 02) and after
conversion (CTL Card 09). Card 02
entries apply to Mls 1 and 2; Card
09 entries apply to Mls 3 through
7. Also specify proportion of M12
acres to be converted each period,
number of periods for conversion
to take place, and proportion of
standard volume per acre to be
harvested during conversion (CTL
Card 09). (See Appendix A for a
detailed example.)

Harvest costs per unit (CTL Card
04 Eq. 2) and per acre (CTL Card
13 Eq. 1), as well as price received
per unit (CTL Card 04 Eq. 1), are
assumed the same as those for final
harvest.

Mortality salvage. Acres in MI3 are
eligible for mortality salvage from
the current period. To initiate
mortality salvage, set the salvage
indicator to 1, enter salvable
proportion of standard mortality
volume per acre, and specify
minimum salvable volume per acre
necessary before salvage will take
place (CTL Card 05 first). The
program calculates mortality
volume per M13 acre available for
salvage for a given age and stocking
level as:

SMVA x SLMP x PROP

where SMVA = standard mortality
volume per acre (by age and M13);

SLMP = stocking-level midpoint
expressed as the average propor-
tion of standard volume per acre
(GFILE Card 05); and PROP =
salvable proportion of standard
mortality volume per acre (CTL
Card 05 first).

Mortality salvage is treated as an
exogenous harvest within the
program. No matter what harvest
method is selected, mortality will
be salvaged if called for in the GRU.

If the mortality salvage option is
not selected for M13, mortality
volumes are combined with current
live volumes per acre to calculate
available harvest volumes.

Price per unit received for mor-
tality salvage is assumed the same
as that for final harvest of the
same age class (CTL Card 04 Eq.
1). Harvest costs per unit and per
acre are assumed the same as those
for commercial thinning (CTL
Card 04 Eq. 3, Card 13 Eq. 2).

Commercial thinning. Commercial
thinning (intermediate harvest)
may take place only in Mls 4
through 7 at stocking level 1. The
user may thin a proportion of
current volume per acre or may
specify thinning volume by equa-
tion or table values. In either case,
the user must supply minimum
and maximum age classes for
thinning for each MI (CTL Card
18 second). If thinning is specified
as a proportion of current volume
per acre, enter the proportion to
remain after thinning (CTL Card
18 first). In this case, enter 1.0 on
CTL Card 03 Eq. 2.

The user may place further con-
straints on thinning:

A minimum proportion of
standard volume per acre must
be left after thinning (CTL
Card 18 first). If the remain-
ing volume using proportion
of standard volume is greater
than the remaining volume
using proportion of current
volume, then the proportion
of standard volume will be the
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volume remaining. The net
result is reduced thinning
volume.

The minimum thinning
volume per acre' required
before thinning may occur
(CTL Card 18 first). If calcu-
lated thinning volume is less
than that minimum, no
thinning will result.

To specify actual thinning volume,
enter either an equation or actual
values for the extent of thinning
by age class and MI (CTL Card 03
Eq. 2). If a fixed amount of
thinning has been indicated (CTL
Card 18 first) but no values
entered, default values from the
E F I LE will be used. No con-
straints may be placed on this
type of thinning. Care should be
taken to ensure that the thinning
volume request does not exceed
the volume available; otherwise,
residual volume per acre may be
negative.

Information on thinning costs is
necessary to obtain financial
reports or to make a financial
maturity (PNB/PNW) harvest.
Costs are entered for each G R U
on per-unit (CTL Card 04 Eq. 3)
and per-acre (CTL Card 13 Eq. 2)
bases. Price per unit is assumed
the same for trees of a given age
class whether taken in thinning or
final harvest (CTL Card 04 Eq. 1).

If approach-to-normal growth has
been specified, select from three
options for growth after thinning
(CTL Card 16 first): (1) approach
to normal; (2) growth as a

percentage of standard gross
growth, and (3) growth as a

percentage of standard net growth.
These options apply to one period
following thinning.

Approach to normality allows the
thinned stand to grow like
unthinned stands of the same
volume per acre, age class, and MI.
Standard gross growth (defined as
standard net growth plus standard
mortality) requires the user to
select the percentage of gross
growth (CTL Card 16 first) and to

enter estimated mortality (CTL
Card 03 Eq. 3). Standard net
growth (defined as the difference
between standard net volumes per
acre for two successive age classes)
requires entering the percentage of
net growth (CTL Card 16 first).

Should the user choose standard
growth and volume for unthinned
acres, no options are available for
growth after thinning. Growth
simply will be calculated as the
amount necessary to bring thinned
acres back to standard volumes per
acres.

Precommercial thinning.
Precommercial thinning (stocking
control) occurs in Mls 5 through 7.
Enter age class in which stocking
control will take place (CTL Card
15) and cost per acre (CTL Card 14
first). Enter 0 for no stocking
control. Because only trees too
small to be counted in volume
estimates are removed, no volume is
subtracted for precommercial
thinning. The standard volume per
acre and mortality estimates
discussed previously should reflect
the stocking control proposed for
MIs 5 through 7.

Fertilization. All eligible age classes
in MIs 6 and 7 are fertilized once
each simulation period. For each
GRU, specify minimum and
maximum age classes for
fertilization (CTL Card 15) and
cost per acre (CTL Card 14 first).
Effects of proposed fertilization
should be reflected in standard
volume per acre and mortality
estimates for MIs 6 and 7.

Regeneration. Unstocked and
cutover acres are regenerated. For
each MI, specify how (seeding,
planting, or other) to regenerate
acres (CTL Card 05 first); cost to
regenerate unstocked acres (CTL
Card 14 second); proportion of
cutover acres becoming unstocked
each period (CTL Card 05 second);
proportion of regenerated acres
going to each stocking level (CTL
Card 05 second); regeneration lag
for cutover acres (CTL Card 05
second); and cost per acre to

regenerate cutover acres (CTL Card
14 second).

The regeneration lag for cutover
acres may range from -1.5 to +1.5
periods (±15 years if using 10-year
periods). A negative lag implies
advanced regeneration and usually
applies to shelterwood. A positive
lag indicates delayed stand
establishment. Where regeneration
takes more than 1.5 periods, acres
should be classed as unstocked.
(See subroutine RUREGA,
Analyst's Guide.)

Cultural treatment cost. Cultural
treatment cost is the future per-acre
expense associated with current
timber harvests averaged over all
MIs in a GRU. For example, the
user may consider regeneration
after harvest as part of the harvest
cost. Thus, cost of regeneration
discounted back to the time of
harvest is entered as the cultural
treatment cost.

For example, if regeneration takes
place 5 years after harvest at $100
per acre at a 6-percent discount
rate, enter

$100/1.065 = 100/1.34 = 74.63.

Cultural treatment cost is used in
only two instances: (1) when
calculating the value of age classes
for the maximum-value harvest
priority, and (2) when determining
harvest volumes in financial
maturity options. (For more infor-
mation, see Financial Accounting
Options in this manual and also
the Math/Policy Guide.)

land-base changes

During a simulation run, acres can
be shifted into and out of regular
acres. Eligible acres must have
been entered in the BRU inven-
tories composing the GRU (see
Basic Resource Unit section).

Shifts from outside sources to
regular acres. Specify the propor-
tion of outside acres added to
regular acres in each period by
source and MI under which enter-
ing acres will fall (CTL Card 06
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second). Four sources (other
owners, other objectives, marginal,
or inaccessible) and two Mls (1 or
3) are possible. Also specify the
stocking level of entering acres.
Each source is assigned one stock-
ing level (CTL Card 06 first).

Shifts between outside sources.
Acres may be shifted between
outside sources. The proportion to
be shifted each period is entered
by source (marginal or
inaccessible) and receiver (other
owners or other objectives) (CTL
Card 06 second). For instance,
unroaded (inaccessible) acres on
National Forest land might be
shifted to wilderness (other
objectives). Shifts from and
between outside sources continue
for the number of periods desired
(CTL Card 06 second). (See
Appendix A.)

Shifts from regular acres to
outside sources. Regular acres may
be shifted into two outside
categories: other owners and other
objectives. To shift regular acres to
outside receivers, enter maximum
age class for shifting, number of
periods for shifting, and propor-
tion of acres to be shifted (CTL
Card 07). Proportions are applied
equally to all eligible age classes
and Mls. Regular acres moved to
an outside source are ineligible to
re-enter the regular class. (See
Appendix A.)

utilization-standard changes

During a long simulation, the
minimum size of usable trees is

likely to decrease, thereby
increasing volumes per acre avail-
able for harvest. To reflect such
changes, the user can select.one of
three utilization standards for the
start of the run and change to
another standard at a specified
rate for all GRUs (GFILE Card
02). The actual conversion of
volume per acre from one standard
to another is determined for each
GRU (CTL Card 10).

Starting BRU inventories and
standard volumes per acre are
entered in base utilization-standard

units (selected by the user); in
Timber for Oregon's Tomorrow
(Beuter et al. 1976), the base
standard was total cubic feet. To
convert to other utilization
standards, enter proportions to
multiply by the base volumes for
each age class and MI (CTL Card
10) by equation, actual values, or
combination of the two. If no entry
is made, default values are selected
from the E F I LE for proper species
type, site class, and MI.

Enter average stand diameter as a
function of age for the base
utilization-standard (CTL Card 12).
Specify average stand diameters for
other utilization standards as
proportions of average diameter in
the base standard (CTL Card 11).
Entry may be by equation, actual
values, or combination of the two,
but no entry selects default values
from the E FI LE.

DD Management

A GRU is a collection of BRUs
judged sufficiently similar with
respect to management, growth,
and yield to be considered as a
single unit. GRUs may consist of
one or several BRUs or portions of
BRUs. Once formed, G R Us become
the smallest accounting and
management units used by the
program.

The user assigns a unique
identification code number (up to
10 digits) to each GRU. Each digit
of this code has implications for
combining GRUs into report groups
or allowable cut units (ACUs).

default values

A wide variety of information
regarding growth and management
may be entered for each GRU. For
some items, the user may either
specify values or let values be
determined by equations from the
EFILE, which provides default
values for various parameters for
each diameter class by site class,
species type, and M I. I f a GRU can
be considered average, defaulting
to the EFILE can save consider-
able time. However, if certain
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aspects are atypical, the user
should enter those features in the
control file for that GRU.

The EFILE currently accompany-
ing the TREES program does not
include entries for DD manage-
ment; therefore, entries for CTL
Cards 03, 20, 21, and 22 are
essential for a DD run unless users
form their own E F I LEs.

composition

Specify each BRU and the
proportion to be included in each
GRU (CTL Card 01).

stand attributes

Site class, species type, and fiber
type. For each GRU, specify
average site class, predominant
species type, and fiber type
(softwood or hardwood) (CTL Card
02).

Stocking-level boundaries. If using
three stocking levels, specify basal
area per acre required to enter the
two highest stocking levels (CTL
Card 26). All stocked acres not
meeting minimum basal area
requirements will be placed in
stocking level 3.2

Volume per tree. Enter values for
volume per tree for each diameter
class and fiber type by equation,
actual values, or combination of the
two (CTL Card 20 Options 1 and
2). If no values are entered, default
values will be selected from an
EFI LE constructed by the user.

management regime

Harvest costs and revenues. At
present, an accounting of harvest
costs and revenues is not available
for DD stands.

Target distribution of acres by MI.
Starting distribution of acres is

2Acres in starting inventories are entered
by one or three stocking levels. Should
the user change the minimum basal area
requirement for each stocking level, the
program will automatically shift acres in
each size class to the proper stocking
level before the simulation begins.

determined by entering acres by
MI in BRU inventories. Changes in
initial distribution are controlled
by entering target distributions
and the number of periods for
which targets are effective.

Enter two target distributions for
each GRU (CTL Card 08). Targets
are expressed as proportions by
MI. Thus, entering 0.10 for M13
indicates that 10 percent of all
acres in the GRU are targeted for
M13. The first target distribution is
used for a specified number of
periods, entered once for all GRUs
WILE Card 04). The second
distribution is used for the remain-
ing simulation periods. Target
proportions are applied to deter-
mine what proportion of regener-
ated acres goes to each M I and to
provide guidelines for shifting
currently stocked acres between
MIs.

The program attempts to fill from
the top M I down. I n each size
class, acres are shifted from lower
to higher MIs until the proportion
of acres in the size class of the
higher MI matches target
proportions. The user may limit
changes in MI by specifying MI
shift limits for each size class, but
minimum MI is M14 (CTL Card
26). (Caution: Not entering
minimum MI will leave the original
MI for that size class unchanged.)
The program strives to meet the
target distribution each period it is
in effect subject to the restrictions
in CTL Card 26. Use caution in
specifying the initial target
distribution and MI limits for each
size class to prevent unrealistic
changes in MI. (Note: Target
proportions entered for M11 are
used differently than those entered
for higher MIs. See Appendix A
for a detailed example of MI shift
possibilities.)

Mortality salvage. Salvage of
softwood mortality is possible
only for M13 acres. For the first
period, enter mortality in BRU
inventories; in subsequent periods,
mortality will be calculated
according to the rates specified
(CTL Card 03 Eqs. 3 and 4).

To initiate this option, set the
salvage indicator to 1, enter salvable
proportion of mortality, and
specify minimum volume per acre
necessary for salvage to take place
(CTL Card 05 first). If mortality
salvage is not selected, mortality
volumes in M13 are combined with
current live volume per acre to
calculate available harvest volumes.

Regeneration of unstocked acres.
Specify the proportion of
unstocked acres in the initial
inventory to be regenerated each
period (CTL Card 05 first). All
restocked acres are assumed to
enter size class 1.

Specify the proportion of regener-
ated acres that will fall into each
stocking level for each MI (CTL
Card 05 second). Enter number of
trees per acre planted at regenera-
tion by stocking level (CTL Card
24); these trees are assumed to fall
into diameter class 1.

Ingrowth. Ingrowth into the first
diameter class is the number of
trees required to maintain the
original number of trees per acre
specified in the inventory plus an
added number of trees specified in
CTL Card 27. (See the Ingrowth
and Upgrowth section, Math/Policy
Guide.)

standard basal area

For each MI in the GRU, define
basal area per acre corresponding to
diameter growth rates entered (CTL
Card 25).

standard diameter growth
and mortality rates
(softwoods and hardwoods)

For each diameter class and MI,
enter estimated diameter growth in
inches per tree and mortality rates
at standard basal areas. Specify
diameter growth and mortality
rates by site class, species type, and
MI in the user-prepared EFILE; or
enter estimates by equation, actual
values, or combination of the two
in the control file (CTL Card 03
Eqs. 1-4).
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In either case, estimates should
reflect the user's assumptions about
how the GRU will be managed in
each MI. For example, if M16 is to
include fertilization at certain
intervals, standard diameter-growth
estimates should reflect expected
changes in mortality rates and
diameter growth at the standard
basal area.3

basal area constraints

Diameter growth. Acres whose
basal areas differ from the standard
basal area are also likely to have
nonstandard diameter growth. To
account for such differences, the
TREES model uses a basal area
constraint method developed by
the U.S. Forest Service for its
TRAS projections in the Pacific
Northwest (Larson and Goforth
1974). Enter a diameter growth
constraint as

y= bo+b1(D)+b2(BA)+b3(D)(BA)2

where D = midpoint diameter of
diameter class; BA = basal area per
acre; and bo, b1, b2, b3 =
user-specified coefficients (CTL
Card 28).

Diameter growth for a given
diameter class is adjusted from

DG =DGS I
bo + b1 (D) + b2(BA) + b3(D)(BA)2
bo + bl (D) + b2(BAS) + b3(D)(BAS)2

where DG = actual diameter
growth; DGS = standard diameter
growth (CTL Card 03 Eqs. 1 and
2); BA = actual basal area per acre;
and BAS = standard basal area per
acre (CTL Card 25).

In addition, estimate maximum
basal area on any acre (CTL Card
27). If actual basal area reaches
maximum, diameter growth will
stop.

3Unlike the AD portion of the TREES
model, few specific practices are applied
to MIs in uneven-aged GRUs. For
example, fertilization is not explicitly
specified for M16-the user must define
management practices and adjust diame-
ter growth and mortality rates accord-
ingly.

Mortality rates. Adjust mortality
rates (like diameter growth) to
account for changes in basal area.
Enter a mortality constraint
function as

y = bo + b1 (BA/D3)

where BA = basal area per acre; D
= diameter-class midpoint; and
b ,bl = user-specified coefficients
(CTL Card 29).

The mortality rate for a given
diameter class is calculated as

MR=MRS I bo+bi(BA/D3)
b + bl (BAS/D3)

where MR = mortality rate and
MRS = standard mortality rate.
(See the Mortality section,
Math/Policy Guide.)

A maximum basal area limit may
also be placed on each GRU (CTL
Card 27). If actual basal area
reaches that limit, no mortality (or
growth) will occur.

land-base changes

Shifts from outside sources to
regular acres. During a simulation
run, acres can be shifted into and
out of regular acres. Eligible acres
must have been entered in the BRU
inventories composing the GRU
(see Basic Resource Unit section).

Specify the proportion of outside
acres added to regular acres in each
period by the source and MI under
which entering acres will fall (CTL
Card 06 second). Four sources
(other owners, other objectives,
marginal, or inaccessible) and two
MIs (1 or 3) are possible. Also
designate stocking level of entering
acres. Each source is assigned one
stocking level (CTL Card 06 first).

Shifts between outside sources.
Acres may be shifted between
outside sources. The proportion to
be shifted each period is entered by
source (marginal or inaccessible)
and receiver (other owners or other
objectives) (CTL Card 06 second).
For example, unroaded
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(inaccessible) acres on National
Forest land might be shifted to
wilderness (other objectives). Shifts
from and between outside sources
continue for the number of periods
desired (CTL Card 06 second).

Shifts from regular acres to outside
sources. Regular acres may be
shifted into two outside categories:
other owners and other objectives.
To shift regular acres to outside
receivers, enter maximum size class
for shifting, number of periods for
shifting, and proportion of acres to
be shifted (CTL Card 07).
Proportions are applied equally to
all size classes and MIs. Regular
acres moved to an outside source
are ineligible to re-enter the regular
class.

utilization-standard changes

During a long simulation,
utilization standards are likely to
change. Smaller trees become
economical to process because a
greater proportion of each tree may
be converted to usable products. To
simulate such changes, the model
allows shifts from one utilization
standard to another. For all G R Us,
specify the rate of change between
utilization standards (GFILE Card
02) and the minimum usable
diameter (GFILE Card 06).

Enter proportions to convert
volume per tree from the base
utilization-standard to other
standards by fiber type for an
individual GRU (CTL Cards 21 and
22). Determine proportions for
each diameter class either by
equation, tabular values, or
combination of the two. If no entry
is made, default values will be
selected from an EF I LE prepared
by the user for appropriate site
class, species type, and MI. (Note:
The base utilization-standard is
used in entering volume per tree by
diameter class; see CTL Card 20.)

Default Equation File (EFILE)

The E FI LE contains default
equations for various functions

defined by coefficients of a cubic
equation in age for even-aged
GRUs or in diameter for uneven-
aged GRUs. Functions potentially
present in the EFILE include 77
equations in age and 36 equations
in diameter for site classes 1

through 5 and all species types.

To select a default equation, omit
the card(s) describing the control
file function-the program will
automatically default to the
EFILE.

Age Equations
(even-aged G R Us)

Total volume per acre (for 7
MIs)
Thinning volume per acre (for 7
MIs)
Mortality volume per acre (for 7
MIs)
Softwood proportion of volume
(for 7 MIs)
Volume conversions from base
utilization (for three alternate
utilization standards)
Diameter conversions from base
utilization (for three alternate
utilization standards)
Average stand diameter (for 7
MIs)

Diameter Equations
(uneven-aged GRUs)

Softwood diameter growth (for
7 MIs)
Hardwood diameter growth (for
7 MIs)
Softwood mortality proportion
(for 7 MIs)
Hardwood mortality proportion
(for 7 MIs)
Softwood volume per tree
Hardwood volume per tree
Softwood volume conversion
from base utilization (for three
alternate utilization standards)
Hardwood volume conversion
from base utilization (for three
alternate utilization standards)

In Timber for Oregon's Tomorrow
(Beuter et al. 1976), the EFILE
contains 2,156 equations for age
only for four site classes (1-4)

and seven species types (1-3 and
5-8), with volume equations in
the total cubic utilization
standard. Volume conversion
equations in the EFILE can
change the base standard (total
cubic) to: (1) total cubic; (2)
cubic 5-inch DBH (diameter at
breast height, 1.3 m) to 4-inch
top; and (3) cubic 7-inch DBH to
5-inch top.

CTL File-Card Descriptions

Information for Cards 01 through
08 is required for both AD and
DD management. When entries
differ due to management type, a
separate explanation will follow.
GRU number (first 10 columns of
each card) and card type (columns
11 and 12) will not be described
because GRU remains the same
throughout and card type is self-
explanatory. Note that for DD
management, species conversion is
unavailable; additionally, no real
definitions of MIs exist other than
what is implied in the Card 03
equations. [See Key to GRU
Assumptions (AD and DD),
Appendix B, for appropriate card
formats and the Example Guide
for specific AD and DD control
files.]

AD and DD management require-
ments

Card 01 BRU information.

IBRUN/PACBRN-BRU number and
proportion to be included in the GRU.
This card contains all the BRUs
combined to form a GRU. If the entire
BRU is needed, enter the identifying
number; if only a partial BRU is
required, enter the identifying number
followed by the desired proportion.
For example:

10/15/0116 .25 10117 .75 10118

For the preceding GRU, 25 percent of
10116 is included in the calculations,
75 percent of 10117, and 100 percent
of both 10115 and 10118 (totaling 4
BRUs). More than one card may be
used if the number of BRUs is large.
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Card 02 GRU type.

ITPRU-Type of resource unit. Enter
1 for AD (including shelterwood) and
2 for DD.

ISXBU-GRU site index. Enter the
same value as in JSCRU on this card.

ISPBU-Original species. If no
conversion, the entry indicates species
for all Mls; if conversion, the entry
indicates species in MIs 1 and 2. Enter
species (1-30) for MIs 3 through 7 on
CTL Card 09.

IFTBU-Original fiber type. Enter 1

for softwood and 2 for hardwood. If
converting from one species to
another, specify the fiber type for MIs
1 and 2 on this card, and for MIs 3
through 7 on CTL Card 09.

JSCRU-GRU site class. Seven entries
(1-7) are possible; JSCRU should equal
ISXBU (site index). If site class 6 or 7
is used, default to the EFILE is not an
option. If converting from one species
to another, enter the site class for MIs
1 and 2 on this card, and for MIs 3
through 7 on CTL Card 09.

Card 03 GRU equations. Four
types of equations are needed for
each MI.

AD

Eq. 1 = total volume per acre in
base utilization-standard units.

Eq. 2 = thinning volume per acre
in base utilization-standard units.

Eq. 3 = mortality volume per acre
in base utilization-standard units.

Eq. 4 = softwood proportion of
total volume.

DD

Eq. 1 = softwood diameter growth
per tree in inches.

Eq. 2 = hardwood diameter growth
per tree in inches.

Eq. 3 = softwood mortality pro-
portion.

Eq. 4 = hardwood mortality pro-
portion.

Use Card 03 when default to the
EFI LE is undesirable or
unavailable. Because TREES does
not currently include an EFILE for
DD management, defaulting to the
EFILE for DD is possible only if
the user prepares the correct set of
equations.

Equations are defined by: (1)
coefficients of the cubic equation
in age (for AD) or in diameter (for
DD); (2) tabular values; or (3)
coefficients of the cubic equation
with tabular values overriding cubic
equations. If desired, constants or
linear or quadratic equations may
be selected by entering appropriate
coefficients. (See Card 03 Option 2
for information on tabular entries.)

Card 03 Option 1-Cubic equation
coefficients. I n addition to actual
cubic equation coefficients, an
equation constraint must be
specified for each equation.

ITEQ-Equation constraint. Possible
entries and their definitions are:

Entry Constraint

0 = 1 (must equal 1)
1 >1 and nonincreasing
2 Same as ITEQ = 1

in most cases
3 0 and free
4 0 and nondeclining
5 >0and<1 and

nondeclining

(See the Math/Policy Guide for further
explanation.)

CETQ(6).,(5),(4),(3)-Equation
coefficients. Coefficients are constant,
linear, quadratic, or cubic.

Card 03 Option 2-Tabular value
entries. Table values-entered for
specific MI, equation number, and
entry number-are read in groups of
six. If a table entry is desired, six
must be made; if only one entry is
made, five Os will also be read.
Total possible entries are: 924 (7
MIs x 4 equations x 33 age classes)
for AD; 364 (7 MIs x 4 equations x
13 diameter classes) for DD. Using
equations for certain entries and
table values for the remainder saves
considerable time.
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For instance, assume that equations
are used for mortality volume per
acre, but six table entries are
needed in M13 for age classes 16,
17, 18, 19, 20, and 21. Entries
would be:

Equation coefficients:

3 3 3 -76.761

Tabular values:

3 3 16 200 210

(See the DD Control File section,
Example Guide, for a detailed
illustration.)

Card 04 Financial data. Entries
contain financial data used in both
financial accounting and present
net benefit and present net worth
harvest scheduling calculations.
Enter three equations for this card
type for AD only. Like Card 03,
table entries may either substitute
for equation coefficients or
override equations for specific
entries (Card 04 Option 2). Again,
table entries must be made in
groups of six.

Card 04 Option 1-Cubic equation
coefficients.

ITEQ-Equation constraint (see Card
03 Option 1).

CETQ(6),(5),(4),(3)-Equation
coefficients. Equations may be
constant, linear, quadratic, or cubic,
depending upon coefficient values:

Eq. 1 = price per unit harvested.

Eq. 2 = cost per unit for final harvest.

Eq. 3 = cost per unit for intermediate
harvest.

Card 04 Option 2-Table entries for
financial data. Tabular values must
be entered in groups of six,
preceded by an equation number
(1, 2, or 3) and either age class
(1-33) for AD or diameter class
(1-13) for DD management.

Card 05 Salvage and restocking.

Card 05 (first). The first Card 05 is
a single card.

IMSVU-Indicator to select inclusion
or exclusion of mortality salvage. If

21.709 -.12399 .18969E-3

219 227 233 235

mortality salvage is specified,
minimum salvable volume must be
available for mortality salvage to
occur. If mortality salvage is not
specified, mortality is included in the
volume available for final harvest in
M13 only (see Mortality Salvage).

PVAMSU-Salvable proportion of
mortality volume per acre. Enter the
proportion (between 0 and 1) of the
total mortality volume per acre that
can be salvaged.

VAMMSU-Minimum salvable volume
per acre to initiate salvage. If salvable
proportion of mortality volume
multiplied by mortality per acre is less
than minimum salvable volume,
mortality salvage will not occur.

IRGMTU-Type of regeneration (for
reports). Enter 1 for seed, 2 for plant,
3 for other.

PACURU-Proportion of unstocked
acres restocked each period. In the
inventory file, unstocked acres are
specified for the period before
simulation; however, additional acres
may become unstocked during
simulation. This entry specifies the
proportion (between 0 and 1) of
unstocked acres to be restocked each
period.

Card 05 (second). The second Card
05 requires seven separate cards,
one for each M I.

PACCUU(mi)-Proportion of
harvested acres becoming unstocked.
Regeneration lags longer than 1.5
periods should be specified by moving
acres into the unstocked category,
then restocking later.

RGLAGU(mi)-Regeneration lag (time
between final harvest and successful
regeneration expressed as a proportion
of a period). This entry must be

between -1.5 and +1.5. If one period
equals 10 years, +1.5 indicates
successful regeneration 15 years after
final harvest; -1.5 indicates 15-year-old
reproduction present at the time of
final harvest, typical of shelterwood.
(See Shelterwood Specifications.)

PACSLU(1,mi)(2,mi)(3,mi)-Propor-
tion of regenerated acres distributed to
stocking levels. Up to three entries per
MI are available depending upon
number of stocking levels entered in
the GFILE; entries must sum to 1.0.
Harvested acres can remain unstocked
or be distributed to one or three
stocking levels during regeneration.

For example: If 100 acres are
harvested, 1 period is 10 years, 3
stocking levels are used, and Card 05
(second) for M13 is

3 .01 .20 .45 .35 .20

MI PACCUU RGLAGU PACSLU

then 100 acres cut x .01 (proportion
of acres to unstocked category) = 1
acre to unstocked and 99 acres
regenerated 2 years after harvest. The
99 acres comprise 44.55 acres
regenerated in stocking level 1

(proportion = .45); 34.65 acres
regenerated in stocking level 2
(proportion = .35); and 19.8 acres
regenerated in stocking level 3
(proportion = .20).

Card 06 Specifications for shifting
acres from outside donors to
receivers. If no such shifts are
desired, omit this card type. In
Timber for Oregon's Tomorrow
(Beuter et al. 1976), for example,
outside donors were other owners,
other objectives, marginal, and
inaccessible. But donors may be
labeled differently without
affecting how acres are handled in
the program.

Card 06 (first). Stocking levels for
outside donors.

ISLSDU(1),(2),(3),(4)-Four outside
donors (other owners, other
objectives, marginal, inaccessible).
Each column entry indicates the
stocking level to which incoming acres
will be assigned.

Card 06 (second). This card
indicates the time period for shifts
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from outside donors (see Card 06
first) and the proportion of donor
acres to be shifted to one of four
receivers. Receivers 1 and 2 must be
MIs 1 and 3. Receivers 3 and 4 were
specified in Timber for Oregon's
Tomorrow (Beuter et al. 1976) as
other owners and other objectives,
but may be labeled differently
without affecting how acres are
handled in the program.

NPDSDU(od,or)-Number of the last
period for shifts from outside donors
to receivers.

ACSDU(od,or)-Proportion of total
eligible acres shifted each period from
outside donors to receivers (used in
conjunction with NPDSDU).

For example, consider shifting 20
percent of all acres in other owners
(od = 1) to M13 (or = 2) for four
periods. After the four periods, a
total of 80 percent of other-owners
acres would have been shifted to
M 13.

Card od or NPDSDU(1,2) ACSDU(I,2)
06 1 2 4 20

Card 07 Specifications for shifting
from regular acres to outside
receivers. If no such shifts are
assumed, omit Card 07. In Timber
for Oregon's Tomorrow (Beuter et
al. 1976), for example, the two
outside receivers were other
objectives and other owners (acres
shifted here are lost to the resource
unit). Receivers may be labeled
differently without affecting how
acres are handled in the program.

MAERUA/MSERUD-Maximum age
class (AD) or size class (DD) for
regular acres shifted to other
objectives or other owners.

NPDSRU(1)-Number of periods for
shifts to other objectives. Shifts will
occur each period from the beginning
of the run up to and including this
entry.

PACSRU(1)-Proportion of eligible
acres to be shifted to other objectives
in each period, applied to current acres
by age or diameter class, MI, and
stocking level, so that acres shifted
have the same distribution as the

GRU, producing inventory plus
unstocked acres.

NPDSRU(2)-Number of periods for
shifts to other owners. Shifts will
occur each period from the beginning
of the run up to and including this
entry.

PACSRU(2)-Proportion of eligible
acres to be shifted to other owners in
each period, applied to current acres
by age or diameter class, MI, and
stocking level, so that acres shifted
have the same distribution as the
GRU, producing inventory plus
unstocked acres.

Card 08 Target proportions for
acreage shifts into higher MIs.
Seven Card 08s exist, one for each
MI. (Additional constraints on MI
shifts are specified on Card 17 for
AD or Card 26 for DD
management.)

PACMIU(mi,1)-Intermediate target
proportion of acres by MI. Entries in
this column should indicate acreage
distribution desired in the
intermediate period(s) (GFILE Card
04). At regeneration, acres are assigned
to MIs according to these proportions.
Acres not harvested will be shifted as
soon as possible to match the
indicated distribution subject to limits
specified on Cards 17 and 26.
Intermediate target proportions should
sum to 1.0. (See Appendix A for a
detailed description of the MI shifting
process.)

PACMIU(mi,2)-Long-range target
proportion of acres by MI. After the
number of periods indicated in the
GFILE (Card 04) has elapsed,
proportions in this column will guide
long-range acreage distribution by MI
in the same way as the intermediate
target proportions. Long-range target
proportions should sum to 1.0. (See
Appendix A for a detailed description
of the MI shifting process.)

AD requirements

Card 09 Conversion. Omit Card 09
if no conversion is desired.

ISXCU-Site index after conversion.
Make the same entry as ISXBU, Card
02.

ISPCU-Species type (1-30) for MIs 3
through 7 throughout the run if
conversion is selected.
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IFTCU-Fiber-type indicator for Mls 3
through 7 throughout the run if
conversion is selected. Enter 1 for
softwoods, 2 for hardwoods. This
entry should correspond to ISPCU
(i.e., species Douglas-fir is fiber-type
softwood).

NPDCVU-Number of periods for
conversion to take place.

ACCNVU-Proportion of M12 acres to
be converted each period. This
proportion is multiplied by original
M12 acres plus M11 acres shifted into
M12 (if that occurs) to obtain total
acres to be converted each period.
Upon conversion, acres are initially
assigned to M13. Conversion continues
until all M12 acres are converted or the
number of periods (NPDCVU) is
exceeded.

PVACVU-Proportion of standard
volume per acre (defined by Card 03
or EFILE) to be harvested from
converted acres.

Card 10 Utilization conversions.
Card 10 Option 1 uses equations;
Card 10 Option 2, tabular values.
Both define proportions that
convert volumes from the base
utilization-standard to another
standard. Card 03 yield functions
or tables (volume-per-acre
equations) and INV file
volume-per-acre inputs must be
expressed in the base
utilization-standard; for example,
total cubic was the base
utilization-standard in Timber for
Oregon's Tomorrow (Beuter et al.
1976).

To illustrate: The user may want
to move from volume utilization
7-inch DBH to 5-inch top to total
cubic over a period of years.
Conversions are calculated for each
age class by:

Table or
function value
for utilization
standard J

r Volume in
\ utilization standard J/

Volume in base
C utilization-standard

such that

Card 10 Option 1-Cubic equation
coefficients.

ITEQ-Equation constraint (see Card
03 definition).

CETQ(6),(5),(4),(3)-Volume-
utilization conversion equations.

Card 10 Option 2-Tabular value
entries.

PVLUSA-Conversion values may be
entered by specific age. Entries are
made in groups of six by Ml,
equation number, and age class.

Runs in the Example Guide have
the base volume equation in total
cubic. Equation entries for Card
10 give total cubic, cubic 7-inch
DBH to 5-inch top, and Scribner
conversions. Because total cubic is
also the base utilization-standard,
the proportion entered to convert
to the first utilization standard
(total cubic) is 1.0.

For example, if harvesting
occurred at age 225, total cubic
volume per acre from Card 03
would yield 24,700 cubic feet.
The appropriate Scribner conver-
sion factor (Card 10 Eq. 3) at age
225 is 6.2. Therefore, 6.2 multi-
plied by 24,700 cubic feet per
acre yields 153,140 board feet
Scribner per acre.

Card 11 Diameter-utilization con-
version equations. Card 11 Option
1 uses equations; Card 11 Option
2 uses tabular values. These factors
convert average diameter (as a
function of age) from the base
utilization-standard to another uti-
lization standard. Diameter-utiliza-
tion conversion factors are used
with the average stand diameter
function or table (CTL Card 12)
for reporting harvest distribution
and inventory volume by diameter
class each period under the current
utilization standard.

Volume in - ( Table or function value ) ( Volume in baseutilization for utilization standard J x ` utilization-standard
standard J

`

Enter three equations for each Ml.
Indexing diameter-utilization con-
version should correspond to
indexing volume-utilization conver-
sion in CTL Card 10, column 16.
For example: If "1" in column 16
(Card 10) indicates factors for
converting total cubic volume to
cubic volume of trees with 7-inch
or greater DBH to a 5-inch top,
then "1" in column 16 (Card 11)
should indicate factors for convert-
ing average diameter of all trees
with 1.5-inch or greater DBH to
average diameter of all trees with
7-inch or greater DBH.

Card 11 Option 1-Cubic equation
coefficients.

ITEQ-Equation constraint (see
definition, Card 03).

CETQ(6),(5),(4),(3)-Cubic equation
coefficients.

Card 11 Option 2-Tabular value
entries.

PDIUSA. Enter tabular values in
groups of six for specific Ml,
equation number, and age class.

Card 12 Average stand diameter as
a function of age. Enter one
equation for each MI. The
equation estimating stand diameter
for each age class should be based
on the same utilization standard as
equations in Card 03 estimating
volume per acre. This equation is
used with Card 11 to calculate
average stand diameter as a
function of age.

Card 12 Option 1-Cubic equation
coefficients.

ITEQ-Equation constraint (see

definition, Card 03).

CETQ(6),(5),(4),(3)-Cubic equation
coefficients.

Card 12 Option 2-Tabular value
entries.

DIAMA-Enter tabular values in
groups of six for each MI and age
class.
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Card 13 Cost-per-acre equations.

Eq. 1 = cost per acre for final
harvest or first-entry shelterwood.

Eq. 2 = cost per acre for
intermediate harvest.

(See the Financial Accounting
Options section to use the preced-
ing values.) Entries are by MI and
equation number. Enter cost
information by equation, tabular
values, or equation with certain
values overridden by tabular
values.

Card 13 Option 1--Cubic equation
coefficients.

ITEQ-Equation constraint (see
definition, Card 03).

CETQ(6),(5),(4),(3)-Cubic equation
coefficients.

Card 13 Option 2-Tabular value
entries.

ETHCUA-Enter tabular values by
MI, equation number, and age class.

Card 14 Cost data. If no financial
accounting is desired, omit these
cards. (See the Financial Account-
ing Options section for further
definition of these variables.)

Card 14 (first).

DASCCA- Stocking-control
(precommercial thinning) cost per
acre. When stocking control is indi-
cated and financial accounting is

desired, enter cost per acre for
stocking control.

DAFRTA-Fertilization cost per acre.
When fertilization is indicated and
financial accounting is desired, enter
cost per acre for fertilization.

DACLTA-Cultural treatment cost
per acre. When cultural treatment is
indicated and financial accounting is
desired, specify cultural treatment
cost per acre.

Card 14 (second).

DARGCA(mi)-Regeneration cost per
cutover acre by MI.

DARGUA(mi)-Regeneration cost per
unstocked acre by MI.

Card 15 Treatment age classes.

IAGSCA-Age class in which stocking
control is assumed (in Mls where
stocking control is indicated).
Stocking-control costs are applied to
all acres in this age class.

MNAGFA-Minimum age class in
which fertilization is assumed. If
minimum age class is 0, no fertiliza-
tion is reported.

MXAGFA-Maximum age class in
which fertilization is assumed. In a
given period, all acres between and
including minimum and maximum
age classes will be fertilized. Fertiliza-
tion costs are applied within these
age classes.

Card 16 Growth. (For more detail-
ed explanation, see the Math/
Policy Guide.)

Card 16 (first).

IGRTHA-Type of growth indicator
(1 = approach-to-normal, 2 = yield
equation). The approach-to-normal
option assumes that actual volume as
a proportion of yield-equation
volume per acre changes over time,
with rate and direction of change
dependent on current stocking. The
yield-equation option assumes that
stand volume per acre is predicted by
yield equation.

IATNRA-Type of approach to
normality. If the approach-to-normal
option is selected, choose either 1

(approach-to-normal growth) or 2
(approach-to-normal volume). The
growth option assumes that actual
growth per acre as a proportion of
normal growth (defined as the
difference in yield-equation volumes
per acre between two age classes)
changes over time, with rate and
direction of change dependent on
current proportion. The volume
option assumes that actual volume
per acre as a proportion of yield-
equation volume per acre changes
over time, with rate and direction of
change dependent on current propor-
tion. Both alternatives generally
approach normal yield-equation
volume per acre. Age-class parameters
and function coefficients defining this
approach are contained on Card 16
(second).
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IGRATA-Type of growth after
thinning (1 = approach to normal, 2 =
% gross growth, 3 = % net growth).
Alternative 1 indicates that approach
to normality (as specified in
IATNRA) will be used to compute
growth after thinning. Alternative 2
indicates that a proportion of gross
growth (as specified in PVAGRA) for
the appropriate age class of a fully
stocked stand will be used to
compute growth for the period after
thinning. Assuming that I is the stand
age-class at thinning and I + 1 is the
next age class,

Gross growth = yield equation
(volume per acre
at age I + 1)

- yield equation
(volume per acre
at age I)

+ mortality volume
per acre
at age I + 1

(from CTL Card 03 Eqs. 1 and 3).

Alternative 3 indicates that a propor-
tion (PVAGRA) of normal growth
(defined as the difference in
yield-equation volumes per acre
between two ages) for the appro-
priate age class of a fully stocked
stand will be used to compute growth
for the period after thinning. Alterna-
tives 2 and 3 revert to the chosen
approach-to-normal option the second
period after thinning.

PVAGRA-Proportion of gross or net
growth (where IGRATA = 2 or 3).

Card 16 (second). Entering 1 for
IATNRA on Card 16 (first)
requires entering Card 16 (second),
which contains coefficients of a
linear approach-to-normal function
and age-class parameters defining
the approach to normality. If
approach to normality is not
selected on Card 16 (first), omit
this card.

IAGPNA(1)-Maximum age class for
full approach to normality. The full
increase in volume proportion obtain-
ed from the approach-to-normal func-
tion is used for all age classes up to
and including this class.

IAGPNA(2)-Maximum age class for
one-half the full approach to normal-
ity. One-half the increase in volume
proportion obtained from the
approach-to-normal function is used
for all age classes greater than
IAGPNA(1) and less than or equal to
IAGPNA(2), the age class specified in
this field. No increase in volume
proportion is used for those age
classes greater than IAGPNA(2).

CEPNRA(1)-Linear coefficient of
the approach-to-normal function. This
coefficient is multiplied by current
volume per acre divided by normal
volume per acre.

CEPNRA(2)-Constant term of the
approach-to-normal function.

For example, if IATNRA = 2, the
linear coefficient = 0.9, and the
constant = 0.11, the equation is:

volume 0.11 + 0.9
proportion
after growth current

X volume
proportion

In age classes less than or equal to
IAGPNA(1), acres currently 50 per-
cent stocked will be 56 percent
stocked next period (0.11 + 0.9 x 0.5
= 0.56). In age classes greater than
IAGPNA(1) and less than or equal to
IAGPNA(2), acres currently 50 per-
cent stocked will be 53 percent
stocked next period [(0.56 - 0 5)/2 +
0.5 = 0.531 . In age classes greater
than IAGPNA(2), acres currently 50
percent stocked will remain 50 per-
cent stocked next period.

Card 17 Stocking-level limits and
projected MI shift limits.

Card 17 (first).

PVASIA-Minimum proportion of
standard volume per acre to enter
stocking level 1. The GFILE indicates
average stocking level for all three
levels.

PVAS2A-Minimum proportion of
standard volume per acre to enter
stocking level 2; any acres stocked
below this proportion will fall into
stocking level 3. The GFILE indicates
average stocking proportion for all
three levels.

Card 17 (second). These entries let
MI shift limits for age classes. This
card is required for every age class
in which shifting is desired.

MMIENA(1,ag)-Lowest MI to which
a stand of this age class may be
shifted. Entries are Mls 4 through 7.

MMIENA(2,ag)-Highest MI to which
a stand of this age class may be
shifted. Entries are Mls 4 through 7.
MMIENA(2,ag) must be equal to or
greater than MMIENA(1,ag). (See
Appendix A for a detailed description
of the MI shift process.)

Card 18 Thinning options. If no
thinning is desired, omit these
cards.

Card 18 (first).

ITHNTA-Type of thinning (1 =
proportion of stand volume, 2 =
volume from thinning table). For
alternative 1, thinning volume is the
maximum volume available from an
eligible stand subject to the other
constraints on this card. Card 03 Eq.
2 must equal 1.0 for all age classes
when alternative 1 is selected. For
alternative 2, thinning volume is
obtained directly from the thinning
volume per acre equation or table
(CTL Card 03 Eq. 2).

PVATMA-Minimum proportion of
standard volume per acre remaining
after thinning if ITHNTA = 1 . Let
residual 1 = PVATMA multiplied by
the standard volume. Residual 1 is
the minimum volume per acre that
must remain after thinning. If current
volume is less than residual 1, no
thinning will take place; if current
volume is greater than residual 1,
thinning will depend on PVATHA
and VAMTHA.

PVATHA-Minimum proportion of
current volume per acre remaining
after thinning if ITHNTA = 1. Let
residual 2 = PVATHA multiplied by
the current volume per acre. Residual
2 is the minimum current volume to
be left after thinning. If residual 2 is
less than residual 1, the amount of
thinning will be the difference
between current volume and residual
1. If residual 2 is greater than or
equal to residual 1, the amount of
thinning will be the difference
between current volume and residual
2.
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VAMTHA-Minimum volume per acre
to initiate thinning. After the two
minimum proportion constraints have
been satisfied, thinning volume per
acre determined must be greater than
or equal to this minimum volume to
initiate thinning.

For example: With standard volume
per acre = 5,000 (from Card 03) and
current volume per acre = 5,000:

If PVATMA = 0.60
Then residual 1 = (0.60) (5,000)

= 3,000

If PVATHA = 0.67
Then residual 2 = (0.67) (5,000)

= 3,350

VAMTHA 800

The larger residual volume is selected.
Because 3,350 must remain, 1,650
may be harvested; because 1,650 is
greater than 800, thinning will occur.

Conversely: With standard volume per
acre = 5,000 (from Card 03) and
current volume per acre = 3,700:

If PVATMA = 0.60
Then residual 1 = (0.60) (5,000)

= 3,000

If PVATHA = 0.67
Then residual 2 = (0.67) (3,700)

= 2,479

VAMTHA = 800

The larger residual volume is selected.
Because 3,000 must remain, 700 may
be harvested; because 700 is less than
800, no thinning will occur.

Card 18 (second). Minimum and
maximum age classes for thinning
entered for Mls 4 through 7 only.

MAGTHA(1,mi)-Minimum age class
for thinning.

MAGTHA(2,mi)-Maximum age class
for thinning.

Card 19 Shelterwood. Enter this
card if the GRU will be treated as
shelterwood.

PVASRA-Proportion of current
volume per acre remaining
immediately after the first shelter-
wood entry.

PDASWA-Proportion of final harvest
cost per acre incurred when residual
shelterwood is taken.

PDVSWA-Proportion of final harvest
cost per unit incurred when residual
shelterwood is taken.

DD requirements

Card 20 Volume per tree as a
function of diameter.

Eq. 1 = softwood.

Eq. 2 = hardwood.

Card 20 Option 1-Cubic equation
coefficients.

ITEQ-Equation constraint (see
definition, Card 03).

CETQ(6),(5),(4,(3)-Volume per tree
as a function of diameter. Values
entered on this card are cubic
equation coefficients.

Card 20 Option 2-Tabular values.

ETVTD-Values for volume per tree
by diameter class for each equation.
Enter tabular values in groups of six.

.Card 21 Softwood volume-
utilization conversion equation.
Three equations may be specified.
The values obtained from these
equations are multiplied by the
values obtained in Card 20 to
determine the adjusted volume per
tree by diameter class and fiber
type, depending on the current
utilization standard. In Timber for
Oregon's Tomorrow (Beuter et al.
1976), alternative utilization
standards were: (1) total cubic
feet; (2) cubic feet 5-inch DBH to
4-inch top; and (3) cubic feet
7-inch DBH to 5-inch top.

Card 21 Option 1-Cubic equation
coefficients.

ITEQ-Equation constraint (see

definition, Card 03).

CETQ(6),(5),(4),(3)-Softwood
volume-utilization conversion equa-
tion. Values entered on this card are
cubic equation coefficients.
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Card 21 Option 2-Tabular value
entries.

PVLSUD-Table values for softwood
volume utilization by diameter class
for each of the three alternate
utilization standards. Entries must be
made in groups of six.

Card 22 Hardwood volume-
utilization conversion equation.
Three equations may be specified.
The values obtained from these
equations are multiplied by the
values obtained in Card 20 to
determine the adjusted volume per
tree by diameter class and fiber
type, depending on the current
utilization standard. (Hardwood
utilization standards are the same
as those for softwood in Timber
for Oregon's Tomorrow, Beuter et
al. 1976; see Card 21).

Card 22 Option 1-Cubic equation
coeff icients.

ITEQ-Equation constraint (see
definition, Card 03).

CETQ(6),(5),(4),(3)-Hardwood
volume-utilization conversion equa-
tion. Values entered on this card are
cubic equation coefficients.

Card 22 Option 2-Tabular value
entries.

PVLHUD-Table values for hardwood
volume utilization by diameter class
for each of the three alternate
utilization standards. Entries must be
made in groups of six.

Card 24 Trees per acre planted at
regeneration.

TARSTD(1),(2),(3)-Number of trees
per acre planted to regenerate
unstocked acres for each of the three
stocking levels.

Card 25 Standard basal area.

BASTD(mi)-Standard basal area per
acre for all seven MIs. Enter one card
for each M I.

Card 26 MI shift limits. (See
Appendix A for a detailed descrip-
tion of the MI shift process.)

MMIEND(1,sz)-Minimum MI for size
class (lowest MI to which acres of a
particular size class can be shifted).
Entries are made for size classes 1

through 4 for MIs 4 through 7.

MMIEND(2,sz)-Maximum MI
(highest MI to which acres of a

particular size class can be shifted).
Entries are made by size classes 1

through 4 for MIs 4 through 7.
MMIEND(2,sz) must be equal to or
greater than MMIEND(1,sz).

BARSID(sz)-Basal area required to
enter stocking level 1. Enter values
by size classes 1 through 4.

BARS2D(sz)-Basal area required to
enter stocking level 2. Enter values
by size classes 1 through 4. All acres
with a lower basal area belong to
stocking level 3.

Card 27 Added ingrowth. (See the
I ngrowth and Upgrowth section,
Math/Policy Guide.)

TAINGD(1)-Added softwood
ingrowth in trees per acre (number of
softwood trees to enter the first
diameter class in addition to the
maintenance number).

TAINGD(2)-Added hardwood
ingrowth in trees per acre (number of
hardwood trees to enter the first
diameter class in addition to the
maintenance number).

BAMXD-Maximum basal area
allowed on a GRU (upper limit on
basal area per acre). When the basal
area per acre in any size class exceeds
BAMXD, no further growth and
mortality occur.

Card 28 Coefficients of basal area
and diameter constraint on growth
function. The equation adjusts
gross growth as basal area and
diameter change. Recommended
coefficients developed for the
TRAS program in the Pacific
Northwest (Larson and Goforth
1974) were:

Name Coefficient of Value

CEDGCD(1) Diameter 1.3703E-3
CEDGCD(2) Basal area 3.1147E-4
CEDGCD(3) Diameter 7.4618E-09

[(basal area)21

CEDGCD(4) Constant 1.7455E-01

Card 29 Coefficients of mortality
constraint as a function of basal
area and diameter. The equation
adjusts mortality as basal area and
diameter change. Recommended
coefficients from the TRAS
program (Larson and Goforth
1974) were:

Name Coefficient of Value

CEMTCD(1) Basal area/

[(diameter)3]

1.0756E-02

CEMTCD(2) Constant 3.0702E-03
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Allowable Cut Unit (ACU)
General Harvest Scheduling
Methods

Up to seven different harvest
scheduling methods may be
selected for a TREES run. The
major method segments, fixed and
variable, have several sub-options.
Simulation may begin with a fixed
harvest scheduling method and
switch to a variable one.

fixed methods

Fixed harvest scheduling methods
are alternatives that tie volume or
acres harvested per period to a

specific number or function of a
number. They include:

Absolute amount. An absolute
amount of harvest volume is speci-
fied for each period. If the
absolute amount requested is not
available, total amount available
will be harvested and the program
will continue.

Percent of inventory. The user
enters the percent of total inven-
tory to be harvested as a function
of time in periods. The equation is
linear, with lower and upper
bounds specified.

Area control. The user can
regulate the forest with area
control, which divides the total
number of acres by rotation age
and harvests the resulting acres
(quotient) each period. If acres are
moved into or out of the inven-
tory, regulation takes longer than
the rotation age.

variable methods

Variable harvest scheduling
methods provide four dynamic
harvest options:

Even-flow of volume. The
even-flow portion of the TREES
program is similar to the computer
models SIMAC (Sassaman et al.
1972) and SORAC (Chappelle and
Sassaman 1968). The user specifies
a trial harvest level and the lengths
of both the outer cycle (which

designates the number of periods
in the planning horizon) and inner
cycle [which indicates the length
of the look-ahead-that is, how far
ahead (in periods) each period's
harvest must be sustainable] .

Even-flow of a function of
volume. In some cases, forest
managers would like to evaluate
how different harvest volume
levels relate to items such as mill
employment per million cubic feet
of timber harvested. In this
instance, the user would supply a
linear equation, with mill employ-
ment the dependent variable and
harvest volume the independent
variable. The period's harvest
volume would be calculated
subject to the even-flow of mill
employment. Standard inner and
outer cycles explained for even-
flow of volume also apply here.

Present net benefit. This harvest
scheduling method assumes that
the grower/seller of trees produces
where marginal cost equals
demand (average revenue). Harvest
volumes for each period are
calculated by a linkage equation
that uses the prices determined
from the demand curve affecting
the grower/seller. The final result
is a harvest schedule that can
regulate the forest and maximize
discounted net benefits. (See the
Math/Policy Guide.)

Present net worth. This harvest
scheduling method is similar to
present net benefit except that the
grower/seller produces where
marginal cost equals marginal
revenue (i.e., maximizes profits).
Revenue values entered in the
linkage equation for present net
worth are higher than those for
present net benefit; the result is a
lower harvest level and higher
prices. (See the Math/Policy Guide
for specific information on the
linkage equation, tolerance levels,
and' economic theory behind
present net benefit/present net
worth options; refer to the
Example Guide for sample runs.)
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` AD Harvest Scheduling Methods

Every fixed and variable harvest
scheduling method listed may be
used in an AD run. A description
of each and the necessary run
information follow. (See Appendix
C for detailed descriptions of AD
harvest-priority options.)

absolute amount

An absolute request of harvest
volume must be made for the
number of periods the fixed
scheduling method will run. If the
absolute request is greater than the
amount available in any period,
then the amount available will be
harvested. If the absolute request
is less than the exogenous volume
harvested (thinnings, conversions,
mortality salvage), then the
amount harvested will equal the
exogenous volume. Specify harvest
priority (oldest age first, minimum
growth, or maximum value) and
youngest age class available for
harvest to provide a minimum
level below which no cuts may be
made. If the oldest-first harvest
priority is selected, specify the
proportion to be harvested from
each age class; proportions must
sum to 1.0. If a financial account-
ing run is being made, enter
appropriate discount factors. If
neither financial accounting nor
discounting is desired, enter a

discount rate of 1.0.

percent of inventory

This scheduling method harvests a
certain proportion of inventory
each period, specified by the user
through the linear equation

percent of

inventory requested = a + b1 x period.

For example, in the fourth period
with a = 0.20 and b1 = 0.05, the
percent of inventory requested
would be 40 percent of the entire
inventory. If the percentage
requested is less than the exogen-
ous volume harvested, then
harvested volume will equal

exogenous volume. This approach
requires minimum and maximum
constraints on percentage of
harvest, as well as specification of
harvest priority and minimum
harvest age-class. The proportion
of volume to be harvested from
each age class must be entered if
harvest priority is oldest age first.
If a financial accounting run is
being made, specify appropriate
discount rates. If neither financial
accounting nor discounting is
desired, enter a discount rate of
1.0.

area control

This scheduling method, designed
for AD management only, simply
determines acres to be cut each
period (quotient) by dividing total
acres available by desired rotation
age. If acres are shifted into the
inventory from outside donors or
out of the inventory to outside
receivers, acres to be cut each
period are recalculated. Over time,
the forest will become regulated,
supplying the same number of
acres for harvest each period.
Number of periods for which
harvest is projected, rotation age
(in periods), harvest priority, and
minimum harvest age-class must be
specified. If a financial accounting
run is made, enter the appropriate
discount rate. If neither financial
accounting nor discounting is
desired, enter a discount rate of
1.0.

even-flow of volume (EFV)

The sequential EFV scheduling
method, the first variable harvest
option discussed under AD
management, can incorporate a

dynamic look-ahead to assure the
forest manager that any harvest
level set in any period is sustain-
able into the future for at least a
designated time. Specify lengths of
the inner cycle (number of periods
for which each period's harvest
must be sustainable) and outer
cycle (number of periods in the
simulation). An ending-condition
check must be specified to deter-
mine when an acceptable harvest

level has been found. One ending-
condition check finds a harvest
volume in the last period that
approximates growth since the
previous period within specified
tolerance levels; a second ending-
condition check harvests all
volume above a certain age class
within a specified tolerance. Desig-
nate an initial harvest level and a
value that will adjust initial harvest
up or down to locate the best
harvest for each period. Harvest
priority (oldest age first, minimum
growth, or maximum value) and
minimum harvest age-class must be
specified. The simple EFV
scheduling method may also be
specified here (same inputs
required, except that outer cycle
equals 1.0 and inner cycle equals
the length of the desired planning
horizon).

even-flow of a function of volume
(EFFV)

This scheduling method is similar
to EFV except for entry of a
linear equation making some
dependent variable a function of
volume harvested. The linear
function may be shifted over time
as well.

present net benefit (PNB)

Harvest is calculated on an
iterative basis until a feasible
harvest schedule is found or the
program stops because a stopping
tolerance has been met. The
demand function for this method
may either remain constant or
shift over time. Ending-condition
checks may be used for PNB but
may bias the solution.

Specify inner and outer cycles:
The inner cycle equals length of
the planning horizon whereas the
outer cycle always equals . 1.0.
Enter the appropriate discount-rate
factor, harvest-priority designator,
minimum harvest age-class, and
harvest proportion requested by
age if oldest age first is the harvest
priority. (See the Math/Policy
Guide.)
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present net worth (PNW)

Requirements for PNW and PNB
runs are the same except for the
method designator. Differences
between the methods are internal
and pertain to revenue values used
in the linkage equation. (See the
Math/Policy Guide for a detailed
description of the PNW harvest
scheduling method.)

switching harvest scheduling
methods

A simulation may begin using a
fixed harvest scheduling method
and later switch to a variable one.
Enter number of periods for the
fixed method (as before), along
with all other entries required for
both fixed and variable methods
chosen. The switch from fixed to
variable will be made automat-
ically at the end of the fixed
harvest period.

DD Harvest Scheduling Methods

Under DD management, three
harvest scheduling methods (area
control, PNB, and PNW) and
financial accounting options are
not currently functional. Each
harvest method and the necessary
run information are described.
(See Appendix C for detailed
descriptions of DD harvest-priority
options.)

absolute amount

An absolute request of harvest
volume must be made for the
number of periods the fixed
method will run. If the absolute
request is greater than the amount
available in any period, then the
amount available will be harvested.
If the absolute request is less than
the exogenous volume harvested
(conversions, mortality salvage),
then the amount harvested will
equal the exogenous volume. Enter
the proportion of each diameter
class to be harvested for size
classes 2, 3, and 4; no harvest is
allowed in size class 1. Proportions
entered must increase with
diameter class but need not sum
to 1.0.

percent of inventory

Percent of inventory harvests a

certain proportion of the
inventory each period. Percent
requested is user specified through
the linear equation

percent of
inventory requested =a + b1 x period.

For example, in the fourth period
with a = 0.20 and b, = 0.05, the
percent of inventory requested
would be 40 percent of the entire
inventory. If percent requested is
less than exogenous volume
harvested, then harvested volume
will equal exogenous volume.
Minimum and maximum con-
straints on harvest proportion are
required.

Enter the proportion of each
diameter class to be harvested for
size classes 2, 3, and 4.

area control

The area-control harvest scheduling
method cannot be run with the
DD management option.

even-flow of volume (EFV)

The sequential EFV method, the
first variable harvest scheduling
option discussed under DD
management, can incorporate a

dynamic look-ahead to assure the
forest manager that any harvest
level set in any period is sustain-
able for at least a designated time
into the future. Specify lengths of
the outer cycle (number of periods
the simulation will run) and inner
cycle (number of periods for
which harvest calculated each
period must be sustainable). Also
specify an ending-condition check
to determine when an acceptable
harvest level has been found. For
example, the first ending-condition
check finds a harvest volume in
the last period equal to growth
since the previous period within
specified tolerance levels. The
second check available ensures that
all volume above a specified
diameter class is harvested within a
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specified tolerance. Enter an initial
harvest level and a value to adjust
initial harvest up or down to
locate the best harvest for each
period, minimum diameter classes
by size classes for the ending-
condition check, and the
proportion of harvest volume
requested by diameter class and
size class for size classes 2, 3, and
4. A simple EFV harvest
scheduling method may also be
specified; input requirements are
the same as those for the dynamic
look-ahead, except that outer
cycle equals 1.0 and inner cycle
equals the length of the planning
horizon.

even-flow as a function of volume
(EFFV)

This method is similar to EFV
except for entry of a linear
equation making some dependent
variable a function of volume
harvested. The linear function may
be shifted over time as well.

present net benefit/present net
worth (PNB/PNW)

The PNB and PNW options are not
functional in DD management.

switching harvest scheduling
methods

A simulation may begin using a
fixed harvest scheduling method
and later switch to a variable one.
The switch automatically follows
the period entered for the length
of the fixed method.(See Example
8, Example Guide.)

Combining AD and DD Inventories

The mixed allowable cut option
lets the user combine GRUs
managed as both AD and DD into
one ACU. Only harvest methods
available for DD management
(absolute amount, percent of
inventory, EFV, and EFFV) may
be used for mixed management.
Harvests are allocated between
even- and uneven-aged GRUs in
proportion to their respective
inventories.

In the mixed option, all AD and
DD management information must
be included in the allowable cut
file. Financial accounting runs
using combined inventories should
not be made at this time because
accounting is possible for AD
only.

Alternative Run Combinations

A run may begin using any fixed
harvest scheduling method and
then switch to any variable one
(see specific guidelines in the ACC
File-Card Descriptions section).
The demand equation may be used
for all AD runs or run combina-
tions but must be used for PNB,
PNW, or combinations including
either of them. When the demand
equation is not required, the price
table may be used-or financial
accounting may be completely
disregarded. In total, 41 AD run
alternatives (individual methods
and their combinations, including
financial accounting) and 8 DD
alternatives (individual methods
and their combinations, no
financial accounting) are currently
available. A later version of this
model will incorporate a financial
analysis section for DD and mixed
management.

Financial Accounting Options

no financial accounting

When strictly biological runs are
made (requiring no revenue and
cost information), omit Card 04
(Eqs. 1-3), Card 13 (Eqs. 1 and 2),
and Card 14 (all entries) from the
control file. Discounting entries
for ACC Card 02 should be:
1.0 0 1.0.

The only item on the total
harvest/economic report would be
volume harvested (by period). No
financial data would be reported.

financial accounting, no discount
(AD only)

To obtain a record of harvest
revenues and costs without
discounting, use CTL Card 04 (all

equations), Card 13 (all
equations), and Card 14 (all
entries). Discounting entries for
ACC Card 02 should be:
1.0 0 1.0.

financial accounting, discounted
(AD only)

To obtain financial accounting
with discounted values, use CTL
Card 04 (all equations), Card 13
(all equations), and Card 14 (all
entries).

Discounting entries for ACC Card
02 are the appropriate first-period
discount rate, the periods of shift
(if desired), and the final discount
rate. For example, shifting from a
6- to an 8-percent discount rate in
three 10-year periods would
appear as: 1.79 3 2.16. The
discount factor is applied as of the
midpoint of the period. If a
6-percent discount rate is chosen
and periods are 10 years, the
discount factor applied in the first
period is (1.79) 1/2, or (1.06) 5.
(See Card 02, ACC File-Card
Descriptions section.)

financial accounting including
demand (AD only)

To include the use of a linear
demand curve, set the demand
curve flag to 1 (ACC Card 01) and
enter the price intercept, slope,
and stumpage base price (ACC
Card 03). To calculate price per
unit with the demand curve,
multiply the demand price by the
quotient obtained from dividing
the price per unit from the G R U
table by the stumpage value base-
price.

The demand price is obtained by
substituting the volume harvested
each period into the demand
curve. Stumpage value base-price is
obtained from the last entry on
ACC Card 03; price per unit from
the GRU is obtained from CTL
Card 04 Eq. 1. This procedure
allows demand prices to be
adjusted for the age of trees
harvested.
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present net benefit/present net
worth (AD only)

The basic linkage equation used to
calculate period harvest level for
PNW is:

`Vij [MRij (BPij/BPav) - CUij] - Tij [MRij (BPij/BPav) - CUTij] D

= Vij+1 [MRiJ+1 (BPiJ+1 /BPav) - CUij+1 ]

where.:

BPav = average price per unit for timber harvested in the period for which the
initial demand curve is constructed (i.e., stumpage base price)

BPij = price per unit for a stand which was regenerated in period i and is the
last stand harvested in period j

BPij+1 = price per unit for a stand which was regenerated in period i and is the
first stand harvested in period j+1

CUij = cost per unit for harvesting a stand which was regenerated in period i
and is the last stand harvested in period j

CUij+1 = cost per unit for harvesting a stand which was regenerated in period i
and is the first stand harvested in period j+1

CUTij = cost per unit for thinning a stand which was regenerated in period i,
thinned in period j, and is the last stand final-harvested in period j

D = one-period discount rate

MRij = marginal revenue in period j

MRij+1 = marginal revenue in period j+1

Tij = thinning volume per acre from a stand which was regenerated in period
i, thinned in period j, and is the last stand final-harvested in period j

Vij = volume per acre from a stand which was regenerated in period i and is
the last stand harvested in period j

Vij+1 = volume per acre from a stand which was regenerated in period i and is
the first stand harvested in period j+1.
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ACC File-Card Descriptions is selected and the period is 10 years, next two variables. If no shift is

then the value entered is: desired, enter 0.

Specific and alternative entries for
each card type in the allowable
cut (ACC) file are explained in
detail. (See Key to ACU Assump-
tions, Appendix B, for proper
column placement of individual
entries. )

Card 01 Harvest options.

ITPAC-Type of management. Enter
1 for AD, 2 for DD, or 3 for mixed.

IDMEFC-Demand-equation indicator.
For PNB or PNW, enter 0 for price
table or 1 for demand equation.

If 0 is entered (for tabular price, cost
option, or both), prices are obtained
from CTL Card 04 Eq. 1. If 1 is
entered, then price per unit is

calculated from the demand equation
(see the Financial Accounting
Options section).

IFPTCP-Fixed scheduling method
indicator. Four entries are possible: 0
= no fixed method; 1 = absolute
amount; 2 = percent of inventory;
and 3 = area control. If 0 is specified,
an entry in the variable scheduling
method column should be made. If
both fixed and variable methods are
0, no harvest will be calculated for
the ACU.

IVPTCP-Variable scheduling method
indicator. Five entries are possible: 0
= no variable method; 1 = EFV; 2 =
EFFV; 3 = PNB; and 4 = PNW. If 0
is specified, an entry in the fixed
scheduling method column should be
made. If both fixed and variable
scheduling methods are 0, no harvest
will be calculated for the specific
ACU. If both fixed and variable
indicators are non-zero, a fixed
harvest will be followed by a variable
harvest.

Card 02 Discounting information.

PDLIDL-Initial discount rate. The
first entry represents the initial
discount rate for financial analysis.
The value entered should be (1.0 +
the discount rate)i, where j is the
length of one period in years. If no
discounting is desired, enter 1.0. For
example, if a 6-percent discount rate

(1.06)10 = 1.79.

The discounting procedure used is the
mid-period method. For example, the
first-period discount value using 6
percent would be: (1.79)1/2 = 1.34.
The value 1.34 is actually equivalent
to (1.06)5. The next-period discount
value is found by multiplying the
first value by the entry value:

1.34 x 1.79 = 2.40.

The value 2.40 is equivalent to
(1.06)15.

NPDFDL-First period in which the
final discount rate is appropriate. A
positive integer value entered here
indicates a shift in the discount rate.
To shift from an initial to a final
discount rate to simulate change in
discount values, enter the number of
periods to make the shift. If no shift
will be made, enter 0.

NPDFIL-First period in which the
final shift factor is appropriate. If a
changing intercept shift rate is

desired, enter the number of periods
to change the initial to the final shift
factor. Intermediate values are
interpolated. If no shift is desired,
enter 0.

PDVFIL-Final intercept shift factor.
This value is the shift in the intercept
after the period specified in the
previous entry. For example, to shift
the demand-function intercept at an
initial rate of 2 percent rising linearly
to 5 percent per period over six
periods, the appropriate entries would
be:

PDVIIL NPDFIL PDLFIL
1.02 6 1.05

If no change is specified, the
intercept will continue to shift
upward at the initial rate.

PDLFDL-Final discount rate. If the
user maintains the same discount rate
for the entire period of the run, the
entry is identical to that in the first
column (NPDFDL is also set equal to
0). If a shift is called for (NPDFDL =
a positive integer), then the entry
differs from PDLIDL. For example, if
a shift from a 6- to a 10-percent
discount rate is desired over 10
periods (1 period = 10 years), then
the appropriate entries would be:

1.79

derived from

10 2.59

(1.06)10 (10 periods) (1.10)10

Card 03 Demand-equation infor-
mation.

PDVII L-Initial demand-equation
intercept shift factor. To shift the
price intercept of the demand curve
over time, enter 1.0 plus the percent
shift per period. For example, if the
value 1.02 is entered, the intercept
value will shift upward at a rate of 2
percent the first period. Because
prices are calculated at the midpoint
of the period, the first-period
intercept is the initial value
(DVDMIC) multiplied by (1.02)1/2,
or 1.01. Shift rate after the first
period depends on entries for the

DVDMIC-Demand-equation intercept
value. The value entered is the price
intercept of the linear demand
equation where price is a function of
quantity demanded.

DSDMSC-Demand-equation slope
coefficient. The value entered is the
slope of the linear demand curve
where price is a function of quantity
demanded. The value entered is

positive, but becomes negative in the
program.

DVPRBC-Stumpage value base-price.
The value entered is used to adjust
prices to reflect quality premiums
when price is calculated from a

demand curve. Base price entered
should be the price per unit of the
average age class upon which the
demand curve is based. When a given
age class is harvested, the price
predicted from the demand curve is
multiplied by the ratio of GRU price
of the age class harvested (CTL Card
04 Eq. 1) to stumpage value
base-price. When price of the age
class harvested is greater .than
stumpage value base-price, the
demand curve price will increase;
when price of the age class harvested
is less than stumpage value base-price,
the demand curve price will decrease.
If no quality adjustment is desired,
enter 1.0 for stumpage value
base-price and 1.0 for the value of all
age classes in the GRU control file.
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Card 04 Fixed harvest options.

NPDFPP-Number of periods for the
fixed method.

CEPVLP(1)-Linear coefficient of the
equation relating percent of inventory
harvested to period. The value
entered is the slope coefficient
appearing in the linear equation
where the percent of volume
harvested is a function of the current
period.

CEPVLP(2)-Intercept value of
percent of inventory harvested. The
value entered is the intercept value of
the linear equation that makes the
percent of volume harvested in any
period a function of that period.

CEPVLP(3)-Minimum value for
percent of inventory harvested. This
value indicates the minimum
proportion of inventory acceptable
for harvest in any period. For
example, if 0.20 was entered in this
column but the linear equation
calculated a value of 0.18 for a given
period, 0.20 would be multiplied by
the inventory available for harvest to
obtain the total volume to be
harvested that period.

CEPVLP(4)-Maximum value for
percent of inventory harvested. This
value indicates the maximum
proportion of inventory acceptable
for harvest in any period. For
example, if 0.35 was entered in this
column but the value calculated from
the linear equation was 0.37, 0.35
would be multiplied by the inventory
to obtain the total volume to be
harvested for that period.

NPDRLP-Rotation length (in
periods). Required only for area
control.

Card 05 Absolute-amount harvest
scheduling method. The first entry
on each card indicates the period
in which the following volume
requests begin. For example, if the
absolute request is for 10 periods,
Card 05 must have these 10
entries:

1 vol. vol. vol. vol. vol. vol.

7 vol. vol. vol. vol.

where vol. = absolute volume
request in the utilization standard
appropriate for the period.

Number of volume requests must
correspond to the time period
entered for the length of the fixed
method (Card 04). For example, if
run length is 10 periods and
absolute amount shifts to EFV
after the first three periods, then
three absolute volume requests
must be made on this card.

Card 06 Variable harvest options.

Number limits for the variables on
this card are:

1 < NPDVPP < 50

1 < NVPOCP < 50

0 < I E C K C P < 2

NPDFPP + (NVPOCP - 1) + NPDVPP < 50

Fixed harvest scheduling method
length + outer cycle - i
+ inner cycle < 50 periods

NPDVPP-Number of periods for
optimization cycle (inner cycle). This
entry indicates the number of periods
for which each period's harvest must
be sustainable for a multiple look-
ahead for EFV or EFFV (see harvest
methods discussion). For simple EFV
or EFFV and PNW or PNB when
NVPOCP = 1, this entry is the length
of the planning horizon.

NVPOCP-Number of optimization
cycles (outer cycle). For a multiple
look-ahead EFV or EFFV, this entry
is the number of periods for which
harvest volumes will be calculated
and printed out. For example, for an
even-flow schedule with a run length
of 10 periods and a look-ahead of 5
periods, entries would be:

NPDVPP NVPOCP

5 10

Each harvest that is set and printed
in the output will be sustainable for
five periods; harvest volumes will be
printed for 10 periods. The last
harvest volume printed (10th period)
would also be sustainable for five
periods.

If the harvest scheduling method
chosen is PNB, PNW, simple EFV, or
simple EFFV, the value 1 is entered,
and the number of periods desired in
the planning horizon is specified
under NPDVPP.
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IECKCP-Type of ending-condition
check. Used only with EFV or EFFV
harvest methods (IVPTCP = 1 or 2).
The three entries are: 0 = not active;
1 = harvest all volume above a certain
age or diameter class; and 2 = harvest
equals growth.

Zero is entered only for PNB or
PNW. The user could specify ending
conditions for these methods, but
doing so would severely bias the
harvest schedule calculated.

Entering 1 indicates that, in the last
period, all volume above a specified
age class (for AD or mixed manage-
ment) or all volume above a specified
diameter class (for DD or mixed
management) within specified toler-
ance limits is harvested. Appropriate
entries must be made on ACC Cards
10 (for AD or mixed management)
and 20 (for DD or mixed manage-
ment).

Entering 2 indicates that harvest
volume calculated in the last period
must equal growth since the previous
period within specified tolerance
limits.

Card 07 Binary search informa-
tion. This card sets the initial
search level, tolerance levels, and
period-to-period harvest-flow
constraints for variable harvest
methods.

VLHPPP-Volume harvested in the
first period. This entry is the starting
volume used in the search for opti-
mum harvest volume, and it should
closely estimate what probably will
be harvested in the first period. If a
good estimate cannot be made, set
VLHPPP to an arbitrarily high
number and set PVLBIP to 0.99.

PVLBIP-Proportion of initial trial
harvest level to set the boundary
search step-size. The proportion
entered is multiplied by the initial
trial harvest level in the first iteration
of the search process. The resulting
amount is the increase or decrease in
the first-period trial harvest for each
iteration until upper and lower
bounds on the harvest level have been
found. The step size is then halved
for each new iteration.

For example: Assume that the har-
vest method is even-flow (IVPTCP =
1); the ending condition is harvest
equals growth (IECKCP = 2); the

look-ahead is five periods (NPDVPP =
5); the initial trial harvest level is 100
cubic feet (VLHPPP = 100); and the
proportion for the search step-size is
0.10 (PVLBIP = 0.10).

Suppose a harvest of 100 cubic feet
cannot be sustained for five periods.
The step size is calculated to be 0.10
x 100 = 10. Thus, the next trial
harvest level is 100 - 10, or 90.

Suppose 90 is sustainable for five
periods but is less than growth in the
last period. Because upper and lower
harvest bounds have been determined
(90 < optimum harvest < 100), the
next step size is 10/2, or 5. Thus, the
new harvest level is 95, midway
between the upper and lower bounds.
The binary search continues until an
optimum harvest level is reached or
the step size becomes too small (see
PVLITP).

PVLDTP-Proportion of present
harvest level to set the difference
tolerance. For example, PVLDTP
multiplied by the trial harvest level in
the first period of an iterative search
equals the difference tolerance. The
value entered here determines
whether a harvest level is sufficiently
close to meeting one of the preceding
constraints to be considered satisfac-
tory. Let H be a harvest which
exactly meets an ending-condition
constraint; let h be the harvest
proposed. The variable In is consider-
ed satisfactory if it falls in the
interval H ± the difference tolerance.

The difference tolerance is applied
to: (1) the even-flow constraint (in
the EFV and EFFV harvest schedul-
ing methods); (2) the ending-
condition constraint (when specified);
and (3) the linkage-equation con-
straint (in the PNB and PNW harvest
scheduling methods).

For example, suppose the problem is
as described under PVLBIP, and
PVLDTP = 0.02. Then the initial
difference tolerance would be 100 x
0.02, or 2.0. Any harvest between 98
and 102 would be considered to have
met the even-flow constraint. When
the first-period trial harvest is

reduced to 90, the difference toler-
ance is 0.02 x 90, or 1.8, in which
case any harvest between 88.2 and
91.8 will meet the even-flow
constraints.

If no difference tolerance is desired,
set PVLDTP equal to 0. This is

recommended for PNB and PNW runs

because the harvest level when the
difference tolerance is checked may
differ substantially from the first-
period harvest of the iteration.

PVLITP-Proportion of present
harvest level to set the increment
tolerance. This value is used as a
safety-check stop-point for the
variable methods. If the difference
between two successive trial harvests
drops below PVLITP times the
current iteration's initial harvest level,
the simulation will stop.

PVLDCP and PVLICP-Proportion of
harvest volume decrease and increase
allowed from period to period; the
percentage that may be specified is
unlimited. These constraints are used
only in the multiple look-ahead
even-flow methods and take prece-
dence over even-flow constraints. If
harvest constraints are not desired for
even-flow methods, then 0.0 should
be entered for both proportions.

For example, if ±10 percent harvest
constraint is desired from period to
period when IVPTCP = 1 or 2, then
entries would be:

PVLDCP PVLICP
.10 .10

(For additional information on using
Card 07 entries, see the detailed
algorithm descriptions in Appendix
A, Math/Policy Guide.)

Card 08 EFFV equation. Omit this
card if EFFV is not selected.

XXIINP-Initial intercept. In the
equation developed for this method,
the dependent variable is a function
of volume harvested. The value
entered is the intercept of the linear
equation.

XVISLP-Initial slope coefficient.

NPDFNP-First period in which
XXFINP and XVFSLP are the appro-
priate constants. If the function
specified in the first two entries will
shift linearly over time, this entry
indicates when the shift will be
completed.

XXFINP-Final intercept.

XVFSLP-Final slope coefficient. If
no shift is desired, enter 0 in
NPDFNP and make no entries for
XXFINP and XVFSLP.
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Card 10 AD harvest priorities and
ending conditions (for AD or
mixed harvests).

IADHTC-AD harvest type. Enter 1

for oldest age first, 2 for minimum
growth, or 3 for maximum value to
set the harvest priority for the ACU.
(See Appendix C for a detailed
discussion.)

NAGFMC-Youngest age class
(minimum age) available for harvest.
Younger age classes will not be
harvested.

IAGECP-Age class above which
volume will be exhausted in the last
period. This entry is required in
conjunction with the ending condi-
tion harvest all volume above a

certain age class (Card 06, IECKCP =
1).

Card 11 Oldest-first harvest
priority specifications (required
when IADHTC = 1).

PVLRAC(ag)-Proportion of harvest
volume requested by age class. If an
oldest-first priority is desired, make
this standard entry:

ag PVLRAC(33)

33 1.0

If a proportion is to be harvested
from several age classes, enter that
proportion by age class. Proportions
must sum to 1.0. When volume is

exhausted in the designated age

classes, the program reverts to an
oldest-first harvest priority.

The following entries indicate the
correct input if 50 percent of harvest
volume is to be taken from age class
20 and 50 percent from age class 33
(see Appendix C):

Card 20 Diameter classes for DD
ending-condition check (for DD or
mixed management, when IECKCP
= 1).

IDIECP(sz)-Diameter-class index for
each size class for checking ending
conditions (sz = 2, 3, 4). The entries
4 4 4 indicate that the ending
condition for all size classes is harvest
all volume above diameter class 4
within tolerance limits.

Card 21 Harvest-volume
proportion requested by diameter
and size classes.

PVLRDC(di,sz) (sz = size classes 2, 3,
4; di = each diameter class)-The
values entered indicate the proportion
of diameter-class volume that each
diameter class may contribute to the
total harvest volume in each stand
size-class. (See Appendix C for a

detailed description.)

ag PVLRAC(ag)

20 .50 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
26 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
32 0.0 .50
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secondary files (GFILE, TFILE,
The GFILE, TFILE, and RFILE
provide information necessary for
both AD and DD runs. The
Generator calls only the GFILE
and TFILE; the Simulator calls all
three.

All Even-Aged GRUs

age classes

Up to 33 age classes may be used
(see General Concept Definitions
section). Specify the age-class mid-
point for each of age classes 1 to
33 (TFILE Card 03). The
difference between successive age-
class midpoints must correspond
to the period length used in the
simulation (RFILE Card 04). A
10-year period requires 10-year age
classes; the first two age classes
always correspond to regeneration
lags and must be entered as
negative numbers.

stocking levels

Select either one or three stocking
levels for the simulation. Enter the
average proportion of full stocking
assumed for each level (GFILE
Card 05); this is used to determine
mortality volume (see Mortality
Salvage) and to estimate volumes
per acre of acres entering the
producing inventory from outside
sources or regenerated acres.

All Uneven-Aged GRUs

stocking levels

Select either one or three stocking
levels for the simulation (GFILE
Card 06).

growth cycles

Specify how many times a stand
will be grown each period (GFILE
Card 06). For example, if annual
diameter-growth estimates and
mortality rates were entered for
individual GRUs and a period was
10 years, the stand should be
grown 10 times each period.

minimum diameters for utilization
standards

Enter the minimum merchantable
diameter for each utilization
standard in the simulation (GFILE

Card 06). This diameter is used to
determine how many trees per
acre are available in the diameter
class containing the minimum
diameter.

All GRUs

diameter classes

Specify the midpoint diameter for
each of diameter classes 1 to 13
(TFILE Card 04). For DD runs,
class width must be uniform but is
user selected; AD and mixed runs
currently require 4-inch diameter
classes. Diameter-class midpoints
must be entered for AD runs
because some reports tabulate
volumes by diameter-class groups.

stand size-classes

Stands are assigned to one of four
size classes according to predom-
inant tree size. To indicate
predominant tree size, the user
must define diameter classes
belonging to each size class by
entering a size-class designator for
each diameter class (TFILE Card
04).

changes in utilization standards

Although three utilization stan-
dards may be defined through
entries for individual GRUs, the
most that may be applied are two
standards in one simulation run. If
only one is chosen, the user enters
the code for that standard (GFILE
Card 02). If two are chosen, the
user enters codes for initial and
final standards, last period when
the change will be applied, and
rate of change between the two.
Conversion between utilization
standards does not start until the
second simulation period. Initial
and final standards must have
compatible units (i.e., both cubic
or both board feet) unless the rate
for switching is 1.0 (i.e., 100%
shift in one period), in which case
a complete shift from one
standard to another would occur.

changes in target distribution of
acres by MI

Two target distributions of acres
by MI are entered for each G R U
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FILE)
(CTL Card 08). The period to
switch from the first target to the
second is the same for all GRUs
(GF I LE Card 04). (See Appendix
A for further discussion.)

FORMATS for defining GRU
hierarchies

The digits of the GRU identifica-
tion code have implications for
defining what different GRUs have
in common (see Table 2,
Inventory Identification section).
FORMAT statements defining
these levels of similarity are user
specified (TFILE Cards 05 and
06).

timbershed designators
The program will produce reports
by timbershed (if requested). In
Timber for Oregon's Tomorrow
(Beuter et al. 1976), the first two
digits of the GRU code indicate
timbershed (TF I LE Card 06); the
user must specify 10 two-digit
combinations to represent the 10
distinct timbersheds currently
handled (TFILE Card 07). Any
other combination of numbers in
the first two digits of the GRU
code will result in an error
message.

owner-class designators

The program will produce reports
by owner class (if requested).
Although Timber for Oregon's
Tomorrow (Beuter et al. 1976)
used the fourth digit of the GRU
code to signify owner class, the
user may specify any GRU digit to
designate owner class (TFILE Card
06). However, only values 1

through 5 may be entered because
only five owner classes are recog-
nized: 1 through 3 signify the
public owner group (National
Forest, Bureau of Land Manage-
ment, State and Other Public), and
4 and 5 signify the private owner
group (Forest Industry, Other
Private).

Report Information

report groups and headings

Site classes, MIs, and other para-
meters are grouped for reports.

The user designates and titles these
groups within the limits set by the
program.

Site class. The seven site classes4
are combined into three report
groups (TFILE Card 01) with
user-specified labels (RFILE Card
15).

MI. The seven MIs are combined
into three report groups (TFILE
Card 02) with user-specified labels
(RFILE Card 09).

Species type. The 30 possible
species types are combined into
three report groups (G F I LE Card
03) with user-specified titles
(RFILE Card 07).

Age class. The 33 age classes are
combined into eight report groups
(TF I LE Card 03) with user-
specified titles (RFILE Card 11).

Diameter class. The 13 diameter
classes are combined into five
report groups (TFILE Card 04)
with user-specified titles (RFILE
Card 06). The 13 diameter classes
are combined into four size classes
(TF I LE Card 04), again with
user-specified titles (RFILE Card
12).

Cutting method. Seven cutting
methods may be used in the
program, although the fourth
method-overwood removal-is not
operational. The other six are
determined by GRU type and M I
assumptions. Titles supplied for
cutting methods (RFILE Card 08)
are standard and normally would
not be changed.

In regular harvest reports, acres
and volumes harvested are
reported for each cutting method
used. In harvest summary-reports,
cutting methods 1 and 2 are
reported individually; methods 3

4Site classes 1 through 7 may be
entered for each GRU. However, the
EFILE currently has capacity for site
classes 1 through 5 only. If site classes 6
and 7 are used, all relevant information
should be entered on the control file.

through 6 are aggregated as cutting
method 7 ("Other Methods" in
RFILE). DD harvests are classified
as cutting method 4 ("Mixed
Methods" in RFILE).

Cultural treatment. Titles entered
for cultural treatment reports
(RFILE Card 10) correspond to
the regeneration type specified for
each GRU (CTL Card 05 first) and
to acres undergoing species
conversion, precommercial
thinning, and fertilization (RFILE
Card 10). These titles are standard
and normally would not differ
from those on the RFILE.

Owner class and owner group. Five
owner classes and two owner
groups are recognized in the
program. Titles for these seven
categories and the total over
owner classes are entered on
RFILE Card 14. The first three
owner classes (National Forest,
Bureau of Land Management,
State and Other Public) are
reported separately but are also
combined in the first owner group
("All Public Owners"). The last
two owner classes (Forest
Industry, Other Private) are
reported separately but are a Iso
combined into the second owner
group (" A I I Private Owners").
Information summed over all
owner classes is reported as "All
Owners."

Run heading. The title for each
page of output is user specified
(GFILE Card 01).

Report-period heading. The time
period covered is printed at the
top of each report. Supply the
beginning year of the simulation
and the period length (RFILE
Card 04) for the program to
determine the proper heading.

Utilization-standard label. Enter a
label for each utilization standard
(RFILE Card 05). If only one is
used, the report label corresponds
to the utilization-standard index.
When switching from one utiliza-
tion standard to another, all
reports will be identified by the
initial label.
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report calls

Report types. Four reports are
possible: harvest, regeneration/
cultural treatment, inventory, and
total harvest/economic. The first
three are available in both detailed
and summary forms (the summary
form reports data by owner
classes); the total harvest/economic
report is available in detail only.

Report levels are user specified
(GRU, 0; administrative unit, 1;
and so forth). In addition, the user
may call for detailed inventory
reports for AD only, DD only, or
both (RFILE Card 02).

Report levels requested on the
RFILE may be overridden by
entries on the level files INP and
LEV (see Level Files section). The
minimum level at which reports
may be obtained (LVRPG) is
entered on LEV; the maximum
level corresponds to the level of
run termination (LVSTG) entered
on both INP and LEV. Reports
will be obtained for all levels
requested (LVRPG and LVSTG
inclusive).

Timing. All reports are printed
each simulation period for the
number of periods the user
specifies (RFILE Card 01).

utilization-standard conversions for
summary reports

In the summary reports for harvest
and inventory, volumes are
reported by diameter report-group
in both Scribner board feet and
current utilization-standard units.
Conversions from the utilization
standard to Scribner are user
supplied for each diameter report-
group (RFILE Card 13).

GFILE-Card Descriptions

The GFILE (Fig. 3) contains
i nformation for headings,
groupings, conversion from one
utilization standard to another,
and stocking-level midpoints.

Card 01 Header. This is the title
that will appear on each page of

output. The user may include up
to 64 alphanumeric characters
beginning in column 11.

Card 02 Utilization standards and
conversion designators. The first
entry indicates utilization codes.
The sample control file (see the
Example Guide) contains volume-
utilization equations for: (1) total
cubic feet; (2) cubic 7-inch DBH
and larger to 5-inch top; and (3)
Scribner board feet.

In the example GFILE (Fig. 3),
the designator is 1, indicating that
the utilization standard for the run
will be total cubic. If the first
entry was 21, the initial utilization
standard would be cubic 7-inch
DBH to 5-inch top (2) shifting to
total cubic (1). The next two
entries represent, respectively, the
number of periods for the shift to
take place and the proportion to
be shifted each period. If the run
requires only one utilization
standard, omit the last two entries.

Card 03 Species groups. TREES is
capable of including 30 species
(five rows of Card 03s with six
columns), arranged in three report
groups. Entries may be 1, 2, or 3;
a zero entry means the species is
not used. In the example GFILE
(Fig. 3), the value 1 is entered in
the first and sixth positions,
indicating that all GRUs having
species types 1 and 6 will be
considered as species report-group
1 (labeled "Douglas-fir" in the
sample RFILE). The value 2 is
entered in positions 2 through 5;
all GRUs having these species
types will be considered species
report-group 2 (labeled "Other
Softwoods" in the sample RFILE).
The second row of Card 03s
indicates that all GRUs having
species types 7 through 12 will be
considered as species report-group
3 (labeled "Hardwoods" in the
sample RFILE). The third, fourth,
and fifth rows of Card 03 are all
Os, indicating that these species
will not be used.

Card 04 MI target period, inter-
mediate. This value is used in
conjunction with the entries made
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6 1

0 2

0 3 1 1 2

0 3 2 3 3

0 3 3 0 0

0 3 4 0 0

0 3, 5 0 0

0 4 5

0 5 3 .85
0 6 1 1

2 2 2 1

3 3 3 3

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

.55 .25

1.5 5. 7.

in CTL Card 08 and represents the
time period in which intermediate
MI targets will be used. After the
intermediate target period, MI
shifts will be made according to
the long-range proportions entered
in the control file.

Card 05 Number of stocking levels
and stocking-level midpoints. The
first entry (1 or 3) represents the
number of stocking levels used in
an AD run. The next entries
represent stocking-level midpoints,
specified as proportions of the full
stocking yield obtained from
volume tables.

Card 06 DD run information. The
first entry indicates the number of
stocking levels to be used; the
second entry indicates the number
of times the stand will be grown
each period. Subsequent entries
represent the lowest diameters to
be included for volume calcula-
tions for each utilization standard.
For example, when total cubic
feet is the utilization standard, the
lowest diameter available for
volume calculations is 1.5 inches.

TFILE-Card Descriptions

The TFILE (Fig. 4) provides
additional grouping information on
MIs, site classes, age classes, and
diameter classes. FORMATS and
timbershed values are included.

Card 01 Site-class groups. TREES
provides for seven site classes
which must be combined into
three report groups. Possible
entries are 1 , 2, and 3. I n the
example TFILE (Fig. 4), the first
entry, 1, indicates that all site-class
1 land will be reported separately;
the second entry, 2, shows that

TEST RUN FOR THE TREES WORKSHOP

Figure 3.

Example GFILE.

site-class 2 land will also be
reported individually. All other
site classes will be combined into
one report group by entering 3s in
the remaining positions.

Card 02 Ml groups. TREES
provides for seven Mls which must
be classed into three report
groups. Possible entries are 1, 2, or
3. For example, the first four
entries (1s) group MIs 1 through 4
for reporting (Fig. 4); the next
two entries (2s) group MIs 5 and

6. The last entry, 3, shows M17
reported separately.

Card 03 Age-class groups. TREES
provides for 33 age classes that
must be combined into eight
report groups (Card 03, last
column). Enter age class first;
enter age-class midpoint next;
enter age-class report group third.
For example, age classes 12 and
13, which represent trees 90 to.
110 years old, belong to report
group 6 (Fig. 4).

T 1 1 2 3 3 3 3 3

T 2 1 1 1 2 2 3

T 3 1 -15.

T 3 2 -5. 1

T 3 3 5.
T 3 4 15. 2

T 3 5 25. 2

T 3 6 35. 3
T 3 7 45. 3
T 3 8 55. 4

T 3 9 65. 4

T 3 10 75. 5
T 3 11 85. 5

T 3 12 95. 6
T 3 13 105. 6

T 3 14 115. 7

T 3 15 125. 7

T 3 16 135. 7

T 3 17 145. 7

T 3 18 155. 7

T 3 19 165. 7

T 3 20 175. 7

T 3 21 185. 8
T 3 22 195. 8

T 3 23 205. 8

T 3 24 215. 8
T 3 25 225. 8

T 3 26 235. 8
T 3 27 245. 8

T 3 28 255. 8
T 3 29 265. 8

T 3 30 275. 8

T 3 31 285. 8
T 3 32 295. 8

T 3 33 305. 8

Figure 4.

Example TFILE.

(continued)
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T 4 1 3. 3 1

T 4 2 7. 3 2
T 4 3 11. 3 3

T 4 4 15. 3 4

T 4 5 19. 3 4
T 4 6 23. 3 5
T 4 7 27. 3 5

T 4 8 31. 3 5

T 4 9 35. 3 5

T 4 10 39. 3 5
T 4 11 43. 3 5
T 4 12 47. 3 5

T 4 13 51. 3 5

T 5 1 (A6,2H00)
T 5 2 (*4,4H0000)
T 5 3 (A3,5H00000)
T 5 4 (A2,6H0000D0)
T 5 5 (A1,70000D00)
T 5 6 (A1,T1,8H00000000)
T 5 7 (A1,T1,8N00000000)
T 5 8 (A1,T1,8H00000000)
T 5 9 (41,T1,81400000000)
T 6 (I2,1X,I1,6X)

T 7 1 Al
T 7 2 12

T 7 3 13
T 7 4 14
T 7 5 15
T 7 6 16

T 7 7 17
T 7 8 21

T 7 9 22
T 7 10 23

Figure 4 (continued).

Card 04 Diameter-class groups.
TREES provides for 13 diameter
classes combined into five report
groups. First, enter the diameter
midpoint for each diameter class
(e.g., 4-inch diameter classes);
next, enter the size class for each
diameter class (size classes 1-4);
and finally, enter the report group.
For example, diameter classes 4
and 5, which represent diameters
13.0 to 20.9 inches, belong to
report group 4 (Fig. 4).

Card 05 FORMATS for decoding
GRUs and ACUs. Do not alter
these FORMATS without the help
of a computer programmer.

Card 06 FORMAT for timbershed
and owner groups. This FORMAT
statement identifies which digits of
the G R U code correspond to
timbershed and owner groups.

Card 07 G R U timbershed
indicators. These values, the first
two GRU code positions in
Timber for Oregon's Tomorrow
(Beuter et at. 1976), indicate up
to 10 different areas of inventory.
GRUs beginning with the listed
numbers will be grouped together
in timbershed reports.

R FI LE-Card Descriptions

The RFILE (Fig. 5), which
provides report information used
only in the Simulator, contains
report calls, headers, and labels for
each table of output.

Card 01 Report limit. The sole
entry on Card 01 indicates the
maximum number of periods for
reports to be made. I n the
example R F I LE (Fig. 5), the value
40 specifies that reports will be
made for 40 periods unless run
length entered on the allowable
cut file is less than 40 (ACC Cards
04 and 06). In that case, reports
will be made for the specified
simulation length.

Card 02 Report-level indicators.
Card 02 inputs are indicators that
select reports for the different
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levels (up to 10) of the computer
hierarchy within the limits set by
LVRPG and LVSTG on level file
INP. I n Timber for Oregon's
Tomorrow (Beuter et al. 1976),
row numbers correspond to these
levels:

O=GRU
1 = administrative unit
2 = owner class
3 = owner group
4 = timbershed
5 = timbershed group
6 = state
7-9 = not used

(See I nventory Identification
section.) Columns indicate report
types:

1 = harvest
2 = regeneration/cultural treatment
3 = total harvest/economic
4 = inventory
5 = harvest summary
6 = regeneration/cultural

treatment summary
7 = inventory summary

Entering 0 for a particular row
and column indicates no report
will be made; entering 1 indicates
that a report is desired for that
level. For the detailed inventory
report only (column 4), the user
may select from (1) AD, (2) DD,
or (3) AD and DD combined.

If, for example, LVRPG = 0 and
LVSTG = 4 (see Level Files INP
and LEV), reports will be
produced for all levels requested
from 0 to 4 by entering the
proper integer on Card 02. For the
sample RFILE (Fig. 5), detailed
reports will be received for G R U
through timbershed levels;
summary reports will be made for
the administrative unit level only.

Card 03 Timbershed summary-
reports. Card 03 requires only one
entry. If 1, the user will receive
inventory, harvest, and
regeneration/cultural treatment
summaries for each timbershed. If
0, no timbershed reports will be
generated unless requested on Card
02 row 5.

Card 04 Beginning year and years
per period. Card 04 entries specify
the beginning year of the analysis
and the time period to be added
to the beginning year, which
should correspond to the period
length used in the simulation.

Card 05 Utilization-standard labels.
The labels entered must corre-
spond to the order of utilization
equations entered in the control
file (for AD, CTL Card 10; for
DD, CTL Cards 21 and 22).

Card 06 Diameter-group labels.
These labels must correspond to
the same groups designated in
TFILE Card 04. In the example
TFILE (Fig. 4), diameter mid-
points 15 and 19 are given a group
number of 4. In turn, RFILE
entries (Fig. 5) for group 4 are
13-20.9 and 13 to 20.9. Because
4-inch diameter classes are used in
this example, the limits of the
diameter report-group are 13

inches (15 - 2.0) and 20.9 inches
(19 + 1.9).

Card 07 Species-group labels. The
30 possible species must compose
three report groups. Entries 1, 2,
and 3 represent labels for each
report group; the fourth entry (4)
represents all species.

Card 08 Cutting-method labels.
These entries correspond to the
different cutting methods-the
label printed depends on the
cutting method implicit in the
management type and MI. (Note:
The overwood method is not
operational at this time.)

Card 09 MI group labels. These
labels correspond to the group
levels selected by the user on
TFILE Card 02. In the example
TFILE (Fig. 4), 1 is entered in the
first four columns, grouping Mls 1
through 4 together, so the first
label on the RFILE is MI 1-4.

R I 40
R 2 0 1 1 1 3 0 0 0

R 2 1 1 1 1 3 1 1 1

R 2 2 1 1 1 3 0 0 0

R 2 3 1 1 1 3 0 0 0

R 2 4 1 1 3 0 0 0

R 2 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

R 2 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

R 2 7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

R 2 8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

R 2 9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

R 3 0
R 4 1977 10

R 5 CU.FT. CU.5-4 SCRIB.
R 6 1 1-4.9 0 TO 4.9
R 6 2 5-8.9 5 10 8.9
R 6 3 9-12.9 9 TO 12.9
R 6 4 13-20.9 13 TO 20.9
R 6 5 21+ 21+
R 7 1 DOUGLAS-FIR
R 7 2 OTHER SOFTUOOBS
R 7 3 HARDUOODS

R 7 4 ALL SPECIES
R 8 1 CLEARCUT
R 8 2 SHELTERDODD
R 8 3 OVERWOOD REMOVAL

R 8 4 MIXED METHODS
R 8 5 THINKING
R 8 6 MORTALITY SALVAGE
R 8 7 OTHER METHODS

R 9 M.I. 1-4 M.I. 5-6 M.I. 7

Figure 5.

Example RFILE.

(continued)
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R 10 1 SEEDED SEEDED
R 10 2 PLANT REGULAR STOCK PL.REG.ST.
R 10 3 PL. GENETIC STK.(CC)PL.GEN.CC.
R 10 4 PL. GENETIC STK.(SV)PL.6E1.SW.
R 10 5 OTHER METHODS OTHER
R 10 6 CONVERSION CONVERSION
R 10 7 STOCKING CONTROL STOCK.CTL.
R 10 8 FERTILIZATION FERTILIZE
R 11 1 -15 TO 5
R It 2 15 TO 25
R 11 3 35 TO 45
R 11 4 55 TO 65
R 11 5 75 TO 85
R 11 6 95 TO 105

7 115 TO 175
0 1854

1 SEED./SAP.POLES SN.SAU L0SL6.SAO L06ALL SIZES
R 13 0.1125 1.0153 3.0457 4.9901 6.0010
R 13 2 0. 0.2738 3.2021 5.0301 6.0068
R 13 3 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0
R 14 1 NATIONAL FOREST
R 14 2 BUREAU OF LAND MONT.
R 14 3 STATE AND OTHER PUB.
R 14 4 FOREST INDUSTRY
R 14 5 OTHER PRIVATE
R 14 6 ALL PUBLIC OWNERS
R 14 7 ALL PRIVATE OWNERS
R 14 8 ALL OWNERS

ABOVE 165 120 TO 165BELOU 120 ALL SITES

Figure 5 (continued).

Card 10 Regeneration and
silvicultural methods labels. Labels
correspond to the regeneration and
silvicultural methods that are
explicitly or implicitly listed in the
control file.

Card 11 Age-group labels. Labels
listed correspond to the groups
indicated on TFILE Card 03. In
the example TFILE (Fig. 4), the
final entry on Card 03 for the ages
-15, -5, and 5 is 1; the correspond-
ing R F I LE label is -15 to 5. When
groups are changed in the TFILE,
the corresponding label must be
changed on the R F I LE.

Card 12 Size-class labels. These
labels represent the names of each
of the four size classes. The fifth
entry combines all size classes.

Card 13 Utilization-standard con-
versions to Scribner for summary
reports. The five values listed on
each card are the coefficients used
to convert each utilization stan-
dard to Scribner for each
diameter-class report group. For
example, if the final harvest for a
period was 100,000 cubic feet and
the utilization standard was total
cubic, with 50 percent of the

harvest coming from trees 21+
inches in diameter and 50 percent
from trees 13 to 20.9 inches in
diameter, the correct conversion to
Scribner board feet would be:

For 21+ inches:
50,000 ft3 x 6.0010 = 300,050 fbm Scrib.

For 13 to 20.9 inches:
50,000 ft3 x 4.9901 = 249,505 fbm Scrib.

Card 14 Owner-class labels. These
labels correspond to the owner-
class designators in the GRU code
and to the owner groups formed
by summation.

Card 15 Site-group labels. These
labels correspond to TF I LE entries
and must correspond to TF I LE
groupings.

Level Files INP and LEV

Both INP and LEV contain entries
that specify the level in the
computer hierarchy at which cer-
tain actions are performed. (See
Inventory Identification section
for a discussion of BRU and GRU
coding and the computer
hierarchy.) Examples reflect the
coding chosen in Timber for
Oregon's Tomorrow (Beuter et al.
1976).

recommended values (provided in
supplied files)

Card Column

INP (read by Generator)

01

LEV (read by Simulator)

01

02

1-3

1-3
4-6
7-9

10-12
13-15

1-3

4-6

7-9
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explanation of variables

The first specification (LVSTG)
needed for both GEN and SIM
runs is the level within the
computer hierarchy at' which the
run will be terminated. For
example, a simulation processing
GRUs belonging to the same
timbershed should terminate at the
timbershed level (4). On the other
hand, a simulation for public lands
should only process GRUs
belonging to the first owner group
and should terminate at the
owner-group level (3).

The trigger to stop is the change
in identification code at the ter-
mination level between two succes-
sive GRUs. Changes in GRU code
below (less than) termination level
do not stop the simulation;
changes at the same or higher level
trigger termination. This method
for excluding GRUs is an upper
limit only. GRUs must appear on
the file in numerically increasing
order. Specific sets of G R Us can
be selected most easily by editing
data files, but skip parameters
(discussed later in this section) can
also provide selection.

The second specification (LVACG)
is ACU level. The Simulator can
apply harvest methods at any
specified level. If GRU level 0 is
specified, the program expects

Function Value

Stopping level (LVSTG) 4

Allowable cut level (LVACG) 0
Report level (LVRPG) 0
Timbershed level (LVTMG) 4
Stopping level (LVSTG) 4
Skip report flag (ISKRPL) 0
Number of allowable

cuts to skip (NACSKM) 0
Number of GRUs to

skip (NRUSKM) 0
Diagnostic output

flag (NACSRL) 0

ACU data for each GRU; ACU
identification code is identical to
that of the GRU to which it
applies. If the ACU level is 1, the
program expects ACU data for
each administrative unit; ACU
identification code is the first six
digits of the code for GRUs
belonging to the administrative
unit, plus two Os. ACU level may
be any level in the hierarchy;
correct coding is determined in the
same way as the administrative
unit level code.

For example, values of LVACG
corresponding to ACU level
(Timber for Oregon's Tomorrow,
Beuter et al. 1976) are:

Value Level name

for Oregon's Tomorrow, Beuter et
al. 1976) and is used for special
timbershed reports.

Other items needed for LEV are:
(1) a flag to skip the report
section of the program (ISKRPL);
(2) the allowable cut skip-
parameter (NACSKM); (3) the
resource unit skip-parameter
(NRUSKM); and (4) the diagnostic
output flag (NACSRL).

The first flag is self-explanatory.
The two skip parameters delete a
set of ACUs and GRUs at the
beginning of their respective
files-skip parameters are simply

ACU code for GRU 11/10/01

0 GRU 11/10/01 (8 digits)
1 Administrative unit 11/10/00 (6 digits, 2 Os)
2 Owner class 11110000 (4 digits, 4 0s)
3 Owner group 11100000 (3 digits, 5 Os)
4 Timbershed 11000000 (2 digits, 6 Os)
5 Timbershed group 10000000 (1 digit, 7 Os)
6 State 00000000 (8 Os)

To illustrate: If ACU code number
was 11100000, all GRUs having
111 as the first three code digits
would be included in the ACU. If
ACU number was 22220200, only
GRUs having 222202 as the first
six code digits would be included.
Finally, if ACU number was
23410705, only the GRU with
that exact code would be included
in the ACU. Thus, the user can
determine how inclusive the ACU
will be by manipulating the ACU
code number.

The third specification (LVRPG) is
report level. Although harvest
computations for each ACU occur
at the ACU level, reports may be
needed for either higher or lower
levels of combination. Any level
may be specified for the lowest
report level. Reports are produced
for all levels between LVRPG and
LVSTG inclusive for which a

report request has been made (see
Report Calls section).

The fourth specification (LVTMG)
is timbershed level (4 in Timber

the number of units to skip before
processing begins. The diagnostic
output flag is a debugging device
that requires additional data; enter
0 for the usual simulation. (See
the Analyst's Guide for an explan-
ation of diagnostic output
requests.)

AD runs in the Example Guide
were completed with these LEV
and INP files: The GEN run used
INP with LVSTG = 4; the SIM run
used LEV with LVACG = 0,
LVRPG =. 0, LVTMG = 4, LVSTG
= 4, and ISKRPL = 0. For the
sample DD run, the ACU was
calculated at the administrative
unit level (LVACG = 1), and the
remaining variables did not change.
All runs had NACSKM, NRUSKM,
and NACSRL = 0.
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computer - using TREES on the
Preliminaries

To use the CYBER computer,
obtain a job number from the
Milne Computer Center business
office (Room 140, telephone
503-754-3483), Oregon State
University. A job number consists
of a user number (6 characters), a
password (4-7 characters), a charge
number (6 characters), and a
project name (up to 14
characters).

Special Keys and Symbols on the
Terminal

(SHIFT):
The shift key shift functions just
like the shift key on a normal
typewriter.

(CONTROL):
The control key CTRL is a

different type of shift key; it must
be depressed at the same time as
the symbol key for the desired
result.

(CONTROL Q):
CTRL Q can be used to start the
log-on procedure.

(CONTROL H):
Each time CTRL H is typed, one
preceding character will be
ignored; repeated use of this pair
of keys deletes the corresponding
number of characters. On
teletypes, this sequence does not
print; on cathode ray tubes
(CRTs), the cursor will back up.

(ALT MODE):
The alternate mode or escape key
ALT MODE or ESC deletes a

typed line. The computer responds
*DEL* to show that the line has
been ignored and moves the
carriage to a new line without
reprinting the prompt character (/
or ?).

(CR):
The carriage return key RETURN
sends a typed line to the computer
and causes a line feed and carriage
return at the terminal. Use at the
end of each line.

(BREAK):
Depressing the break key BREAK
stops the current operation of the
computer; for example, program
execution or output printing can
be terminated by the break key.

Basic Procedures

logging on

Logging on the computer is rela-
tively simple, even though it
differs slightly for each type of
terminal. This example illustrates
the most common terminal, the
teletype (see Fig. 6).

Turn on the terminal. For teletypes,
turn the front knob to "line."

Type either NOS, then return; or
CTRL Q.

The terminal will print the date,
time, and system name, and it will
ask for your user number.

Type the user number, which is
actually an alphabet-soup type code,
and RETURN.

The terminal will print PASSWORD
and black out eight positions for
entering the password.

Type your password directly over the
blacked out positions and end the
line with RETURN. The terminal will
then print the terminal number and
RECOVER/CHARGE.

Type the word CHARGE, your
charge number, and your project
name, separated by commas.
Remember to end the line with
RETURN.

The terminal will echo the charge and
print a slash (the NOS prompt
character), which indicates the
terminal is waiting for your response.

logging off

Logging off is simple. When the
terminal prints a slash and you are
ready to log off, type BYE; then
RETURN.

The terminal will print the time
and job cost (in SRUs).
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CDC CYBER 73
editing

The abbreviated instructions here
are detailed in the NOS Version 1
Text Editor Reference Manual No.
60436100 (available from Milne
Computer Center, Oreg. State
Univ., Corvallis). See Figure 6 for
sample text editing.

78106109. 12.08.25.
NO8 1.2
USER NUNDER: AF2A5C
PASSUORDJ
TERMINAL: 13, TTY

RECOVER/ CUARSEs CIIARGE,735143,TREES
fCNAROE,735143,TREES.
/GET,ACC
/EDIT,ACC

BEGIN TEXT EDITING.
? RS:/1 0/,/1 1/
? F;1
11/10/01 02 1.79 0
? ADD

ENTER TEXT.
? /11110101

READY.
F;2

11/10/01 04

T RS:/15/,/20/

? END
END TEXT EDITINS.
$EDIT,ACC.

/REPLACE,ACC

/TITLE (FtOcOUT)PHIL
TITLE COMPLETE.

/-GEN(CTL-CTL,INV-INV)
1 4

11/10/01 4
10116 1.000 11/10/01

11/10/01 4

USER DAYFILE DUMPED.
/ROUTE,OUT,DC PR

ROUTE COMPLETE.
/CLEAR
/TITLE(FN=OUT)PNIL TEDDER
TITLE COMPLETE.
/-SIN(Acc= CC)
1 0 0 4 4 0

0 0 0
1 0 0
1 1 0 -1 00 000000000
2 0 0
2 1 0 -1 12 000000000

USER DAYFILE DUMPED.
/ROUTE,OUT,DC-PR

ROUTE COMPLETE.
/BYE

1.0

15

AF2A5C L06 OFF 12.11.54.
AF2A5C SRU 59.324 UNTS.

Figure 6.

Example EDIT printout.

Access to EDIT. To create a new
file, access the text editor EDIT
by:
/EDIT,<file name>

To modify an existing file, use:
/GET,<file name>

/EDIT,<file name>

SSU 9.24

1.71

0 1.0 1.5 .33E-8 .5/

7
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Selected EDIT Commands

ADD=A

?A Inserts text after the tine specified by pointer. Text
entered must start and end with some character not part
of the intended text. The character # is a good one.

FIND--F

?F Advances pointer one line and prints the line.
?F;n Advances pointer n lines and prints the line.
?F:/string/ Advances pointer to the first line containing /string/

and prints the line.

DELETE=D

?D
?D;n

LIST=L

Erases the line specified by pointer.
Erases the first n lines. beginning at pointer.

?L Prints the line specified by pointer.
?L;n Prints the first n lines beginning at pointer.
?L;* Prints file from pointer to end.

SET=S

?S Advances pointer one line.
?S;n Advances pointer n lines.
?S;-n Sets pointer back n lines.

Moves pointer to beginning of file.

?N Prints line count from pointer to end of file.

LINE=LN

?LN Prints pointer location.

RESET=R

?R

NUMBER=N

RS

? RS: /stri ngl /,/stri ng2/

? RS: /stri ngl /,/stri ng2/;n

MERGE

Replaces first occurrence (after pointer) of string 1
with string 2. Pointer is not moved.
Replaces the first n occurrences (after pointer) of
string 1 with string 2. The system responds with a
count of the number of times string 1 was actually replaced.
Pointer is not moved.

?MERGE:/DATA2/ Inserts the file DATA2 (permanent or temporary) after pointer.
?MERGE:/DATA2/;n Inserts the file DATA2 n lines after pointer.

END

?END Terminates text editing and leaves file temporary. The
system responds:
END TEXT EDITING
$EDIT,<file name>
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Selected EDIT commands. The
NOS text editor does not list or
reference line numbers of a file,
but maintains its place by a search
pointer. All action on a file begins
relative to the search pointer (see
box illustrating EDIT commands).

The file (<file name>) generally
should then be made permanent
by:

/REPLACE<file name>

or

/REPLACE,<old name>=<new name>

Running Instructions

Running TREES requires both
nonstandard (INV, CTL, ACC) and
standard (INP, LEV, GFILE,
TFILE, RFILE) files.

Files containing run values used in
Timber for Oregon's Tomorrow
(Beuter et al. 1976) are available
on the computer or magnetic tape.

To run the original test case, use
the files provided and this simple
control sequence.

/CLEAR
/TITLE(FN=OUT)****s*
/-DEN(INV=INV,CTL=CTL)
/ROUTE,OUT,DC=PR
/CLEAR
TITLE(FN=OUT)*****s
/- IN ACC-ACC)

/ROUTE,OUT,DC=PR

Substitute your name or other
identifier to correctly label your
output at the Computer Center.

To run another case, edit the files
you wish to change, either retain-
ing the old name or saving the
edited files under a new name.
When using names other than INV,
CTL, and ACC, merely substitute
the new name on the right side of
the equals sign. For example, to
use an inventory file called
SIUSLAW, the statement calling
the Generator should read

/-GEM(INV=SIUSLAU,CTL=CTL)

All three names may be substitu-
ted.

Sample Runs

This set of commands illustrates
making a GEN and SIM run. The
route statement directs printout to
the printer (DC = disposition code;
PR = printer). Substitute your
name or other identifier for the
asterisks in the title command.

ICLEAR
/TITLE(FN=OUT)******
TITLE COMPLETE.

/-GEN(INV=]NV,C7L=CTL)
TIMBER RESOURCE ECONOMIC ESTIMATION SYSTEM.

GENERATOR.
DECEMBER 1978 VERSION.

... Computer prints numbers

USER DAYFILE DUMPED.
/ROUTE,OUT,DC=PR

ROUTE COMPLETE.
/CLEAR
/TITLE(FN=OUT)***ss*

TITLE COMPLETE.
/-SIN(ACC=ACC)
TIMBER RESOURCE ECONOMIC ESTIMATION SYSTEM.
SIMULATOR.
DECEMBER 1979 VERSION.

... Computer prints numbers

USER DAYFILE DUMPED.
/ROUTE,OUT,DC=PR

ROUTE COMPLETE.

substituting a different ACC (file
RAF should be present)

/XCAT

... Computer prints permanent files

/CLEAR
/TITLE(FN*OUT)******
TITLE COMPLETE.

/-SIM(ACC=AREAACC)
TIMBER RESOURCE ECONOMIC ESTIMATION SYSTEM.

SIMULATOR.
DECEMBER 1978 VERSION.

... Computer prints numbers

USER DAYFILE DUMPED.
/ROUTE,OUT,DC=PR

ROUTE COMPLETE.

substituting a different CTL and a
different ACC
/CLEAR

/TI7LE(FN=OUT)******
TITLE COMPLETE.

/-GEN(INV=INV,C7L=BCTL)
TIMBER RESOURCE ECONOMIC ESTIMATION SYSTEM.
GENERAT0R.
DECEMBER 1970 VERSION.

... Computer prints numbers

USER DAYFILE DUMPED.
/ROUTE,OUT,DC=PR
ROUTE COMPLETE.

/CLEAR
/TITLE(FN=OUT)******
TITLE COMPLETE.

/-SIM(ACC=EVENACC)
TIMBER RESOURCE ECONOMIC ESTIMATION SYSTEM.
SIMULATOR.
DECEMBER 1978 VERSION.

... Computer prints numbers

USER DAYFILE DUMPED.
/ROUTE,OUT,DC=PR
ROUTE COMPLETE.

If all run output is not desired,
individual output tapes may be
examined in the editor program.
Tapes and their contents are:

Generator

TAPE21 Processed TFILE and GFILE
TAPE22 Approach-to-Normal Function
TAPE23 BRU Summary
TAPE24 GRU Summary

Simulator

TAPE21 Processed TFILE and GFILE
TAPE25 Harvest Optimization Detail
TAPE26 Allowable Cut and

Cut-Proportion Tables
TAPE31 Final Reports
TAPE33 Dollar Value Listing

(Total Harvest/Economic Report
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Procedure Files

Figures 7 and 8 represent
procedure files for GEN and SIM,
respectively.

SETTL,100.
NOTE,, NR./ TIMBER RESOURCE ECONOMIC ESTIMATION SYSTEM.
NOTE,,NR./ GENERATOR.
NOTE,,NR./ DECEMBER 1978 VERSION.
ATTACH,TREGEN=DVGEN/UN=ABNI5C,M=READ.
GET,TAPEl=TFILE/UN=AF2A5C.
GET,TAPE2=GFILE/UN=AF2A5C.
ATTACH,TAPE3=EFILE/UN=ABNISC,M=READ.
GET,INPIUN=ABNISC.
GET,TAPE4=CTL.
GET,TAPE5=INV.
PURGE,RAF/NA.
DEFINE,TAPE41=RAF.
TREGEN,INP.
RETURN,TREGEN,TAPE11.
REWIND,TAPEI,TAPE2,TAPE3,TAPE4,TAPE5.
REWIND,TAPE21,TAPE22,TAPE23,TAPE24.
'TITLE(OUT)TREES/GENERATOR.
TITLE(OUT,CC=1)TFILE/REPORT/GROUPINGS.
COPYSBF,TAPEI,OUT.
TITLE(OUT,CC=1)GFILE/GENERAL RUN/INFORMATION.
COPYSBF,TAPE2,0UT.
TITLE(OUT,CC=DEFILE/DEFAULT/EQUATIONS.
COPYSBF;TAPE3,OUT.
TITLE(OUT,CC=1)CTL GRU/CONTROL/INFORMATION.
COPYSBF,TAPE4,OUT.
TITLE(OUT,CC=1)INV BRU/INVENTORY/BATA.
COPYSBF,TAPE5,OUT.
TITLE(OUT,CC=()PROCESSED/TFILE AND/GFILE.
COPY,TAPE21,OUT.
TITLE(OUT,CC=1)APPROACH TO/NORMALITY/FUNCTION.
COPY,TAPE22,OUT.
TITLE(OUT,CC=1)BRU SUMMARY.
COP'Y,TAPE23,OUT.
TITLE(OUT,CC=1)GRU SUMMARY.
COPY,TAPE24,OUT.
TITLE(OUT,CC=1)DAYFILE.
BAYFILE'.OUT.

EOI ENCOUNTERED.
i

Figure 7.

GEN procedure file.
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SETTL,100.

NOTE,,NR./ TIMBER RESOURCE ECONOMIC ESTIMATION SYSTEM.

NOTE,,NR./ SIMULATOR.
NOTE,,NR./ DECEMBER 1978 VERSION.

ATTACH,TRESIM=OVSIM/UN=ABNI5C,M=READ.
ATTACH,TREACS=OVACS/UN=ABNI5C,M=READ.
ATTACH,TRERPS=OVRPS/UN=ABNI5C,M=READ.
GET,LEV/UN=ABUI5C.

GET,TAPE1=TFILE/UN=AF2A5C.
GET,TAPE2=GFILE/UN=AF2A5C.

GET,TAPE6=RFILE/UN=AF2A5C.
GET,TAPE7=ACC.
ATTACH,TAPE41=RAF/M=READ.

TRESIM,LEV.

RETURN,TRESIM,TREACS,TRERPS.
RETURN,RAF,TAPE12,TAPE13.
RETURN,TAPE14,TAPE15.
REUIND,TAPE1,TAPE2,TAPE6,TAPE7.
REWIND,TAPE2I,TAPE25,TAPE26.
REWIND,TAPE3I,TAPE33.
TITLE(OUT)TREES/SIMULATOR.
TITLE(OUT,CC=1)TFILE/REPORT/GROUPINGS.
COPYSBF,TAPEI,OUT.
TITLE(OUT,CC=1)GFILE/GENERAL RUN/INFORMATION.

COPYSBF,TAPE2,OUT..
TITLE(OUT,CC=1)RFILE/REPORT/HEADINGS.

COPYSBF,TAPE6,OUT.

TITLE(OUT,CC=1)ACC/HARVEST/METHODS.
COPYSBF,TAPE7,OUT.
TITLE(OUT,CC=1)PROCESSED/TFILE AND/GFILE.
COPY,TAPE21,OUT.
TITLE(OUT,CC=1)PROCESSED/ACC FILE AND/HARVEST/OPTIMIZATTION.

COPY,TAPE25,OUT.

TITLE(OUT,CC=1)ALLOWABLE/CUT AND CUT/PROPORTION/TABLES.
COPY,TAPE26,OUT.
TITLE(OUT,CC=1)FINAL/REPORTS.
COPY,TAPE31,OUT.

TITLE(OUT,CC=1)DOLLAR VALUE/LISTING.
COPYSBF,TAPE33,OUT.
TITLE(OUT,CC=1)DAYFILE.
DAYFILE,OUT.
EOI ENCOUNTERED.

/
Figure 8.

SIM procedure file.
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errors
Error numbers 11 to 14 and 21 to
26 of the CTL and ACC files
contain two coded digits. The first
digit is 1 for entries in index fields
in columns 11 to 20 or 2 for
entries in data fields in columns
21 to 80. The second digit is the
sequence of the entry. For
example, code 12 specifies an
error for the second index field
and code 21, the first data field.
(See Appendix B for position of
index and data fields.)

Errors with similar wording are
combined. For example, "11, 12,
13, 14: Negative acres for donor
1, 2, 3, 4" means that error 11
indicates negative acres for donor
1; error 12, negative acres for
donor 2; and so forth.

INV File

All Cards

-1: Proportions of BRU assigned to
different GRUs exceed 1.001.

1: BRU code inconsistent.
2: Incorrect card order.
3: BRU type does not match GRU

type; M I not 1 to 7; or M I does not
match.

4: Age class not 1 to 33; size class not
1 to 4; or size class does not match.

5: Diameter class not 1 to 13.
6: Illegal card number (No.) for card

type .

Card 02 Acres

11, 12, 13, 14: Negative acres for donor
1, 2, 3, 4.

Card 02 Trees per acre

11, 12: Negative donor trees per acre
for fiber type 1, 2.

Card 03 AD acres

11, 13, 15: Negative acres for stocking
level 1, 2, 3.

12, 14, 16: Negative volume per acre for
stocking level 1, 2, 3.

Card 03 DD acres

11, 12, 13: Negative acres for stocking
level 1, 2, 3.

Card 03 Mortality volumes

9: MI not 3.
11, 13, 15: Negative softwood mortality
volume per acre for stocking level 1, 2,

3.

Card 03 Trees per acre

11, 13, 15: Negative softwood trees per
acre for stocking level 1, 2, 3.

12, 14, 16: Negative hardwood trees per
acre for stocking level 1, 2, 3.

Card 04 Shelterwood

9: No shelterwood indicated for GRU.
11: Negative or zero shelterwood 2

acres.
12: Negative or zero shelterwood 2

volume per acre.
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CTL File Card 07 29: Proportion of standard volume to
enter stocking level 2 exceeds

All Cards 21: Maximum age or diameter class for proportion to enter stocking level 1.

(exceptions parenthesized) receiver shifts not 1 to 33 or 1 to 13.
22, 24: Last period for shift to receivers Card 17 (second)

-1: End of file. 1, 2 < 0.

1: GRU code inconsistent. 23, 25: Proportion of acres to shift to 21, 22: Minimum or maximum shift
2: Incorrect timbershed code. receivers not 0 to 1. limits not 4 to 7.

11: Incorrect card order. 29: Sum of proportions to shift to 29: Minimum shift limit exceeds

12: MI not 1 to 7 (outside donor on outside receivers < 1. maximum.
Card 06 not 1 to 4).

13: Equation number not correct for Card 08 Card 18 (first)
card (receiver on Card 06 not 1 to 4;
flag on Card 16 not 0 or 1; size class -8: Sum of target proportions not .999
on Card 26 not 1 to 4) to 1.001. 22, 23: Minimum. residual proportion of

.

14: Entry for age class not 1 to 33; or 21, 22: Target proportions for 1 = standard or current volume after
not 0 to 1thinnin

for diameter class not 1 to 13 intermediate, 2 = long range not 0 to .g

15
, .

: Table values precede equation 1.
24: Minimum volume to initiate
thinning < 0.

coefficients.
Card 09

Card 02 Card 18 (second)
21: Conversion site-index not 1 to 300.

21: GRU type not 1 or 2. 22: Conversion species-type not 1 to 30. 21, 22: Minimum or maximum thinning
22: Site index not 1 to 300. 23: Conversion fiber-type not 1 or 2. age-class not 1 to 33.
23: Species type not 1 to 30. 24: Periods for conversion < 0. 29: Minimum thinning age-class exceeds
24: Fiber type not 1 or 2. 25: Proportion of acres converted each maximum.
25: Site class not 1 to 7. period not 0 to 1.

26: Proportion of standard volume Card 19
Cards 03 and 04 harvested from conversion acres not 0

to 1. 21: Proportion of residual volume after
21: Equation constraint not 0 to 5. first shelterwood entry not 0 to 1.

Cards 10, 11, 12, 13

Card 05 (first) 21: Equation constraint not 0 to 5. Cards 20, 21, 22

22: Salvable proportion of mortality not Card 15
21: Equation constraint not 0 to 5.

0 to 1.
23: Minimum salvable volume < 0.
24: Regeneration type not 1 to 3.
25: Proportion of unstocked acres to

restock not 0 to 1.

Card 05 (second)

21: Proportion of cut acres to.
unstocked not 0 to 1.

22: Regeneration lag not -1.5 to +1.5.
23, 24, 25: Regeneration proportion by

stocking level 1, 2, 3 not 0 to 1.
29: Sum of regeneration proportions

over stocking levels not .999 to 1.001.

Card 06 (first)

21, 22, 23, 24: Stocking level for donor
1, 2, 3, 4 not 1 to 3.

Card 06 (second)

1-1

21: Last period for shift from donors <
0.

22: Proportion of donor acres to shift
each period not 0 to 1.

29: Product of (periods for donor shift)
times (proportion of donor acres to
shift each period) < 1.001.

21: Stocking control age-class not 1 to
33.

22, 23: Minimum or maximum
fertilization age-class not 1 to 33.

29: Minimum fertilization age-class
exceeds maximum.

Card 16 (first)

21: Growth type not 1 or 2.
22: Approach-to-normal option not 1 or

2.
23: Growth type after thinning not 1 to

3.
24: Proportion of growth not 0 to 1.

Card 16 (second)

21: Maximum age class for full approach
to normality not 1 to 33.

22: Maximum age class for one-half the
full approach to normality not 1 to
33.

Card 17 (first)

21, 22: Proportion of standard volume
to enter stocking level 1, 2 not 0 to
1.

Card 24

21, 22, 23: Regeneration trees per acre
for stocking level 1, 2, 3 < 0.

Card 25

21: Standard basal area. 0.

Card 26

21, 22: Minimum or maximum shift
limits not 4 to 7.

23, 24: Basal area per acre to enter

stocking level 1, 2 < 0.
28: Minimum shift limit exceeds

maximum.
29: Basal area per acre to enter stocking

level 2 exceeds basal area per acre to
enter stocking level 1.

Card 27

21, 22: Softwood or hardwood added
ingrowth < 0.

23: Maximum basal area per acre < 0.
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ACC File Card 06

All Cards -6: Run length exceeds 50 (fixed +
outer - 1 + inner).

-1: End of file. 21: Inner cycle length not 1 to 50.
1: ACU code inconsistent. 22: Outer cycle length not 1 to 50.

11: Run identification inconsistent 23: Ending-condition check not 0 to 2.
(make no entry in columns 12-13).

12: Incorrect card order. Card 08

Card 01 22: EFFV initial slope = 0.
25: EFFV final slope =0.

21: G R U type not 1 to 3.
22: Demand curve not present in PNW Card 10

or PNB.
23: Fixed method not 0 to 3.
24: Variable method not 0 to 4.

21: AD harvest type not 1 to 3.
22: Youngest age class for harvest not 1

to 33.
Card 02

21: Initial discount rate < 0.
23: Final discount rate < 0.

Card 03

21: Initial or final demand-equation
shift < 0.

24: Demand-equation slope < 0.
25: Demand-equation intercept < 0.
26: Stumpage value base-price < 0.

Card 04

21: Fixed method length not 1 to 50.
26: Area control with rotation age < 0.

Card 05

-5: Negative absolute harvest volume
request.

13: Period for absolute harvest volume
request not 1 to fixed method length.

23: Critical age class for ending-
condition check not 1 to 33.

Card 11

-11: Sum of harvest proportions by age
class not .999 to 1.001.

13: Age class for harvest-priority
request not 1 to 33.

Card 20

21, 22, 23: Critical diameter class in size
classes 2, 3, 4 for ending-condition
check not 1 to 13.

Card 21

-21: Harvest-priority requests not 0 to 1
or not in ascending value by diameter
class.

13: Diameter for harvest-priority
request not 1 to 13.
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literature cited
EFILE

Screening

1: Site class not 1 to 5.
2: Species type not 1 to 30.
3: GRU type not 1 or 2.
4: Equation already defined.

11: Illegal card type.
12: Illegal MI.
13: Illegal equation number.
14: Too many equations for GRU type.
21: Equation constraint not 0 to 5.

Retrieval

-4: Equation not defined.
-11: Illegal card type.
-14: Too many equations for GRU type.
-27: Both constant term and age- or

diameter-class midpoint for using
equation limits are 0.
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planning periods. U. S. For. Serv.,
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manual for a computer program for
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allowable cut. U. S. For. Serv., Pac.
Northwest For. Range Exp. Stn.,
Portland, Oreg. Tech. Rep. PNW-1.
50 p.
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appendix A - acre shifts
Shifts from M11

Acres may be shifted from M11 to
either MIs 2 or 3 on the first pass
only (defined as the movement of
acres from one MI to another
before the first harvest). At no
other time in the program will acres
be allowed to shift from M11.

In the first pass, the acres remain-
ing in M11 equal the original
number multiplied by the target
proportion [PACMIU(1,1 )]
entered on CTL Card 08. The
remaining acres are shifted to M12
if conversion is specified (if CTL
Card 09 is included). Otherwise,
acres and volume are shifted to
M13. Acres shifted to MIs 2 or 3
are immediately available to be
shifted into higher Mls. Acres can
be shifted from MI1 to MI7, or
conversely, from M17 to M11 in
the first pass; these shifts depend
on the entries made.

Acres shifted are summed into the
appropriate MI. Volume shifted is
added to existing volume in the
receiving MI and divided by the
new total acres in that MI to adjust
volume per acre.

Shifts from Outside Donors to
Receivers

In the first period before harvest,
the proportion of acres to shift per
period [ACSDU(od,or); CTL Card
061 is multiplied by the number of
acres in the outside donor class to
determine the number of acres to
shift each period for
NPDSDU(od,or) periods. Those
acres are moved to the appropriate
receiver each period. The same
proportion is removed from all age
or size classes in the outside donor
class. For example, if the acres to
be moved represent 50 percent of
the outside donor class, 50 percent
of acres in each age or size class
would be moved. For acres moved
into regular acres (MIs 1 or 3),
specify the stocking level at entry
(CTL Card 06 first). Volume per
acre in AD stands at entry is the
average stocking (GFILE Card 05)
multiplied by the standard volume
per acre for the age class. These

same criteria also apply to acres
shifted from one outside donor to
another.

Shifts of MI and Unstocked Acres
to Outside Receivers

Acres may be shifted from the
inventory to either other objectives
or other owners. The shift is a
straight percentage shift each
period for the number of periods in
question (NPDSRU) and is limited
by MAERUA/MSERUD. Because
unstocked acres are in the base,
they are also shifted. The shifts are:

ACMV1 L = ACUSMU x PACSRU(1)
.(unstocked acres to shift to other
objectives)

where ACUSMU = unstocked
acres, and PACSRU(1) _
proportion of acres to shift to
other objectives.

ACMV2L = ACUSMU x PACSRU(2)
(unstocked acres to shift to other
owners)

where ACUSMU = unstocked
acres, and PACSRU(2) _
proportion of acres to shift to
other owners.

ACUSMU = ACUSMU - ACMV1 L - ACMV2L
(new unstocked acres).

ACMV1 L = ACMA(ag,mi,sl) x PACSRU(1)
(MI acres by age class and stocking level
to shift to other objectives)

where ACMA(ag,mi,sl) = acres in
each MI by age class and stocking
level, and PACSRU(1) = propor-
tion of acres to be shifted to other
objectives.

ACMV2L = ACMA(ag,mi,sl) x PACSRU(2)
(MI acres by age class and stocking level
to shift to other owners)

where ACMA(ag,mi,sl) = acres in
each MI by age class and stocking
level, and PACSRU(2) = propor-
tion of acres to be shifted to other
owners.

ACMA(ag,mi,sl) = ACMA(ag,mi,sl)
- ACMV1 L - ACMV2L
(new MI acres).
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Shifts between MIs

Acres are shifted from one MI to
another at regeneration based on
age, target proportions
[ P A C M I U (m i, 1) o r
PACMIU(mi,2)], and MI shift
limits [MMIENA(ag)] (CTL Cards
08 and 17). Acres not harvested are
shifted between Mls according to
their availability, as calculated by:

ACPML(mi,ag) = ACAVL(mi,ag) x 1.
- PACMIU(mi,no.)

where 1 = intermediate and 2 --
long range.

ACPML(mi,ag) represents the
number of acres that may be
shifted to higher (or lower) Mls,
whereas ACAVL(mi,ag) is the
number of acres in the particular
MI and age class. Remaining acres
correspond to the proportion
indicated for that MI and age class.

Designate target proportions and
minimum and maximum MIs for
each age class with extreme care.
Particular attention should be paid
to MPD2CG (GFILE) because this
value guides the switch from the
intermediate to the long-range
phase of the shifting process.

Older acres present in the inventory
are held in their respective MIs [by
minimum and maximum MI
designated by age (MMIENA)] ;
upon harvesting, the restocked
acres are placed in the appropriate
MI based on PACMIU(mi,no.).

If the target distribution requires
acres in M17 but MI shifts for all

age classes occur only between MIs
5 and 6, then the proportion of
total acres designated will be added
into M16. For example (assuming
no other age classes present except
age class 7), if entries are:

Card 08 Card 17 (second)

PACMIU(mi,1) MMIENA(1,7) MMIENA(2,7)
MI Proportion Age class Min. MI Max. MI

1 0.0
2 0.0
3 0.0
4 0.0
5 0.0
6 0.0
7 1.0

7

then CTL Card 17 (second) entries
will override CTL Card 08 entries;
all acres will be shifted into MI6.

Conversely, if the entries are:

Card 08

5 6

Card 17 (second)

PACMIU(mi,1) MMIENA(1,7) MMIENA(2,7)
MI Proportion Age class Min. MI Max. MI

1 0.0
2 0.0
3 0.0
4 0.0
5 0.0
6 1.0
7 0.0

7 6 7

then acres will shift into M16 only.
Here, Card 08 entries override Card
17 (second) entries.
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appendix B- input formats
Abbreviations

ag age class
cm cutting method
di diameter class
en entry (age or diameter class)
eq equation number
lv hierarchical level
mi management intensity
pd simulation period
rg report group
sz size class
tm timbershed index (or equivalent

hierarchical level)
tr treatment (regeneration

and cultural treatment)

Key to BRU Assumptions (AD and DD)

Columns:
1-5 7 9 11-12 14-15 17

BRU Card
ID type

AD,
DD,
mi

ag,
sz di No.

1 1

2

(AD)

ag

3 mi ag

4 mi ag

1 2

2

(DD)

sz

2 sz di 3

3 mi sz 1

3 3 sz di 2

(mi)

3 mi sz di 3
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I N V (AD and DD)
21-30 31-40 41-50 51-60 61-70 71-80

Data
field

Data field I Data field 2 Data field 3 Data field 4 Data field 5 Data field 6 FORMAT

ACUSMU
Unstocked acres

E1O.0

ACDA

(ag,l)
Other owners

ACDA

(ag,2)
Other objectives

ACDA ACDA

(ag,3) (ag,4)
Marginal Inaccessible

4ElO.O

Outside donor acres

ACMA
(ag,mi,I)
Acres

VAPM

(ag,mi,l)
Volume per acre

ACMA VAMA

(ag,mi,2) (ag,mi,2)
Acres Volume per acre

ACMA

(ag,mi,3)
Acres

VAMA

(ag,mi,3)
Volume per acre

6E10.0

ki velI t l kiI sto level 2 - levelIn stockin 3n s oc ng e n c ng g

ACSWRA
(ag,mi)
Second-entry
Shelterwood

VASWRA

(ag,mi)
Shelterwood
residual volume

2E10.O

acres per acre

ACUSMU

Unstocked acres
E10.0

ACDD

(sz,l)
Other owners

,,.Q.utside donor acre

ACDD

(sz,2)
Other objectives
s

ACDD ACDD

(sz,3) (sz,4)
Marginal Inaccessible

4E10.0

TADD
(l,di,sz)

Softwood

TADD
(2,di,sz)
Hardwood

2E1O.0

Trees per acre on donor acres

ACMD
(sz,mi,l)
Regular acres
in stocking
level 1

ACMD
(sz,mi,2)
Regular acres
in stocking
level 2

ACMD
(sz,mi,3)
Regular acres
in stocking
level 3

3E10.0

VAMTD
(di,sz,I)
Softwood
mortality per
acre in stocking
level 1

VAMTD
(di,sz,2)
Softwood
mortality per
acre in stocking
level 2

VAMTD
(di,sz,3)
Softwood
mortality per
acre in stocking
level 3

6E10.O

TRMD

(di,sz,mi,l,l)
Softwood trees
per acre

TRMD

(di,sz,mi,2,1)
Hardwood trees
per acre

TRMD TRMD

(di,sz,mi,1,2) (di,sz,mi,2,2)
Softwood trees Hardwood trees
per acre per acre

TRMD

(di,sz,mi,1,3)
Softwood trees
per acre

TRMD

(di,sz,mi,2,3)
Hardwood trees
per acre

6E10.0

ki ll 1 l 2ki lI t levelstockinI 3eveIn stoc ng oc ng even s gn
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Key to GRU Assumptions
(AD and DD)

Columns:
1-10 11-12 14 16 18-19

Card mi, eq,
GRU type od or en

01

02

03 mi eq

03 mi eq en

04 eq

04 eq en

05

05 mi

06

06 od or

N
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CT L (AD and DD)
21-30 31-40 41-50 51-60 61-70 71-80

Data
field

Data field 1 Data field 2 Data field 3 Data field 4 Data field 5 Data field 6 FORMAT

IBRUNi IBRUNJ/PACBRNi IBRUNk/PACBRNj IBRUNI/PACBRNk IBRUNm/PACBRNI IBRUNn/PACBRNm

BRUs and proportion of BRU acres to be combined into GRU. PACBRN not used indicates that all of the
BRU is included in the GRU. More than one Card dl may be used.

ITPRU ISXBU ISPBU IFTBU JSCRU
Type of GRU GRU site Original species Original fiber GRU site
1 = AD index for MI2 type for class
2 = DD May be 1-7 MIs 3-7 if not MIs 2 or 3 May be 1-7

conversion GRU 1 = softwood
2 = hardwood

110
5(110/
El0.0)

5110

ITEQ CETQ(6) CETQ(5) CETQ(4) CETQ(3) 1110
Type of Constant Linear Quadratic Cubic
equation AD eq 1 = total volume per acre DD eq 1 = softwood diameter growth
constraint 2 = thinning volume per acre 2 = hardwood diameter growth

3 = mortality volume per acre 3 = softwood mortality proportion
4 = softwood proportion of volume 4 = hardwood mortality proportion

ETAGMU ETAGMU ETAGMU ETAGMU ETAGMU ETAGMU
(en,mi,eq) (en+l,mi,eq) (en+2,mi,eq) (en+3,mi,eq) (en+4,mi,eq) (en+5,mi,eq)
Table values that may be substituted for values obtained from above equations for specific entries.
One card for any six consecutive entries in which one or more table values are specified.

ITEQ CETQ(6) CETQ(5) CETQ(4) CETQ(3)
-Type of Constant Linear Quadratic Cubic

equation eq 1 = price per unit harvested
constraint 2 = cost per unit for final harvest

3 = cost per unit for thinning

ETHPCU ETHPCU ETHPCU ETHPCU ETHPCU ETHPCU
(en,eq) (en+l,eq) (en+2,eq) (en+3,eq) (en+4,eq) (en+5,eq)
Table values that may be substituted for values obtained from above equations for specific
entries. One card for any six consecutive entries in which one or more table values are specified.

6E10.0

1110
4E10.0

6ElO.0

IMSVU PVAMSU VAMMSU IRGMTU PACURU 1I10

Mortality Salvable Minimum Type of Proportion of 2E10.0

salvage proportion of salvable regeneration unstocked acres 1110

indicator mortality volume volume per acre 1 = seed restocked each 1E10.O

0 = no per acre to initiate 2 = plant period
1 = yes salvage, 3 = other

PACCUU(mi) RGLAGU(mi) PACSLU PACSLU PACSLU
Proportion of Regeneration lag (l,mi) (2,mi) (3,mi)
cutover acres as proportion of Stocking level 1 Stocking level 2 Stocking level 3
to unstocked period Proportion of regenerated acres distributed to
each period -1.5<RGLAGU<1.5 stocking levels

ISLSDU(1) ISLSDU(2) ISLSDU(3) ISLSDU(4)
Other owners Other objectives Marginal Inaccessible
Stocking level for outside donor inputs; stocking class may be 1, 2, or 3

NPDSDU(od,or) ACSDU(od,or)
Last period for Proportion of
shifts to occur acres shifted

per period
Shifts from outside donor (od) to
receiver (or)
od or
1 = other owners 1 = MI1

2 = other objectives 2 = M13
3 = marginal 3 = other objectives

/ 4 = inaccessible 4 = other owners

5E10.0

4110

1110
1E1O.0

(continued)
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(continued)

Columns:
1-10 11-12 14 16 18-19

Card mi, eq,
GRU type od or en

07

08 mi

Key to GRU Assumptions
(AD only)

Columns:
1-10 11-12 14 16 18-19

Card
GRU type mi eq ag

09

10 mi eq

10 mi eq ag

11 mi eq

11 mi eq ag

12 mi

12 mi ag
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CTL (AD and DD)
21-30 31-40 41-50 51-60 61-70 71-80

Data field l Data field 2 Data field 3 Data field 4

Data

field
Data field 5 Data field 6 FORMAT

MAERUA or NPDSRU(1) PACSRU(l) NPDSRU(2) PACSRU(2) 2110
MSERUD Number of Proportion of Number of Proportion of lElO.O
Maximum age or periods for acres shifted periods for acres shifted 1110
size class for shifts from MIs per period shifts from per period to lElO.O
acres to enter to other to other MIs to other other owners
outside objectives objectives owners
receivers

PACMIU
(mi,I)

Intermediate
proportion of
acres to MI

PACMIU
(mi,2)

Long-range
proportion of
acres to MI

2E10.0

CTL (AD)
21-30 31-40 41-50 51-60 61-70

Data field 1 Data field 2 Data field 3 Data field 4 Data field 5

ISXCU ISPCU IFTCU NPDCVU ACCNVU
Site index Species index Fiber-type Number of Proportion of
after for M12 after indicator fdr periods for MI2 acres to be
conversion conversion, M12 after conversion converted each

MIs 3-7 conversion, period
MIs 3-7

ITEQ CETQ(6) CETQ(5) CETQ(4) CETQ(3)
Type of Constant Linear Quadratic Cubic
equation Volume-utilization conversion equations
constraint e.g., total cubic to: 1 = total cubic; 2 = cubic 5-inch DBH to 4-inch;

3 = cubic 7-inch DBH to 5-inch

PVLUSA PVLUSA PVLUSA PVLUSA PVLUSA

(ag,eq.mi) (ag+l,eq,mi) (ag+2.eq,mi) (ag+3,eq,mi) (ag+4,eq,mi)

71-80

Data
field

Data field 6 FORMAT

PVACVU 4110
Proportion of 2E10.0
standard volume
per acre for
converted acres

PVLUSA

(ag+5,eq,mi)
Table values that may be substituted for values obtained from above equations for specific age

1110
4E10.0

6E10.0

classes. One card for any six consecutive age classes for which one or more table values are specified.

ITEQ CETQ(6) CETQ(5) CETQ(4) CETQ(3) 1I10
Type of Constant Linear Quadratic Cubic 4E10.0
equation Diameter-utilization conversion equations
constraint e.g., trees>1.5-inch DBH to: 1 = trees>1.5-inch DBII; 2 = trees>5-inch DBH;

3 = trees>7-inch DBH

PDIUSA PDIUSA PDIUSA PDIUSA PDIUSA PDIUSA

(ag,eq,mi) (ag+l,eq,mi) (ag+2,eq,mi) (ag+3,eq,mi) (ag+4,eq,mi) (ag+5,eq,mi)
Tables values that may be substituted for values obtained from above equations for specific age
classes. One card for any six consecutive age classes for which one or more table values are specified.

ITEQ CETQ(6) CETQ(5) CETQ(4) CETQ(3)
Type of equation Constant Linear Quadratic Cubic
constraint Average stand diameter as a function of age

DIAMA DIAMA DIAMA DIAMA DIAMA DIAMA
(ag,mi) (ag+l,mi) (ag+2,mi) (ag+3,mi) (ag+4,mi) (ag+5,mi)
Table values that may be substituted for values obtained from above equations for specific age
classes. One card for any six consecutive age classes for which one of more table values are specified.

6E10.0

1I10

4E10.0

6E10.0

(continued)
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(continued)

Columns:
1-10 11-12 14 16 18-19

GRU

Card
type mi eq ag

13 mi eq

13 mi eq ag

14

14 mi

15

16

16 1

17

17 ag

18

'b
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CTL (AD)
21-30 31-40 41-50 51-60 61-70 71-80

Data
field

Data field 1 Data field 2 Data field 3 Data field 4 Data field 5 Data field 6 FORMAT

ITEQ CETQ(6) CETQ(5) CETQ(4) CETQ(3) 1110

Type of equation Constant Linear Quadratic Cubic 4F10.0

constraint eq 1 = cost per acre for final harvest
2 = cost per acre for thinning

ETHCUA ETHCUA ETHCUA ETHCUA ETHCUA ETHCUA 6E10.0

(ag,mi,eq) (ag+l,mi,eq) (ag+2,mi,eq) (ag+3,mi,eq) (ag+4,mi,eq) (ag+5,mi,eq)
Table values that may be substituted for values obtained from above equations for specific age classes.
One card for any six consecutive age classes for which one or more table values are specified.

DASCCA DAFRTA DACLTA
Stocking-control Fertilization Cultural

cost per acre cost per acre treatment cost
per acre

DARGCA DARGUA
(mi) (mi)

Regeneration Regeneration
cost per cost per
cutover acre unstocked acre

IAGSCA
Age class for

-"'stocking control

IGRTHA
Type of growth
indicator
1 = approach to

normal
2 = yield

equation

IAGPNA(l)
Maximum age
class for full

approach to
normality

PVASIA
Proportion of
standard volume
per acre to
enter stocking
level 1

MMIENA

(I,ag)
Minimum MI
MI shift limits

MNAGFA MXAGFA
Minimum age Maximum age
class for class for
fertilization fertilization

IATNRA IGRATA PVAGRA
Type of approach Type of growth Proportion of
to normality after thinning gross or net
1 = growth 1 = approach to growth when
2 = volume normal IGRATA = 2 or 3

IAGPNA(2)
Maximum age
class for half

approach to
normality

PVAS2A
Proportion of
standard volume
per acre to
enter stocking
level 2

MMIENA

(2,ag)
Maximum MI

ITHNTA PVATMA
Type of thinning Minimum
1 = proportion proportion of

of total standard
volume stocking after

2 = from table thinning

2 = % gross
growth

3 = % net growth

CEPNRA(1) CEPNRA(2)
Linear Constant
Approach-to-normal function

coefficients

PVATHA VAMTHA
Proportion of Minimum
current volume removal volume
per acre after per acre to
thinning initiate

thinning

3E10.0

2E10.0

3110

3110
lElO.O

2I10
2E10.0

2E10.0

2110

1I10
3E10.0

(continued)
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(continued)

Columns:
1-10 11-12 14 16 18-19

Card
GRU type mi eq ag

18 mi

19

Key to GRU Assumptions
(DD only)

Columns:
1-10 11-12 14 16 18-19

Card eq,
GRU type mi sz di

20 eq

20 eq di

21 eq

21 eq di

22 eq

22 eq di

24
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CTL (AD)
21-30 31-40

Data field 1 Data field 2

MAGTHA MAGTHA
(1,mi) (2,mi)
Minimum Maximum
Age class for thinning

41-50 51-60 61-70 71-80

Data

field
Data field 3 Data field 4 Data field 5 Data field 6 FORMAT

PVASRA PDASWA PDVSWA
Proportion of Proportion of Proportion of
current volume final harvest final harvest
per acre after cost per acre cost per unit
first shelter- incurred when incurred when
wood entry residual residual

shelterwood is shelterwood is
taken taken

2110

3E10.0

CTL (DD)
21-30 31-40 41-50 51-60

Data field 1 Data field 2 Data field 3 Data field 4

ITEQ CETQ(6) CETQ(5) CETQ(4)
Type of Constant Linear Quadratic
equation Volume per tree as a function of diameter
constraint eq 1 = softwood

2 = hardwood

ETVTD ETVTD ETVTD ETVTD
(di,eq) (di+l,eq) (di+2,eq) (di+3,eq)

61-70 71-80

Data
field

Data field 5 Data field 6 FORMAT

CETQ(3) 1I10
Cubic 4E10.0

ETVTD ETVTD 6ElO.0
(di+4,eq) (di+5,eq)

Table values that may be substituted for values obtained from above equations for specific diameter
classes. One card for any six consecutive diameter classes for which one or more table values are
specified.

ITEQ CETQ(6) CETQ(5) CETQ(4) CETQ(3) 1110
Type of Constant Linear. Quadratic Cubic 4E10.0
equation Volume utilization conversion equation (softwood) e.g., total cubic to:
constraint 1 = total cubic; 2 = cubic 5-inch DBH to 4-inch; 3 = cubic 7-inch DBH

to 5-inch

PVLSUD PVLSUD PVLSUD PVLSUD PVLSUD PVLSUD

(di,eq) (di+l,eq) (di+2,eq) (di+3,eq) (di+4,eq) (di+5,eq)
Table values that may be substituted for values obtained from above equations for specific diameter

6E10.0

classes. One card for any six consecutive diameter classes for which one or more tables are specified.

ITEQ CETQ(6) CETQ(5) CETQ(4) CETQ(3) 1110
Type of Constant Linear Quadratic Cubic 6E10.0
equation Volume utilization conversion equation (hardwood) e.g., total cubic to:
constraint 1 = total cubic; 2 = cubic 5-inch DB11 to 4-inch; 3 = cubic 7-inch D811

to 5-inch

PVLHUD PVLHUD PVLHUD PVLIIUS PVLHUD PVLIIUD

(di,eq) (di+l,eq) (di+2,eq) (di+3,eq) (di+4,eq) (di+5,eq)
Table values that may be substituted for values obtained from above equations for specific diameter classes.
One card for any six consecutive diameter classes for which one or more table values are specified.

TARSTD(l) TARSTD(2) TARSTD(3)
Stocking level 1 Stocking level 2 Stocking level 3
Number of trees planted at regeneration of unstocked
acres

6E10.0

3E10.0

(continued)
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(continued)

Columns:
1-10 11-12 14 16 18-19

Card eq,
GRU type mi sz di

25 mi

26 sz

27

28

29

Key to ACU
Assumptions

Columns:
1-10 15-16 18-19

pd,

Card
type di

01

02

03

ag,



CT L (DD)
21-30 31-40 41-50 51-60- 61-70 71-80

Data field 1 Data field 2 Data field 3 Data field 4 Data field 5 Data field 6

Data
field
FORMAT

BASTD 1E10.0
(mi)
Standard
basal area

MMIEND MIEND ARSID ARS2D 110
(l,sz) (2,sz) (sz) (sz) 2ElO.O
Minimum MI Maximum MI Stocking level 1 Stocking level 2

MI shift limits Basal area required to enter

TAINGD(1) TAINGD(2)

stocking levels

BA14XD 3E10.0
Softwood trees
per acre
Added in rowth

Hardwood trees
per acre

Maximum basal
area allowed on
GRUg

CEDGCD(1) CEDGCD(2) CEDGCD(3) CEDGCD(4) 4E10.O
Diameter (D)
Coefficient

Basal area (BA)
Coefficient

(D)(BA)2

Coefficient
Constant

Growth constraint function

CEMTCD(11 CEMTCD(2) 2E10.0
(BA)/(D)
Coefficient

Constant

`~-Mortality constraint function

ACC

21-30 31-40

Data field 1 Data field 2

ITPAC IDMEFC
Type of ACU Demand-equation
1 = AD flag
2 = DO 0 = price table
3 = mixed 1 = demand

equation

PDLIDL NPDFDL
Initial (first First period for
period) discount which PDLFDL
rate is appropriate

discount rate

PDVIIL NPDFIL
Initial demand- First period for
equation which PDVFIL is
intercept shift appropriate
factor intercept shift

factor

41-50 51-60 61-70 71-80

Data field 3 Data field 4 Data field 5 Data field 6

Data
field
FORMAT

IFPTCP IVPTCP 4110
Type of fixed
harvest method
0 = not used
1 = absolute

amount
2 = % inventory
3 = area control

PDLFDL

Type of variable
harvest method
0 = not used
1 = EFV
2 = EFFV
3 = PNB
4 = PNW

0.0
Final discount 110
rate (when E10.0
discount rate
is variable)

PDVFIL DVDMIC DSDMSC DVPRBC El0.0
Final intercept Demand-equation Demand-equation Stumpage 110
shift factor intercept value slope (price value base- 4E10.0

decrease for
unit increase
in quantity)
(DSDMSC>0)

price

(continued)
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(continued)

Columns:
1-10 15-16 18-19

pd,
Card ag,

ACU type di

04

05 pd

06

07

08

10

11 ag

20

21 di
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ACC
21-30 31-40 41-50 51-60 61-70 71-80

Data field 1 Data field 2 Data field 3 Data field 4 Data field 5 Data field 6

NPDFPP CEPVLP(1) CEPVLP(2) CEPVLP(3) CEPVLP(4) NPDRLP
Number of Linear Constant Minimum value Maximum value Rotation length
periods for Equation coefficients relating For percent of inventory in periods

fixed harvest percent of inventory harvested harvested (required when
method to period (when IFPTCP = 2) IFPTCP = 3)
(required when
IFPTCP / 0)

VLTRC VLTRC VLTRC VLTRC VLTRC VLTRC

(pd) (pd+l) (pd+2) (pd+3) (pd+4) (pd+5)
Absolute harvest request. One card for any six consecutive periods in which an absolute harvest is
requested in one or more periods (required when IFPTCP = 1)

NPDVPP NVPOCP IECKCP
Number of Number of Type of ending
periods for optimization condition
optimization cycles (required 0 = not active
cycle (required when IVPTCP $ 0) 1 = exhaust volume
when IVPTCP 0) above IAGECP

and/or IDIECP
2 = harvest equals

growth

VLNPPP PVLBIP
Volume harvested Proportion of
in period 0 initial harvest

level to set
binary-search
increment

(required when IVPTCP / 0)

XXIINP XVISLP
Intercept Slope
Coefficients for initial EFFV
(required when IVPTCP = 2)

IADNTC NAGFMC

AD harvest First age class
priority available for
1 = age harvest

2 = minimum
growth

3 = maximum
value

PVLDTP
Proportion of
present harvest
level to set
difference
tolerance

PVLITP
Proportion of
present harvest
level to set
increment (step
size) tolerance

Data

field
FORMAT

I10

E1O.O
110

6E10.0

3110

PVLDCP PVLICP 6E1O.0
Proportion of Proportion of
volume decrease volume increase
allowed from allowed from
period to period period to period
0.0 = not active 0.0 = not active

NPDFNP XXFINP XVFSLP
First period in Intercept Slope
which XXFINP Coefficients for final EFFV
and XVFSLP
are appropriate
constants for
EFFV

IAGECP
Age class for
checking ending
condition type 1
(AD or mixed)

PVLRAC PVLRAC PVLRAC PVLRAC PVLRAC PVLRAC

(ag) (ag+l) (ag+2) (ag+3) (ag+4) (ag+5)
Proportion of harvest volume requested by age class. One card for any six consecutive age classes
in which a positive proportion is specified in one or more ages

IDIECP(2) IDIECP(3) IDIECP(4)
Size class 2 Size class 3 Size class 4
Diameter class for checking ending condition
type l (DD or mixed)

PVLRDC PVLRDC PVLRDC
(di,2) (di,3) (di,4)
Proportion of harvest volume requested by
diameter and size classes. One card for each
diameter class for which a positive proportion
is specified in any size class.

2E10.O
I10

2E10.0

3110

6E10.0

3110

3E10.0
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Key to EFILE

Columns:
2-4 5-7 8-9 10-13 14-15 16-17

AD, Card
Site Species DD type mi eq

Key to GFILE

Columns:

1 3-4 6-7 11-20

File Card
letter type row Data field 1

G 1 Run heading (columns

2 Utilization
standard
codea

3 row Species report-group
3 for 13-18; 4 for

4 Period to switch
from intermediate
to long-range
MI target
distribution

5 AD stocking
levels

6 DD stocking
levels

alf
a single utilization standard is

code in column 19 and the second in



EFILE
21-30 31-40 41-50 51-60 61-70 71-80

Data

field

Data field 1 Data field 2 Data field 3 Data field 4 Data field 5 Data field 6 FORMAT

ITEQ CETQ(6) CETQ(5) CETQ(4) CETQ(3) 1110

Type of Constant Linear Quadratic Cubic 4E10

equation Equation coefficients
constraint

21-30 31-40 41-50 51-60 61-70 71-80

GFILE

Data
field

Data field 2 Data field 3 Data field 4 Data field 5 Data field 6 Data field 7 FORMAT

11-75)

Number of Proportion to
periods to shift from first
shift from first to second
first to second utilization
utilization standard

,stAndard

for species types (data fields 1-6); row 1 for species types 1-6; 2 for 7-12;
19-24; 5 for 25-30

level 1 level 2 level 3
Stocking proportion >

Number of times Utilization Utilization Utilization
stands are grown standard 1 standard 2 standard 3
each period Minimum diameter

8A8

2110
110.0

6110

6110

110
3F10.0

2110
3F10.0

used for the entire simulation, place the code in column 20. If two utilization standards are used, place the first
column 20.
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Key to T F I L E

Columns:
1 3-4 6-7

File Card ag,di,
letter type lv,tm

7 tm

Key to R F I L E

Columns:
1 3-4 6-7 11-20

File
letter

Card
type

lv,rg
cm,tr,
eq Data field 1

R 1 Report limit

2 lv Harvest

3

report

Report-level ind

Timbershed

4

summary-report
flag

Beginning year

5 Utilization-stan

6 rg

(label for utili
columns 11-16; 2,

Short label for
diameter-class
report groups
(rg) 1-5

7 rg

(columns 13-19)

Species-type rep
species report-g
total = 4
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TFILE

11-20 21-30 41-50 51-60 61-70 71-8031-40

Data
field

Data field 1 Data field 2 Data field 3 Data field 4 Data field 5 Data field 6 Data field 7 FORMAT

Site-class report group for site classes 1-7 in data fields 1-7

MI report group for MIs 1-7 in data fields 1-7

Age-class Age-class
midpoint report group

Diameter-class Diameter-class
midpoint report group

FORMAT statement for hierarchical
level (lv) 1-9

FORMAT statement for identifying
timbershed and owner class

Indicator for
timbershed (tm)

7110

7110

F10.0
110

F1O.0
110

2A10

2A10

I10

RFILE

21-30 31-40 41-50 51-60 61-70 71-80

Data

field
Data field 2 Data field 3 Data field 4 Data field 5 Data field 6 Data field 7 FORMAT

110

Regeneration/ Total harvest/
cultural economic

Inventory
report

Harvest
summary

Regeneration/
cultural

Inventory
summary

7110

treatment report report treatment report
report summary

icators for hierarchical levels (lv) 0-9 report

110

Simulation period
in years

2110

da

za

rd labels
tion-standard 1 in

3(A6,4X)

21-26; 3, 31-36)

Long label for
diameter-class
report groups

2A10

1-5

or
ro

t group label for
ups 1-3 and

2A10

(continued)
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(continued)

Columns:
1 3-4 6-7 11-20 21-30

lv,rg,

File Card cm,tr,
letter type eq Data field 1 Data field 2

R 8 cm

9

10 tr

11 rg

12

13 eq

14 rg

Cutting-method label for implicit
practices (cm) 1-7

MI report- MI report-
group 1 label group 2 label
(columns 11-18) (columns 21-28)

Long treatment label

Labels for implicit and explicit re
silvicultural methods (tr) 1-8

Age-class report
group labels
1-8

Size-class Size-class
report-group 1 report-group 2
label label

Diameter-class Diameter-class
report-group 1 report-group 2
conversion conversion
Utilization standard to Scribner co

Owner-class, owner-group, and all-
owners labels
rg = 1 to 3: individual public
owner-class
rg = 4 to 5: individual private
owner-class
rg = 6: public owner-group
rg = 7: private owner-group
rg = 8: all owners

15 Site-class Site-class

report-group 1 report-group 2

label label
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RFILE

31-40 41-50 51-60 61-70 71-80

Data

field
Data field 3 Data field 4 Data field 5 Data field 6 Data field 7 FORMAT

2A10

MI report- 3(A8,2X)
group 3 label
(columns 31-38)

Short treatment
label

generation and

Al0

Size-class All-sizes 010
report-group 3
label

Diameter-class

label

Diameter-class Diameter-class 5E10.0
report-group 3
conversion

report-group 4
conversion

report-group 5
conversion

nversion proportions for utilization standards (eq) 1 to 3

2A1 0

Site-class All-sites 4A10
report-group 3
label

label
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appendix C
AD

oldest age first
(IADHTC= 1; ITPAC= 1)

harvest priorities

Harvesting will begin in the first age
class specified on ACC Card 11.
PVLRAC entered by age class
indicates the proportion of total
volume requested that the first age
class listed will fill. The following
comprises a list of generalized
examples.

Card 11 (ag = 33; PVLRAC =
1.0): The harvest volume
requested will be filled from the
oldest age class first.
Successively lower age classes
will then be harvested until
harvest volume requested is met
or until NAGFMC (first age class
available for harvest) is reached.

Card 11 (ag = 20; PVLRAC =
1.0): Assume age classes exist
above age class 20. The first
attempt to fill the volume
requested will be from age class
20. If age class 20 has
insufficient volume, then the
volume requested will be filled
by reverting to oldest first.

Card 11 (ag = 33; PVLRAC =
.50) and Card 11 (ag = 20;
PVLRAC = .50): Fifty percent
of the volume requested will be
filled by age class 33, if possible.
The sequence will then move to
age class 20 and the remainder
of the volume requested will be
filled. If either of the two age
classes has insufficient volume to
meet the request, the sequence
reverts to oldest first.

[Note: If the user enters an age
class that begins harvesting on Card
11 and that entry is less than
IAGECP (ACC Card 10), the
system will stop.]

minimum growth
(IADHTC = 2; ITPAC = 1)

The minimum-growth-first option is
straightforward; ACC Card 11 is
not needed. For the first period's
harvest, oldest age first is in effect.
A matrix is developed using age
classes and species report-groups
(33, 3) in which entries for each
cell are the growth rates. A search is
made for the cell with the lowest
rate, and the volume available in
that cell is applied to the volume
requested. If volume available fills
volume requested, movement to the
next period results; if volume is
insufficient in the slowest growing
cell, a search is made for the next
slowest growing cell (and so on)
until the volume requested is filled.

maximum value
(IADHTC = 3; ITPAC = 1)

The maximum-value-first option is
straightforward; ACC Card 11 is
not needed. A matrix is developed
using age classes and species
report-groups (33, 3) in which
entries for each cell are the total
values. The value per units is then
determined for each age class and
species report-group, and a search is
made for the one having the highest
value. If volume is sufficient in that
age class and species report-group
to fill the volume requested,
movement to the next period
begins. If volume is insufficient, the
next highest value is located (and so
on) until the volume requested is
filled.

5Value = stumpage value per unit - final
harvest cost per unit - [(final harvest
cost per acre + cultural treatment cost
per acre)/volume per acre] .

N
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DD

Diameter distribution does not have
a harvest priority per se. Instead,
proportions of harvest volume
requested by diameter class and size
class (2, 3, and 4) are specified.

volume available > volume
requested

Volume available is determined by
multiplying ACC Card 21 entries
by total volume present by
diameter and size classes. For
example, if 0.5 were specified for
size class 2, diameter class 5, then
0.5 would be multiplied by the
total volume existing in size class
2, diameter class 5, and that
portion (50%) would be included
in the volume available. When
volume available equals volume
requested, volume requested is
filled from diameter and size
classes exactly as indicated by the
proportions.

If volume available is greater than
volume requested, then all Card 21
entries specifying 1.0 will have that
proportion removed from the
specific diameter and size classes.
The remaining proportions are
adjusted downward relative to one
another. This method will closely
maintain the volume distributions
specified on Card 21.

volume available < volume
requested

If this situation occurs, all entries
of 1.0 (the highest diameter classes)
are removed; the diameter class
with the next highest entry (<1.0)
is adjusted upward to remove the
entire diameter class. Subsequently,
the remaining classes (those not
adjusted) are evaluated to see if
enough volume is available without
further adjusting proportions. This
process continues until either the
harvest request or the minimum
diameter that may be harvested is
met. In the latter case, volume
requested will be changed to
volume available (becoming the
current period's harvest) and all
diameter classes (size classes 2, 3,
and 4) above minimum will be
harvested.

Combined Inventories

The harvest priority for mixed
distribution is simple. Total volume
available for both AD and DD
portions is calculated and summed.
Volume requested is then filled
proportionately between AD and
DD inventories. Individual harvests
for both inventories are filled
subject to the instructions
pertaining to each on the allowable
cut file.
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Tedder, Philip L., James S. Schmidt, and Jonna Gourley. TREES, Timber
resource economic estimation system. Volume 1: a user's manual for
forest management and harvest scheduling. Forest Research Laboratory,
Oregon State University, Corvallis. Research Bulletin 31a. 81 p.

TREES (Timber Resource Economic Estimation System), a forest
management and harvest scheduling model, is comprehensively described in
the first of a four-volume series. Even- or uneven-aged forest inventories
form basic resource units (BRUs), entered by age class or size and
diameter classes; stocking level; and management intensity. Management
assumptions for each grouped resource unit (GRU), a collection of BRUs,
specify species type; site class; inventory shifts; changes in management
intensity, land base, and utilization standard; and options for thinning,
regeneration, cultural treatment, and growth. Harvest assumptions for each
allowable cut unit (ACU), a collection of GRUs, comprise information on
seven harvest scheduling methods, financial accounting options, and
harvest-priority selection. Inventory, harvest, regeneration/cultural treatment,
and total harvest/economic reports are available. Computer operating
instructions for TREES are included.

Key words: forest management, forest economics, harvest scheduling,
simulation.

Tedder, Philip L., James S. Schmidt, and Jonna Gourley. TREES, Timber
resource economic estimation system. Volume I: a user's manual for
forest management and harvest scheduling. Forest Research Laboratory,
Oregon State University, Corvallis. Research Bulletin 31a. 81 p.

TREES (Timber Resource Economic Estimation System), a forest
management and harvest scheduling model, is comprehensively described in
the first of a four-volume series. Even- or uneven-aged forest inventories
form basic resource units (BRUs), entered by age class or size and
diameter classes; stocking level; and management intensity. Management
assumptions for each grouped resource unit (GRU), a collection of BRUs,
specify species type; site class; inventory shifts; changes in management
intensity, land base, and utilization standard; and options for thinning,
regeneration, cultural treatment, and growth. Harvest assumptions for each
allowable cut unit (ACU), a collection of GRUs, comprise information on
seven harvest scheduling methods, financial accounting options, and
harvest-priority selection. Inventory, harvest, regeneration/cultural treatment,
and total harvest/economic reports are available. Computer operating
instructions for TREES are included.

Key words: forest management, forest economics, harvest scheduling,
simulation.

Tedder, Philip L., James S. Schmidt, and Jonna Gourley. TREES, Timber
resource economic estimation system. Volume 1: a user's manual for
forest management and harvest scheduling. Forest Research Laboratory,
Oregon State University, Corvallis. Research Bulletin 31a. 81 p.

TREES (Timber Resource Economic Estimation System), a forest
management and harvest scheduling model, is comprehensively described in
the first of a four-volume series. Even- or uneven-aged forest inventories
form basic resource units (BRUs), entered by age class or size and
diameter classes; stocking level; and management intensity. Management
assumptions for each grouped resource unit (GRU), a collection of BRUs,
specify species type; site class; inventory shifts; changes in management
intensity, land base, and utilization standard; and options for thinning,
regeneration, cultural treatment, and growth. Harvest assumptions for each
allowable cut unit (ACU), a collection of GRUs, comprise information on
seven harvest scheduling methods, financial accounting options, and
harvest-priority selection, Inventory, harvest, regeneration/cultural treatment,
and total harvest/economic reports are available. Computer operating
instructions for TREES are included.

Key words: forest management, forest economics, harvest scheduling,
simulation.
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',ATE DUE

abbreviations 1

Age distribution (even-ageu invei.Lory,

Diameter distribution (uneven-aged inventory)

Management intensity (regime of forest management
practices)

Basic resource unit (smallest inventory unit)

Grouped resource unit (one or more BRUs or portions
of BRUs managed under the same productivity
assumptions)

Allowable cut unit (one or more GRUs managed under
the same harvest assumptions)

File containing BRU inventory information

File containing GRU control information (productivity
as4rnptions)

File containing ACU allowable cut information (harvest
assumptions)

Even-flow of volume harvest scheduling method

V Even-flow of a function of volume harvest scheduling
method

Present net benefit harvest scheduling method

Present net worth harvest scheduling method

Procedure file to run Generator (process inventory and
control information to produce RAF)

Procedure file to run Simulator (process RAF and
allowable cut information to schedule harvests)

Random-access file (processed inventory and coat,
information)

_E Secondary file containing run options and grc
information

.E Secondary file containing additional grow
information and FORMATS

_E Secondary file containing report calls, headers,
labels

.E Default equation file

Generator level file

Simulator level file
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